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Announcements and News
News about your product, conferences, and community events.

Web Viewer is the new name for Mainframe Team Center - Content Viewer.
The name of the product WAR file has changed accordingly. See New Features for more information.

Mainframe Product Roadmaps
Join our Web Viewer Roadmap Session to learn about upcoming product functionality, features, and architectural
enhancements.
or
Did you miss the Product Roadmap webcasts for Web Viewer? Watch the replay of our Web Viewer Roadmap
Session to get an overview of upcoming product features and architectural enhancements.

New Security Advisories Consolidated CSV File
Broadcom now offers a .CSV file that contains a consolidated list of security advisories affecting all supported
Broadcom mainframe products. This file lets you easily search the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)
information. You can also access the Security Advisory articles that include more details and context about
the security or integrity exposure. Broadcom updates this file daily. For CSV download instructions, see this
Broadcom Support article (login required).

Mainframe Technical Exchanges: June and October 2023
Join us for the Mainframe Technical Exchanges in person in Plano, Texas (June 13-15) and virtually on October
3-5. Connect with Mainframe Experts who share the latest technical education and product demos and respond
to your questions and feedback. These no-cost educational events are a great way to network with peers and
experts from across the globe.
Bookmark this page for current registration and event information.

Custom Maintenance Acquisition Interface
Use the Create Service Order Online Interface to order, download, and receive maintenance packages for
Broadcom mainframe product solutions. This option is more streamlined than using the SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Direct Product Acquisition into z/OSMF
A new GIMZIP download option is available to acquire a portable software instance from a secure Broadcom
download server directly from z/OSMF. To determine if your product is GIMZIP enabled, see Mainframe Products
using z/OSMF for Software Management.

Consolidated Product Lifecycle Overview
Use the new Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page to determine the end-of-service (EOS) or end-of-life
(EOL) support dates for Broadcom mainframe products and releases. This information is useful when planning
installations and upgrades.

Chorus Software Manager (CSM) End of Life
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their strategic
business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We are discontinuing
technical support for CSM effective June 30, 2023. Thereafter, CSM will have limited functionality. In accordance
with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and parameters of the Broadcom support program, which is
documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written
notification of End of Life for CSM. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement. If you do not have CSM
installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation and usage details, see
the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at techdocs.broadcom.com.
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NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To
migrate existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.
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Release Notes
The release notes explain the key features and details for Web Viewer. This section explains the transition to the
Continuous Delivery release model, the administration of features, and the new features that are available in Web Viewer
v14.0.

Web Viewer 14.0 enables you to view View reports that reside on the mainframe in a modern, efficient and user-friendly
Web browser UI. You can view Repository lists, Report lists, and the status of reports.

Administrators manage repositories in the View database from the Web Viewer. For example, administrators can add,
edit, and remove repositories, and they can limit which columns end users see on the list pages.

NOTE
You install Web Viewer together with View 14.0. For installation, upgrade, and software requirements, see
"Install Web Viewer" in the View documentation.

Transition to Continuous Delivery
The Continuous Delivery model provides product features and fixes to you faster.

We have transitioned from an Incremental Release model to a Continuous Delivery (CD) release model. The Incremental
Release model bundled groups of features and fixes together into incremental updates. The CD model provides more
flexibility to select which service stream elements you want to apply and lets us provide you with earlier access to features
and fixes.

For CD, new features are delivered as individual PTFs, separate from product fixes, as the features are completed. Where
possible, we deliver features that are disabled by default, which lets you plan for the introduction of the new capabilities.
You control when to make the new feature available for use in your environment. Review the PTF HOLDDATA and
product documentation for specific details and activation requirements.

Fixes are delivered when needed as individual PTFs, separate from product features. This model means that you can
apply fixes without enabling new features.

After ongoing testing with other Broadcom mainframe products, the new features and fixes are rolled into the Broadcom
Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS), with the aim to enhance product quality and the integrity of your environment.
CARS is an important part of a good preventive maintenance philosophy that lets you develop and implement a proactive
maintenance strategy in which you apply your preventive maintenance on a regular schedule.

You do not need to reinstall your product to take advantage of enhancements. Apply the new feature PTFs as you have
applied PTF maintenance previously.

IMPORTANT
Use the Create Service Order online interface or SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to acquire product
maintenance. The online interface makes it easy to order a maintenance package from Broadcom Support. The
batch interface uses the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command and can reduce hours of maintenance time
to just minutes. You can acquire maintenance on-demand or can schedule an SMP/E job to run regularly, which
eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually through the Broadcom
Support Portal.

New Features
The new features in this Web Viewer release offer you increased flexibility and efficiency. We release features using PTFs
for simple installation.
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This topic lists all the new features and enhancements in chronological order, with the most recent new features and
enhancements listed first. You are not required to apply all new features; however, we strongly recommend that you stay
current with new features and maintenance. SMP/E dependencies still apply when selectively applying maintenance.

For more information, see Transition to Continuous Delivery.

Improved Text to PDF Conversion (PTF LU08915)

This PTF addresses the high memory consumption during conversion of text documents to PDF. After you apply this PTF,
the format of the generated PDF documents will be closer to the format of PDF documents generated in Web Viewer 12.1.

Upgrade of H2 Database Library (PTF LU08416)

Use this PTF to upgrade your H2 database library to version 2.1. If you upgrade the database library, you must also
perform product database migration. For the steps to migrate an H2 product database, see Migrate an H2 Database.

Java 11 Support (PTFs LU08653 and LU08654)

This enhancement enables Web Viewer to run on JVM 11, as well as JVM 8. There are also changes to the sample
members CAHVCENV, CAHVEDIT, CAHVTOMX, and CAHVH2SV.

Java 11 changes the default locale provider and as a result, the pattern of the date format in the report export settings
might differ from the Java 8 pattern, for some combinations of locale and date format.

REST API Empty Result Handling (PTF LU07064)

The REST API has been modified to simplify the way that API list operations process empty results. When a valid
query results in an empty result, all API list operations return an empty array in the corresponding result and display the
status as "SUCCESS". The API no longer issues the error and informational messages CAHVS0108I, CAHVS0151E,
CAHVS0162E, CAHVS0182I that indicate an empty result.
Example:

GET https://<host>/web-viewer/v1/view/repository?name=unknown

{

   "result":{

      "name":"unknown",

      "order":"id",

      "limit":10000,

      "offset":0,

      "groupRepositoryType":"selectavail",

      "repository":[],

      "repositoryCount":0,

      "availableRepositoryCount":0

   },

   "status":"SUCCESS"

}      

      

      

For more information, see Use the REST API.

Support for a Configurable APPLID (PTF LU06974)

You can now set the APPLID that Web Viewer 14.0 uses for the following SAF security calls:
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• to validate user credentials
• to change a user password
• to create a security environment for a user

For more information, see Set Environment variables.

View Plug-in for Zowe CLI 2.0.0

Version 2.0.0 of the plugin introduces support for version v2 LTS of the Zowe CLI.

REST API specification now uses OpenAPI Specification version 3.0. (PTF LU05268)

This enhancement replaces the OpenAPI 2.0 (Swagger) specification. For more details see Use the REST API.

Support for PDF Report Indexing (PTF LU03672)

You can now use indexes to search the content of PDF reports, and use cross-report indexes to search for content across
multiple PDF reports. For more information, see View Report Content.

Support for AFP Report Indexing (PTF LU02773)

You can now use indexes to search the content of AFP reports, and use cross-report indexes to search for content across
multiple AFP reports. For more information, see View Report Content.

Enhanced Report Actions to Email and Copy Links (PTF SO15458)

This enhancement renames the Email option in Report Actions to Email Link. The Email Link action uses your default
email client and enables you to share links to reports by email. This enhancement also adds a new Copy Link action,
that allows you to copy a report link to your clipboard and then paste the link into your chosen application. For more
information, see Report Actions.

New Level Set 14.0.03 PTF Now Available (PTF SO15258)

This Level Set PTF applies all maintenance and new feature PTFs up to the specified modification level and supersedes
all previously published PTFs and Level Set PTFs. This Level Set PTF includes the following features:

• UI Properties File Replaced by Application Settings
• IBM WebSphere Application Server and IBM WebSphere Liberty Server Support
• Default Name for Product WAR File has Changed
• Login Notification Messages
• IBM Db2 Support
• Report Content Text Search
• End of Support for Internet Explorer
• Logical View Filters
• Export Preview
• Export Settings UI Enhancements
• Feature_CLI Utility

The Level Set PTF makes it easy to receive and apply all maintenance and new feature PTFs up to a specific modification
level. It also helps you to know what features are installed and available for use at your site.
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View Plug-in for Zowe CLI 1.2.0

A new 'list report index-names' command is now available. The new command allows you to list any indexes that are
defined for a report, including TEXT and AFP reports. The output of the command can be used as input for the existing
'list report index-values' command. For further details, execute the following command to access the command help:

zowe caview list report index-names --help

To access a web-based version of the help, execute the following command:

zowe caview list report index-names --help-web

View Plug-in for Zowe CLI 1.1.2

The default base path name in the caview profile has been changed from MTC-ContentViewer to web-viewer to match the
renamed default context name in the View 14.0 REST API.

In certain circumstances, you might need to override the default value, for example:

• When an existing profile contains the original context path but the target REST API is now served from a location that
uses the new context path.

• When you create a new profile with a newer version of the plug-in but target an older version of the REST API that still
uses the original context path.

To override the default value, use the zowe profiles create or zowe profiles update command and provide the desired
value for the --base-path option when you create or update a caview profile.
Example:
zowe profiles update caview myProfile --base-path MTC-ContentViewer

View Plug-in for Zowe CLI 1.1.0

The representation of output fields that provide timing information has been improved. The following fields now include
time information in addition to the existing date information:

• DateCreated and ModifiedDate for the list repositories command
• ArchivalDate, ReadDate, and PrintDate fields for the list reports command

The representation of output fields where timing information is not set has also been improved. When the output format is
JSON, the timing information is represented as null. In all other cases, the output field contains an empty string.
Example:
$ zowe caview list reports 1 -f ReportName -f ArchivalDate -f PrintDate --output json

[ 

 {

   "ReportName": "MYREPORT",

   "ArchivalDate": "2018-05-04 04:22:45",

   "PrintDate": null

 }

]

View Plug-in for Zowe CLI 1.0.0

The View Plug-in for Zowe CLI allows users to access View report data. The plug-in lets you interact with View through a
single command-line interface. For more information, see Integrate with Zowe CLI.
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New Level Set 14.0.02 PTF Now Available (PTF SO09678)

This Level Set PTF applies all maintenance and new feature PTFs up to the specified modification level and supersedes
all previously published PTFs and Level Set PTFs. This Level Set PTF includes the following features:

• Open API Document And User Interface
• Horizontal Scrollbar For Report Content
• New Default Name For The Product WAR File
• REST API Code Samples
• Export Rules
• Migrate Export Rules From Web Viewer 12.1
• Configure The File Format For Exported Text Reports
• License Checks
• Email Report Action
• Report Actions and UI Updates
• Support for Content Index Searches
• Manage Active Mode and Distribution Id
• AFP to PDF Report Transformation
• Text Box for Specifying Repository Group During Login
• Job for Updating the Configuration File
• Repository Groups

The Level Set PTF makes it easy to receive and apply all maintenance and new feature PTFs up to a specific modification
level. It also helps you to know what features are installed and available for use at your site.

Level Set 14.0.03
The PTF for Level Set 14.0.03 applies all maintenance and new feature PTFs up to the specified modification level and
supersedes all previously published PTFs and Level Set PTFs.

The Level Set PTF makes it easy to receive and apply all maintenance and new feature PTFs up to a specific modification
level. It also helps you to know what features are installed and available for use at your site.

UI Properties File Replaced by Application Settings - PTF SO15006

The UI Properties file has been replaced by the following settings directly within the Web Viewer application:

• Login Settings
Define what users see on the login screen and set rules for password changes.

• Table Columns
Specify which columns are visible to users when they view a report.

• Email Templates
Define the default subject and body text of the email that is sent when users share reports by email.

• General UI Settings
Specify a custom link to provide users with additional information

You can import your current settings from a UI properties file, see Import UI Properties.

IBM WebSphere Application Server and IBM WebSphere Liberty Server Support - PTF SO15006

You can now deploy Web Viewer to an IBM WebSphere Application Server or an IBM WebSphere Liberty Server.
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Default Name for Product WAR File has Changed - PTF SO13818

The default name of the product WAR file has changed from MTC-ContentViewer to web-viewer. If you have previously
deployed the WAR file with the original file name but plan to use the new default file name, first undeploy the current WAR
file, then redeploy the file with the new name. After the WAR file is deployed with the new default name the application will
be accessible on a new url that ends with /web-viewer.

Example:
https://example.org/web-viewer/

If you wish to retain the original name, for example to ensure that existing bookmarks continue to work, or if you want to
use a custom name, follow the procedure described in Deploy the Web Viewer WAR files.

Login Notification Messages - PTF SO13261

This enhancement provides a new Login Notification screen for administrators to create a message that is displayed
to users before they log in. The message might provide information about a new feature, or about an expected server
outage, or might contain a legal disclaimer that the user is required to accept before they log in. For more information, see
Manage Login Settings.

IBM Db2 Support - PTF SO12768

This enhancement enables the use of an IBM Db2 database server to host the product application database. In the
configuration parameter file (ConfigFile.cfg), a new DB_JDBC_URL parameter replaces the DBTYPE and DBLOCATION
parameters. The DB_JDBC_URL parameter specifies the JDBC connection URL for the database, including any required
database specific options. For compatibility, the DBTYPE and DBLOCATION parameters are still accepted for H2
databases and are converted to the DB_JDBC_URL format. For more information about the configuration parameter file,
see Configure the Product.

NOTE
If you created a Web Viewer H2 database before applying SO12768, you must upgrade the database to support
configuration properties, see Upgrade an H2 Database.

Report Content Text Search - PTF SO11763

You can now search and find text quickly within a report when viewing report data in Web Viewer. You can also limit your
search criteria to search for text in specific columns, and easily navigate to the next and previous search results.

NOTE
When you limit a search to specific columns, text that is copied from the content preview screen might contain
additional whitespace characters that are not part of the report content.

End of Support for Internet Explorer - PTF SO11763

Web Viewer no longer offers support for the Internet Explorer web browser. If you are currently using Internet Explorer, we
recommend you switch to a supported browser, see Software Requirements in the View documentation.

Logical View Filters - PTF SO11441

Report filters associated with a logical view defined in View can now be applied to the same report in Web Viewer.
Previously, a report filter created in View was not honored when you viewed the same report in Web Viewer. Now, report
filters associated with a logical view in View are honored and display correctly.

This new feature is disabled by default. An administrator can enable this feature with the Feature_CLI utility
enable command. The feature identifier is logical-view-filters. For more information on the Feature_CLI utility, see
Administrating.
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NOTE
Web Viewer does not display any color and highlight attributes specified in the report filter.

Export Preview - PTF SO10240

The Export Settings panel now includes a preview which enables you to see your export settings applied to a report
before the export. The preview updates automatically when you modify any export setting.

TIP
For best performance, use the Google Chrome browser.

Export Settings UI Enhancements - PTF SO10240

PTF SO10240 also includes enhancements to the Export Settings panel. For example, Column Configuration
replaces the Column details table, and enables you to add and configure individual columns.

Feature_CLI Utility - PTF SO10219

The Feature_CLI utility allows administrators to manage features in Web Viewer by issuing a command against the
feature. An administrator can enable features that are locked, and disable features that are unlocked, for users of the
product.

For more information, see Administrating.

Level Set 14.0.02
The PTF for Level Set 14.0.02 applies all maintenance and new feature PTFs up to the specified modification level and
supersedes all previously published PTFs and Level Set PTFs.

The Level Set PTF makes it easy to receive and apply all maintenance and new feature PTFs up to a specific modification
level. It also helps you to know what features are installed and available for use at your site.

Open API Document And User Interface - PTF SO08227

Web Viewer uses the OpenAPI 2.0 standard to provide API documentation and a Swagger UI. The documentation and UI
are available with any deployment of Web Viewer.

For more information, see Use the Rest API.

Horizontal Scrollbar For Report Content - PTF SO08227

You can now use a horizontal scrollbar to view offscreen content in a report.

New Default Name For The Product WAR File - PTF SO07569 and PTF SO07570

This PTF changes the default name of the product WAR file from MTC-ContentViewer-14.0.1 to MTC-ContentViewer.

If you have previously deployed Web Viewer with the original name, and plan to use the new default name, then first you
need to undeploy your current WAR file, then redeploy the product with the new name.

If you redeploy and have customized the web_service_url property in the ui.properties configuration file, then you need
to modify it to point to the updated url. Web Viewer is accessible at a new url that contains the new default name.

Example:

https://example.org/web-viewer/
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Export Rules - PTF SO07569 and PTF SO07570

You can save export options for reports. For example, an export rule can include your settings for line filtering, and criteria
for column separation and column definitions.

If you created the Web Viewer database before applying PTFs SO07569 and SO07570, you must upgrade the database
to support export rules, see Upgrade an H2 Database.

For more information, see Export Rules.

Migrate Export Rules From Web Viewer 12.1 - PTF SO07569 and PTF SO07570

The Export_Rule_Import utility enables an administrator to migrate export rules from Web Viewer 12.1 to Web Viewer
14.0.

For more information, see Migrate Export Rules from Web Viewer 12.1

Configure The File Format For Exported Text Reports - PTF SO07569 and PTF SO07570

You can configure the product to export text reports in either Office Open (OOXML) or Microsoft Office (XML) formats. For
more information, see Configure The File Format For Exported Text Reports in Configure the Product.

License Checks - PTF SO07569 and PTF SO07570

Web Viewer now issues License Management Program (LMP) checks every 12 hours with the Web Viewer (4Q) LMP
code.

For installation instructions and other details, see Enter LMP Code.

Email Report Action - PTF SO05604

The email action enables you to email a link to any type of report with your default email client.

An administrator can customize the templates that Web Viewer uses to populate the subject and format the body of an
email.

For more information, see Configure Subject and Body for Email Report Action.

Report Actions and UI Updates - PTF SO04735 and PTF SO04736

The following report actions are now available:

Print
Prints type TEXT reports.

Save
Saves any type report. You can optionally save a type TEXT report as a PDF document.

Export
Exports type TEXT reports to a spreadsheet document.

NOTE
For more information, see the following:

• Report Actions
• Exporting Reports

Support for Content Index Searches - PTF SO00832 and PTF SO00833

Use indexes to search the content of reports, and use cross-report indexes to search for content across multiple reports.
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Manage Active Mode and Distribution Id - PTF SO00832 and PTF SO00833

Authenticated users in Web Viewer can change the active mode and distribution id.

AFP to PDF Report Transformation - PTF RO98741, PTF RO98742, and PTF RO98743

This update lets administrators specify how the Java transformers process AFP reports that users request: return the
reports as AFP files or transform the reports into PDF files.

For details, see Configure the Product.

Text Box for Specifying Repository Group During Login - PTF RO98741, PTF RO98742, and PTF RO98743

This update lets repository administrators specify whether to provide users with a text box or a drop-down list to specify
the repository group name when they log in to Web Viewer.

For more details about repository groups, see Repository Groups earlier on this page.

Job for Updating the Configuration File - PTF RO98741, PTF RO98742, and PTF RO98743

This update lets administrators optionally run the CAHVCFUP job in the &CAI.CVDEJCL PDS to update the configuration
file (ConfigFile.cfg) to the current installation level.

If you have installed any release, increment, or PTF that includes new configuration file parameters, the job adds the new
parameters using default values. The job also makes other updates.

For prerequisites and other details, see Configure the Product.

Repository Groups - PTF RO97299

PTF RO97299 lets users with Repository Administrative Authority (repository administrators) organize repositories into
repository groups that contain one or more repositories. For information about assigning this authority, see Security
Requirements in the View documentation.

If you have created the Web Viewer database before you apply PTF RO97299, then you must upgrade the database to
support repository groups. To do so, follow the steps in the section Upgrade the Database to Support Repository Groups
in Create and Maintain Your Database in the View documentation. You do not need to perform the steps in that section if
you have applied PTF RO97299 before you create the database.

Repository administrators can manage repository groups by creating them, adding repositories to them, deleting
repositories from them, and so forth.

If repository groups exist, users can specify one at logon time. Repository administrators can specify a default group for
users who do not select a group at logon.

Repository administrators might need to specify character translation for the group name before it is passed to the security
product for authorization. For details about specifying a default group and specifying character translation, see Configure
the Product.

For details about how the presence or absence of repository groups (including a default group) affects the user logon
experience, see Getting Started.

Deprecated Features
Note the following features that are deprecated:

Removal of support for REST API operations on alias paths that do not start with the /api/v1/ prefix
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Support for REST API operations on alias paths that do not start with the /api/v1/ prefix is now deprecated. For
example, a path /api/v1/view/locales that has an alias of /api/view/locales or /v1/view/locales . In a
future PTF, only paths with the /api/v1/ prefix will be recognized.

Removal of input parameters from REST API response

The inclusion in REST API responses of input parameter values that echo either the specified input value, or the default
value if the input is not specified, is now deprecated. These output properties are marked as deprecated in the REST API
specification for the affected operations and will be removed in a future PTF.

Removal of certain report properties from Get Report List and Get Report Information responses

The following report properties that relate to tape storage and the Extended Retention Option feature are marked
deprecated in the REST API specification for the affected operations and will be removed in a future PTF:

• location
• tapeSeq
• tapePos
• tapeCnt
• eroId
• eroRtnPd
• eroGen
• eroCpy
• diskRtnPd
• diskGen
• diskCpy
• disk2Days

Removal of support for unencoded report IDs in Export Rule Storage REST API operations

The support for report IDs in unencoded format is now deprecated. For the affected operations, the corresponding
reportIdEncoded parameter has also been marked deprecated in the REST API specification. Support for unencoded
report IDs will be removed in a future PTF.

Dropped Features

Note that the following features that have been dropped:

Deployment to IBM WebSphere Application Server 8.5.5 is no longer supported

Please migrate to WebSphere 9.0 or another supported application server. For more information about how to deploy Web
Viewer see the following topics:

• Deploy the Product to a CCS Apache Tomcat Server
• Deploy the Product to a WebSphere Application Server
• Deploy the Product to a WebSphere Liberty Server

Successful login to the REST API no longer returns a list of repositories - PTF SO08227

To get a list of repositories, use the GET A List of Repositories operation.

Product Accessibility Features
Broadcom is committed to making sure that all customers, regardless of ability, can successfully use its products and
supporting documentation to accomplish vital business tasks.
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Accessibility Features Within the Product

Web Viewer offers the following accessibility and compatibility features:

WCAG 2.0 Harmonization Criteria

• Information, structure, and relationships that are conveyed through presentation can be programmatically determined
or are available in text. Web Viewer does not use headings. Lists and paragraphs are marked correctly.

• Web Viewer logs users out after a period of inactivity. The user does not receive a warning and does not have the
possibility to extend the time period.

• Pages do not have titles that fully describe the topic or purpose. Web Viewer uses the same generic title on every
page.

• Headings and labels do not fully describe the topic or purpose. Sorted column headings have only generic labels.
• The purpose of links is indicated programmatically. Links for navigation use the same page link. The purpose of some

links, such as the logout link is indicated by text.
• Web Viewer provides side bar menu links that appear on all pages. However, some functions such as the logout links

and access to grid tables, are not accessible using only a keyboard.
• Web Viewer does not specify the language attribute.
• Repeated navigational mechanisms always appear in the same order each time they are repeated.  For example, all

the drop-down selection lists for columns appear in the same order consistently across all pages.
• Components that have the same functionality across multiple pages are generally identified consistently. The exception

is the "show/hide” icon on the report list page. One instance uses the right/down arrow, while another uses the “+/-”
keys.

• Where content uses markup language, elements have complete start and end tags and are nested according to their
specifications. Elements do not contain duplicate attributes, and all IDs are unique.

Software Applications and Operating Systems

• The product supports navigation of top-level features using only the keyboard. However, tables and the drop-down
selection list to log off, to access online information about the product, and to access the product documentation are
not accessible with keyboard only navigation.

• The product inherits the following operating system accessibility features:
– StickyKeys
– FilterKeys
– ToggleKeys
– MouseKeys
– SerialKeys
– High Contrast

• Interactive elements are in a logical order. However, information about most interface elements is not programmatically
available to Assistive Technology (AT). Objects with focus are read by screen readers, but most are unlabeled. Visual
focus fails on some buttons and the visible focus is unclear in drop-down selection menus. Tabbed navigation on the
login screen leads to hidden fields that screen readers announce. The input focus on some screens shows the wrong
location of checkboxes when screen magnifiers are used.

• Most forms can be completed and submitted with the use of AT. Required fields are indicated by asterisks, but are not
announced.

• Key images, messages, icons, and button labels are used consistently.
• Most screens allow caret browsing, with the exception of the login screen.
• The product inherits OS settings for color, contrast, and fonts, however the contrast ratio is insufficient in some areas,

such as hyperlink text.  The use of large fonts causes some column heading text to become illegible and column
header sort icons are superimposed.

• Web Viewer does not use animation.
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• Color is not used as the sole means of conveying information. The product uses color coding for add and delete
buttons, as well as for report status, however button text and tool tips are also used to convey the information.

• Web Viewer inherits the following browser color and contrast settings:
– High contrast 1
– High contrast 2
– High contrast black
– High contrast white

• Web Viewer does not use flashing or blinking text.

Web-based Internet Information and Applications

• Web Viewer does not have alternative text for any icons, and tool tips are not read by AT.
• Web Viewer does not allow keyboard navigation for some buttons. Action buttons do not have text equivalents. 
• Most forms can be completed and submitted with the use of AT. However, required form fields that are indicated by

asterisks are not announced.
• Multimedia is not used.
• Web Viewer uses color coding for add and delete buttons, and to indicate report status, however color is not the only

means. Button text and tool tips are also used to convey the information.
• Most information is readable without associated style sheets. However, reports cannot be selected for viewing and the

filter icon appears when filtering is not possible.
• Row and column headers are identified for data tables. Web Viewer uses grids and the number of rows and columns

and the column headings are announced. Web Viewer does not use multiple levels of row or column headers.
• Web Viewer does not use frames, iframes, or hidden frames.
• Web Viewer does not use flickering objects.
• Users can skip repetitive navigation links. Web Viewer uses web site style UI navigation so that interactive elements

can be navigated using only the tab key and includes a set of list elements that are repeated on other screens.
• Web Viewer logs users out after a period of inactivity. The user does not receive a warning and does not have the

possibility to extend the time period.

Functional Performance Criteria

• Web Viewer does not support the use of screen readers by blind and visually impaired users. Most buttons are
unlabeled and cannot be navigated with only a keyboard. On other buttons, the visual focus fails and the visible focus
is unclear in drop-down selection menus.

• Web Viewer supports the use of screen magnifiers by visually impaired users but exceptions in screen reader support
prevent completion of all tasks. High contrast ratios are insufficient in some areas.

• Web Viewer does not use audio information and does not require user speech or hearing.
• Web Viewer supports OS motor control features, but cannot be used in a keyboard-only mode.

Documentation and Support

• Documentation can be viewed online or downloaded in PDF files.
• Support is available online, by email, and by phone.

Third Party Software Agreements
Third Party Software Agreements for Web Viewer release 14.0 and the View plugin for Zowe CLI 2.0.

The following copyright statements and licenses apply to open source software (“OSS”) distributed with Web Viewer and
the View plugin for Zowe CLI 2.0 (the “Licensed Products”). The term “Broadcom” refers solely to the Broadcom Inc.
corporate affiliate that distributes the Licensed Product. The Licensed Product does not necessarily use all the noted OSS
and may also only use portions of a given OSS component.
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To the extent required under an applicable open source license, Broadcom will make source code available for applicable
OSS upon request. Please send an inquiry to opensource@broadcom.com including your name, address, the product
name and version, operating system, and the place of purchase.

To the extent the Licensed Product includes OSS, the OSS is typically not owned by Broadcom. THE OSS IS PROVIDED
AS IS WITHOUT WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,
WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. To the full extent permitted under applicable law, Broadcom and its corporate affiliates disclaim all warranties
and liability arising from or related to any use of the OSS.

To the extent the Licensed Product includes OSS licensed under the GNU General Public License (“GPL”) or the GNU
Lesser General Public License (“LGPL”), the use, copying, distribution and modification of the GPL OSS or LGPL OSS is
governed, respectively, by the GPL or LGPL. A copy of the GPL or LGPL license may be found with the applicable OSS.
Additionally, a copy of the GPL License or LGPL License can be found at https://www.gnu.org/licenses or obtained by
writing to the Free SoftwareFoundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA.

To view each license and copyright notice, download the attached zip files:

• Web-Viewer-14-0-TPSA-220405.zip
• View_plugin_for_Zowe_CLI_2_0_0_TPSA.zip

Product Names and Abbreviations
This documentation references several other products by their name or by an abbreviation.

The following list details the product names and abbreviations that are referenced in the documentation:

• Web Viewer
• ACF2™ for z/OS (ACF2)
• Brightside
• Broadcom Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Bundle® (Bundl)
• Common Components and Services (CCS)
• Deliver™ (Deliver)
• Dispatch
• Distributed Repository Access System (DRAS)
• OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS)
• Spool
• Top Secret® for z/OS (Top Secret, TSS)
• View™ (View)
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Installing
You install Web Viewer as an optional component when you install View. You then proceed with the configuration tasks,
and product deployment.

To install Web Viewer you should be familiar with the following products, terms, and concepts:

• JCL
• TSO/ISPF
• Your organization IT environment, enterprise structure, and region structure
• The z/OS environment and software installation in a z/OS environment
• z/OS UNIX System Services (USS)

Before you proceed with the installation, complete the installation worksheets.

Use the worksheets to collect the information that you need to install, configure and deploy the product, and to record the
values that you specify as you proceed. The right-most column in each worksheet is left blank to allow you to write in your
own values. After you complete the worksheets, proceed to the Installation Checklist.

You can print the worksheets, or download the .xls file that enables you to copy and paste the worksheet values when you
need them.

CCS Apache Tomcat Worksheet
Use the Apache Tomcat worksheet to collect the information that you need when you configure and deploy Apache
Tomcat.

You can print the worksheet, or download the ccs apache tomcat worksheet.xls file that enables you to copy and paste the
worksheet values. The right-most column is left blank to allow you to write in your own values.

Variable/Data set name Comments/Description Your Value

The CAW0JCL SMP/E Target Library. Location of CCS Apache Tomcat members.
Obtain this information from the person
that installed Common Components and
Services.

Destination library for copied Tomcat
members

The library where you can save a copy of
the members for customization during the
CCS Apache Tomcat configuration.

DISKUNIT in the CCS Apache Tomcat
TOMSEDIT member.

The name of the disk unit to use for the
CCS Apache Tomcat Region zFS data sets.

VOLNAME  in the CCS Apache Tomcat
TOMSEDIT member.

The volume to use for the CCS Apache
Tomcat Region zFS data sets if SMS
(Storage Management Subsystem) is not
active on the system.

STORCLAS in the CCS Apache Tomcat
TOMSEDIT member.

The storage class for the CCS Apache
Tomcat Region zFS data sets. This value is
not required if you specify the VOLNAME
parameter.
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Variable/Data set name Comments/Description Your Value

CCSHLQ in the CCS Apache Tomcat
TOMSEDIT member.

The high-level qualifier for the CCS
installation. Obtain this information from the
person that installed Common Components
and Services. Copy this value to row 8 in
the Web Viewer worksheet.

The USS path to the CCS installation. Obtain this information from the person
that installed Common Components and
Services.

SRCDIR in the CCS Apache Tomcat
TOMSEDIT member.

The CCS Apache Tomcat mount point.
Obtain this information from the person
that installed Common Components and
Services.

DPLOYHLQ in the CCS Apache Tomcat
TOMSEDIT member.

The high-level qualifier to use for the CCS
Apache Tomcat Deployment zFS data set
CEG1ZFS1.

DPLOYDIR in the CCS Apache Tomcat
TOMSEDIT member.

The directory to use as the mount point for
the CCS Apache Tomcat Deployment zFS.
Copy this value to row 9 in the Web Viewer
worksheet.

REGNHLQ in the CCS Apache Tomcat
TOMSEDIT member.

The high-level qualifier to use to create
data sets that are unique to the new CCS
Apache Tomcat Region.

REGNDIR in the CCS Apache Tomcat
TOMSEDIT member.

The directory to use as the mount point for
the CCS Apache Tomcat Region zFS data
set.

JAVAHOME in the CCS Apache Tomcat
TOMSEDIT member.

The USS path to where IBM Java is
installed. Copy this value to row 3 in the
Web Viewer checklist.

SSLPORT in the CCS Apache Tomcat
TOMSEDIT member.

The port number on which the CCS Apache
Tomcat Region waits for secure (https)
incoming TCP connections.

SHUTPORT in the CCS Apache Tomcat
TOMSEDIT member.

The port number to send shutdown
commands to the CCS Apache Tomcat
Region.

WARFROM in the CCS Apache Tomcat
TOMSEDIT member.

The USS directory or MVS data set from
where you want to copy the product WAR
file.  Copy this path to the CV_INSTALL
value in the Web Viewer worksheet.

WARFNAME in the CCS Apache Tomcat
TOMSEDIT member.

The name of the WAR file. Replace the default name with web-
viewer.war

WARMEMBR in the CCS Apache Tomcat
TOMSEDIT member.

The name of the member that contains the
WAR file that you want to copy, if the value
of WARFROM is an MVS data set.

The name of the data set that is created
when you submit TOMALLOC.
Dserver.shutdown.port Add this value when you configure your

Apache Tomcat region.
Dconnector.port Add this value when you configure your

Apache Tomcat region.
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Variable/Data set name Comments/Description Your Value

Dconnector.ssl.port Add this value when you configure your
Apache Tomcat region.

Apache Tomcat server host name Add this value when you configure your
Apache Tomcat region.

Application Database Worksheet
Use the Application Database worksheet to collect the information that you need to create the application database.

You can print the worksheet, or can download the application database worksheet.xls file that enables you to copy and
paste the worksheet values. The right-most column is left blank to allow you to write in your own values.

Variable Comments/Description Your Value

TCP Host This value specifies the TCP server host
name and is required only for a Db2
database, or an external H2 database.

TCP Port This value specifies the port that the TCP
server listens on and is required only
for a Db2 database, or an external H2
database. Copy this value to row 5 in the
Web Viewer checklist.

Web Port If you use the H2 web console, this value
specifies the port that the web server listens
on. The H2 web console is needed only
if you plan to use the sample H2 DDL to
create the application database. If you
allow Web Viewer to create the application
database automatically, the web console is
not needed. Copy this value to row 6 in the
Web Viewer checklist.

Fully qualified USS path to database This value is required only for creation of
an H2 internal database, or an H2 external
database. The full path must be an existing
path, for example, you might create a new
"database" subdirectory a level below the
path to the Web Viewer installation files.
The utility does not create the path.

Database name
DBUSER The database user id. For an existing

external database, provide the current
userid. For a new internal database, you
can specify any value.

DBPASSWORD The database password. For an existing
external database, provide the current
password. For a new internal database, you
can specify any value.

Web Viewer Worksheet
Use the Web Viewer worksheet to collect the information that you need to configure and deploy Web Viewer.
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You can print the worksheet, or can download the web viewer worksheet.xls file that enables you to copy and paste the
worksheet values. The right-most column is left blank to allow you to write in your own values.

Row Variable Comments/Description Your Value

1 The path to the Web Viewer
installation files.

Obtain this information from the person
that installed View. Copy this value to row
4.

2 yourhlq The HLQ of the data set that contains the
View and Web Viewer installation files.
Obtain this information from the person
that installed View.
Copy this value to row 7.

3 JAVA_HOME in the CAHVEDIT
member.

The USS path to where IBM Java is
installed.

4 CV_INSTALL in the CAHVEDIT
member.

The USS path to the View and Web
Viewer installation files. Obtain this
information from the person that installed
View. Copy this path to the WARFROM
value in the CCS Apache Tomcat
worksheet.

5 TCP_PORT in the CAHVEDIT
member.

The port that the TCP server component
listens on. This port is required only if you
plan to use an external H2 database.

6 WEB_PORT in the CAHVEDIT
member.

The port that the web server component
listens on. This port is required only if you
plan to use the H2 web console.

7 CV_HLQ in the CAHVEDIT
member.

The HLQ of the data set that contains the
View and Web Viewer installation files.
Obtain this information from the person
that installed View.

8 CCS_HLQ in the CAHVEDIT
member.

The high-level qualifier of the data set
that contains the CCS installation files.
Obtain this information from the person
that installed Common Components and
Services.

9 TC_HOME in the CAHVEDIT
member.

The USS path to the deployed CCS
Apache Tomcat zFS data.

Installation Checklist
Use this installation checklist to plan and execute your product installation.

This checklist summarizes the required tasks for a base installation (first-time installation) in the order that you should
perform them. The checklist includes a brief description of the tasks, with links to the comprehensive information required
for the installation. The checklist also identifies the roles that are typically required to complete the task, which enables
the pre-installation planning team (systems programmer, security administrator, and so on) to focus on the tasks for which
they are responsible. Use the Status column to monitor your progress.

NOTE

• You can often perform the security-related tasks in parallel with the other installation and configuration tasks.
• Refer to the Installation Worksheets for the required values and to record values that you specify as you

proceed.
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To download an Excel spreadsheet of this checklist, click here.

Prepare for Installation

Task Description Role Status

Review the Installation
Prerequisites

Review the Web Viewer Installation Prerequisites together
with your Security Administrator. The prerequisites include the
security requirements for CCS Apache Tomcat, if you plan to
deploy Web Viewer to a CCS Apache Tomcat server.

System Programmer
Security
Administrator

Complete, In-
progress, or N/A.

Install Web Viewer

Task Description Role Status

Install the Web Viewer
component FMID.

You install Web Viewer as an optional component when you
install View. If you already installed the Web Viewer component
when you installed View, proceed to Configure Web Viewer.
To determine whether Web Viewer is already installed, check
your SMP/E library for FMID CCAFE00.
If the Web Viewer component is not already installed, re-run
the installation jobs and select just the Web Viewer component.
Refer to the topic in the View documentation that corresponds to
your product acquisition and installation method:

• Run the Installation Jobs for a PAX installation
• Install Product Software Using z/OSMF Deployments
• Install Your Product Using CSM

You can skip the earlier steps that were already completed
during the initial View installation.

System Programmer Complete, In-
progress, or N/A.

Configure Web Viewer

Task Description Role Status

Review the Web Viewer
Security Requirements

. Work with your Security Administrator to ensure that all
required security is set up before you proceed further. If you do
not set up the required security in advance, you will likely run
into security issues during the installation and when you try to
start Web Viewer

System Programmer
Security
Administrator

Complete, In-
progress, or N/A.

Install, Deploy, and
Configure CCS Apache
Tomcat

If you plan to deploy Web Viewer to a WebSphere Application
Server or to a WebSphere Liberty Server, you can skip this step.

System Programmer
Security
Administrator

Complete, In-
progress, or N/A.

Use Rexx Exec macro to
Customize all Jobs

In the subsequent steps, you can update the Web Viewer
configuration members manually. Alternatively, use the edit
macro to automatically populate all Web Viewer configuration
members with the parameters that you provide.

System Programmer Complete, In-
progress, or N/A.

(Optional) Create an H2
Database Server

This step is required only for an H2 database, and only if you
plan to share an H2 database between multiple Web Viewer
instances.

System Programmer Complete, In-
progress, or N/A.
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Task Description Role Status

(Optional) Prepare the
Application Database

This is an optional step, as the application can create an H2
database and database schema automatically during startup.
For automatic preparation of the database, the user that
connects to the database must have privileges to create and
alter database schema objects.

System Programmer
Security
Administrator

Complete, In-
progress, or N/A.

(Optional) Upgrade an H2
Application Database

If you plan to use an existing H2 database as your application
database, upgrade your database to take advantage of newly
released features.

System Programmer Complete, In-
progress, or N/A.

Set Environment
Variables

Define the environment variables for your application server. You
can deploy Web Viewer to any of the following types of server:

• CCS Apache Tomcat Server
• WebSphere Application Server
• WebSphere Liberty Server

System Programmer Complete, In-
progress, or N/A.

Configure Web Viewer Complete the product configuration based on your requirements. System Programmer Complete, In-
progress, or N/A.

Deploy the Product to
a CCS Apache Tomcat
Server
or
Deploy the Product to a
WebSphere Application
Server
or
Deploy the Product to
a WebSphere Liberty
Server

Deploy Web Viewer to your application server System Programmer Complete, In-
progress, or N/A.

(Optional) Migrate from a
DRAS Config File to Your
Application Database

This step is optional when you upgrade from Web Viewer 12.1.
If you want to use the same View repositories, use the import
utility to migrate the View repositories. If you do not use the
import utility, your database is empty. In that case, add the
repositories for users to access.

System Administrator Complete, In-
progress, or N/A.

(Optional) Migrate Export
Rules from Web Viewer
12.1

This step is optional when you upgrade from Web Viewer 12.1.
If you want to use the same Export Rules, use the
Export_Rule_Import utility. You can import your current settings
from the UI properties file and can edit them directly within the
Web Viewer application. For more information, see Import UI
Properties.

System Programmer
Security
Administrator

Complete, In-
progress, or N/A.

Installation Prerequisites
To install Web Viewer, ensure that the following installation prerequisites are fulfilled.

For details of supported versions, see the Web Viewer Supportability Matrix.

Common Components and Services

Web Viewer requires the Java to z/OS Service (J2Z) that installs as an optional component when you install Common
Components and Services for z/OS. If you plan to deploy Web Viewer to a CCS Apache Tomcat server, ensure that you
install Common Components and Services for z/OS 15.0 or higher.
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TIP
Ensure that the person that installs the Common Components and Services also completes the CCS Apache
Tomcat Worksheet.

Application Database

Decide on the type of application database to use for the storage of product data. Web Viewer can work with an H2
database or a Db2 database. An H2 database can be either internal or external. Before you proceed, ensure that you
know the answers to the following questions:

• Do you plan to use a Db2 database, or an H2 database as the application database?
• If you plan to use an H2 database, is the database to be an internal database, or external?

NOTE
You can share an external database between different instances of Web Viewer. An internal H2 database
can be used only by a single instance of Web Viewer.

• For an H2 database, do you want Web Viewer to create the database automatically, or do you plan to create your own
customized database?

Once you know the database type, add the required values to the Application Database worksheet.

Deployment Server

Based on your site standards, determine which of the following types of server is to host your instance of Web Viewer:

• CCS Apache Tomcat server
NOTE
If you plan to use a CCS Apache Tomcat server, ask your Security Administrator to advise on the security
configuration for the CCS Apache Tomcat Region. For more information, see Deploy CCS Apache Tomcat
and Configure Security in the  Common Components and Services documentation.

• WebSphere Liberty server
• WebSphere Application server

Required Java Version

Web Viewer requires Java 8 or 11, 64-bit.

NOTE
If you have Java 11, Web Viewer requires that the Java default fonts are mounted in /usr/lpp/fonts/
worldtype.

Supported Web Browsers

Web Viewer supports the latest versions of Microsoft Edge, Chrome, Firefox, and Safari. The interface also supports
mobile browsers on iOS and Android. Web Viewer does not support Internet Explorer.

USS Directories

The Web Viewer installation mounts a zFS file to your USS file system. The person that does the installation and
configuration must have the proper authorities to perform the following actions:

• to create and update USS directories
• to issue the USS mount command
• to write to the Web Viewer configuration file
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Target Libraries

The following table lists the required disk space for the Web Viewer target libraries.

Library Name Blksize Tracks Dir Blks Description

CAI.CAVIEW.ZFS 150 zFS File System,
directory: /webviewer/CA

Web Viewer Distribution Libraries

The following table lists the required disk space for the Web Viewer distribution libraries.

Library Name Blksize Tracks Dir Blks Description

CAI.ACAFHFS 27920 20 12 ACAFHFS library

CAI.ACAFHFSB 32760 815 12 ACAFHFSB library

Security Requirements
Review the security requirements to log in to Web Viewer, to manage repositories and repository groups, and to create
SMF records.

Web Viewer runs as a deployed application under a web application server. Users log in to Web Viewer using the z/
OS credentials for the system where the web application server is running. Access to View repositories and reports are
controlled by z/OS and View, based on the user that logged in to Web Viewer.

NOTE
Web Viewer provides an open API that implements security on the operation level through authentication and
authorization checks. If you require additional security mechanisms, implement these mechanisms externally to
the application.

The following topics describe how to set up the required security for Web Viewer based on the security product that you
use. In each case, stcid refers to the user ID of the application server and userid refers to the user ID of the Web Viewer
user:

• ACF2 Security Requirements
• Top Secret Security Requirements
• RACF Security Requirements

ACF2 Security Requirements
Use the following procedures and commands to set up your ACF2 security for Web Viewer.

IMPORTANT
Ensure that the CHA1VIEW resource class is defined and active. For more information, see External Security in
the View documentation.

Requirements for Web Application Server Id

• The id (stcid) of the web application server requires read access to the IBM Facility entity BPX.SERVER and the
SURROGATE Facility entity BPX.SRV.userid.
Use the following commands:
SET R(FAC)

RECKEY BPX ADD( SERVER UID(stcid) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(FAC)
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SET R(SUR)

RECKEY BPX ADD( SRV.userid UID(stcid) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(SUR)

NOTE

• Specify the userid for the user that requires access to Web Viewer. To give access to all users, specify **
as the userid.

• Both the logged in user and the id (stcid) of the web application server must be authorized to access View
repositories and reports.

• Define Web Viewer as a multiple-user single address space system (MUSASS) environment.
Use the following command:
CHANGE stcid MUSASS NO-SMC

Requirement for Web Viewer Users

Web Viewer users require an OMVS segment and READ access to applid OMVSAPPL to log in to the product. Issue
a SHOW CLASMAP command in TSO ACF to verify whether the APPL resource is defined in the GSO. Note the three
character type code that is associated with APPL. If APPL does not appear in the SHOW CLASMAP listing, uncomment
and run the following commands:
SET C(GSO) 

INSERT CLASMAP.appl RESOURCE(APPL) RSRCTYPE(APL)

F ACF2,REFRESH(CLASMAP)

Replace 'APL' with the type code listed in the SHOW CLASMAP output.

SET R(APL)

RECKEY OMVSAPPL ADD( UID(userid) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

TIP
You can use the * character to specify all user IDs.

Repository Administrative Authority

To manage repositories and repository groups in Web Viewer, you must have Repository Administrative Authority. You
should only grant Repository Administrative Authority to users that manage repositories or repository groups. Repository
Administrative Authority for Web Viewer requires the following access:

Resource Class
CHA1VIEW

Resource Type:
WEBVWR.ADMIN

Access
READ

Example: Security Rule

SET R(CHA)

RECKEY WEBVWR ADD( ADMIN UID(userid) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

NOTE
Replace 'CHA' with the type code for the CHA1VIEW resource that is listed in the SHOW CLASMAP output. If
CHA1VIEW is not listed, ACF2 defaults to the first three characters in the resource name (CHA).

Repository Groups

Authorization for a repository group in Web Viewer requires the following access:
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Resource Class
CHA1VIEW

Resource Type:
WEBVWR.GROUP.<groupname>

Access
READ

Example: Security Rule

RECKEY WEBVWR ADD( GROUP.groupname UID(userid) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

SMF Records

If you want Web Viewer to create SMF records to monitor usage, appropriate security permissions are required for the
IBM BPX1SMF service. Both the Web Viewer application server and the logged in user must have permission to the
BPX.SMF resource profile in the FACILITY class. Use the following commands:
SET R(FAC)

RECKEY BPX ADD( SMF UID(stcid) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

RECKEY BPX ADD( SMF UID(userid) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(FAC)

TIP
You can use the * character to specify all user IDs.

If the GSO INFODIR record includes type APL or type CHA, an F ACF2,REBUILD command is required. To check
whether type APL or CHA is included, issue a TSO ACF SHOW RESIDENT command. The output displays either R-
RAPL or R-RCHA.

Top Secret Security Requirements
Use the following procedures and commands to set up your Top Secret security for Web Viewer.

IMPORTANT
Ensure that the CHA1VIEW resource class is defined. For more information, see External Security in the View
documentation.

Top Secret Facility

Define a Top Secret Facility for Web Viewer.

Follow these steps:

1. If you do not have a facility that is defined for WEBVIEW, use the following command to rename the existing facility in
the facility matrix table:
TSS MODIFY FACILITY(USERnn=NAME=WEBVIEW)

NOTE
The TSS MODIFY command is only valid until the next recycle of Top Secret. To make the change
permanent, add the following line to the Top Secret parameter file:

FACILITY(USERnn=NAME=WEBVIEW)

2. Use the following commands to set the facility options, including multiuser:
TSS MODIFY FACILITY(WEBVIEW=PGM=********)

TSS MODIFY FACILITY(WEBVIEW=ACTIVE,SHRPRF,MULTIUSER,AUTHINIT)
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NOTE
The TSS MODIFY command is only valid until the next recycle of Top Secret. To make
the change permanent, add the following lines to the Top Secret parameter file after the
FACILITY(USERnn=NAME=WEBVIEW) statement:

FACILITY(WEBVIEW=PGM=********)

FACILITY(WEBVIEW=ACTIVE,SHRPRF,MULTIUSER,AUTHINIT)

3. Use the following command to update the region ACID of the web application server that runs Web Viewer to use the
facility defined above:
TSS ADDTO(stcid) MASTFAC(WEBVIEW)

4. Use the following command to give the Web Viewer users access to the facility:
TSS ADDTO(userid) FACILITY(WEBVIEW)

Specify 'userid' as the user that needs access, an attached profile, or the ALL record to authorize all users.

Requirement for Web Application Server Id

The id of the web application server requires read access to the IBM Facility entities BPX.SERVER and BPX.DAEMON.
Use the following commands:
TSS PERMIT(stcid) IBMFAC(BPX.SERVER) ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(stcid) IBMFAC(BPX.DAEMON) ACCESS(READ)

NOTE

• Both the logged in user and the id (stcid) of the web application server must be authorized to access View
repositories and reports.

Requirement for Web Viewer Users

Web Viewer users require an OMVS segment. With TSS you can set up a default OMVS segment, or you can use the
following command to define an OMVS segment for each user:
TSS ADDTO(userid) UID(12345) HOME(/) OMVSPGM(/bin/sh)

To login using a repository group, a user must have permission to the group. Authorization for a repository group in Web
Viewer requires the following access:

Resource Class
CHA1VIEW

Resource Type:
WEBVWR.GROUP.<groupname>

Access
READ

TIP
You can use the * character to specify all user IDs.

Example: Security Rule

TSS PERMIT(userid) CHA1VIEW(WEBVWR.GROUP.groupname) ACCESS(READ)

Repository Administrative Authority

To manage repositories and repository groups in Web Viewer, you must have Repository Administrative Authority. You
should only grant Repository Administrative Authority to users that manage repositories or repository groups. Repository
Administrative Authority for Web Viewer requires the following access:

Resource Class
CHA1VIEW
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Resource Type:
WEBVWR.ADMIN

Access
READ

Example: Security Rule

TSS PERMIT(userid) CHA1VIEW(WEBVWR.ADMIN) ACCESS(READ)

SMF Records

If you want Web Viewer to create SMF records to monitor usage, appropriate security permissions are required for the
IBM BPX1SMF service. Both the Web Viewer application server and the logged in user must have permission to the
BPX.SMF resource profile in the FACILITY class. Use the following commands:
TSS PERMIT(stcid) IBMFAC(BPX.SMF)  ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(userid) IBMFAC(BPX.SMF)  ACCESS(READ)

TIP
You can use the * character to specify all user IDs.

RACF Security Requirements
Use the following procedures and commands to set up your RACF security for Web Viewer.

IMPORTANT
Ensure that the CHA1VIEW resource class is defined and active. For more information, see External Security in
the View documentation.

Requirement for Web Application Server Id

The id (stcid) of the web application server requires read access to the IBM Facility entity BPX.SERVER.

Use the following commands:

RDEFINE FACILITY BPX.SERVER UACC(NONE)

PERMIT BPX.SERVER CLASS(FACILITY) ID(stcid) ACCESS(READ)

SETR RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

NOTE

• Both the logged in user and the id (stcid) of the web application server must be authorized to access View
repositories and reports.

Requirement for Web Viewer Users

Web Viewer users require an OMVS segment and READ access to applid OMVSAPPL to log in to the product. Use the
following commands:
RDEFINE APPL OMVSAPPL UACC(NONE)

PERMIT OMVSAPPL CLASS(APPL) ID(userid) ACCESS(READ)

SETR RACLIST(APPL) REFRESH

TIP
You can use the * character to specify all user IDs.
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Repository Administrative Authority

To manage repositories and repository groups in Web Viewer, you must have Repository Administrative Authority. You
should only grant Repository Administrative Authority to users that manage repositories or repository groups. Repository
Administrative Authority for Web Viewer requires the following access:

Resource Class
CHA1VIEW

Resource Type:
WEBVWR.ADMIN

Access
READ

Example: Security Rule

RDEFINE CHA1VIEW WEBVWR.ADMIN UACC(NONE)

PERMIT WEBVWR.ADMIN CLASS(CHA1VIEW) ID(userid) ACCESS(READ)

SETR RACLIST(CHA1VIEW) REFRESH

Repository Groups

Authorization for a repository group in Web Viewer requires the following access:

Resource Class
CHA1VIEW

Resource Type:
WEBVWR.GROUP.<groupname>

Access
READ

Example: Security Rule

RDEFINE CHA1VIEW WEBVWR.GROUP.groupname UACC(NONE)

PERMIT WEBVWR.GROUP.groupname CLASS(CHA1VIEW) ID(userid) ACCESS(READ)

SETR RACLIST(CHA1VIEW) REFRESH

SMF Records

If you want Web Viewer to create SMF records to monitor usage, appropriate security permissions are required for the
IBM BPX1SMF service. Both the Web Viewer application server and the logged in user must have permission to the
BPX.SMF resource profile in the FACILITY class. Use the following commands:
RDEFINE FACILITY BPX.SMF UACC(NONE)

PERMIT BPX.SMF CLASS(FACILITY) ID(stcid) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT BPX.SMF CLASS(FACILITY) ID(userid) ACCESS(READ)

SETR RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

TIP
You can use the * character to specify all user IDs.

RACF Surrogate

RACF users must define the RACF SURROGAT class to allow the web application server to run processes as the signed
on user. See the following sample commands to define the RACF SURROGAT class:
SETROPTS CLASSACT(SURROGAT) RACLIST(SURROGAT) GENERIC(SURROGAT)

RDEFINE SURROGAT BPX.SRV.userid UACC(NONE)
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PERMIT BPX.SRV.userid CLASS(SURROGAT) ACCESS(READ) ID(stcid)

NOTE

• Specify the userid for the user that requires access to Web Viewer. To give access to all users, specify ** as
the userid.

• stcid defines the id of the web application server where Web Viewer is deployed

Use the following sample command to apply the changes to your RACF environment.
SETROPTS GENERIC(SURROGAT) RACLIST(SURROGAT) REFRESH

RACF Program Control

If you use RACF Program Control, use the following sample commands to add the modules that are used by Web Viewer:

To add the CCS libraries:
RALTER PROGRAM * ADDMEM('YourCCSHLQ.CAW0PLD'//NOPADCHK)

To add the View libraries:
RALTER PROGRAM * ADDMEM('YourCAViewHLQ.CVDELOAD'//NOPADCHK)

(Optional) To add the Spool libraries:
RALTER PROGRAM * ADDMEM('YourCASpoolHLQ.CBQ4LOAD'//NOPADCHK)

(Optional) If you encrypt reports in View, use the following command to add the ICSF libraries:

RALTER PROGRAM * ADDMEM('YourSystemHLQ.SCSFMOD0'//NOPADCHK)

Use the following sample command to apply the changes to your RACF environment.
SETROPTS REFRESH WHEN(PROGRAM)

Install, Deploy, and Configure CCS Apache Tomcat
Install, deploy and configure a single instance of CCS Apache Tomcat that can be shared by multiple Broadcom products.

You can deploy and configure CCS Apache Tomcat so that Broadcom mainframe products can share the binary
executables and can run separate product-specific regions of Apache Tomcat.

Web Viewer requires Apache Tomcat 8.5.32 or higher. The base installation of CCS 15.0 includes CCS Apache Tomcat
8.5.32.

NOTE
CCS Apache Tomcat is not required if you plan to deploy Web Viewer to a WebSphere Application Server or to a
WebSphere Liberty Server.

Follow these steps:

1. Install and configure Common Components and Services (CCS) version 15.0.
2. Deploy CCS Apache Tomcat and Configure Security.

Follow the procedures described in Deploy CCS Apache Tomcat and Configure Security in the Common Components
and Services 15.0 documentation

NOTE

• There are two possible locations for the server.xml file. The instructions allow you to use a PDS data
set called TOMSVXML or an ASCII version. When you set up security for CCS Apache Tomcat, use the
ASCII version to avoid the need to make all future edits in the PDS data set.

3. Configure a CCS Apache Tomcat Region.
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Follow the procedures described in Configure a CCS Apache Tomcat Region in the Common Components and
Services 15.0 documentation

NOTE

• Web Viewer requires its own CCS Apache Tomcat region. Web Viewer cannot share a CCS Apache
Tomcat region with another application.

• In step 3 where you specify the REGNDIR variable, replace  productx with webviewer.
• Skip the optional step 5 that concerns deployment of the WAR files.
• Do not use the JCL that Apache provides to start Apache Tomcat. Follow the instructions in Start and

Verify the CCS Apache Tomcat Region.

Use REXX Exec to Customize All Jobs
Use the following procedure to update all of the Web Viewer members with the specified parameters.

The REXX Exec CAHVEALL and the edit macro CAHVEDIT enable you to update most of the installation parameters
for Web Viewer all at once. The CAHVEALL script populates the Web Viewer members with the custom values from
CAHVEDIT.

Edit Macro:
yourhlq.CVDEOPTN(CAHVEDIT)

REXX Exec:
yourhlq.CVDEOPTN(CAHVEALL)

Follow these steps:

1. Add your information to the macro CAHVEDIT.
2. In CAHVEDIT, replace the rightmost parameters for each ISREDIT CHANGE command.

NOTE
You can skip the H2 database server parameters and the database schema parameters. The H2 database
server parameters are required only if you plan to use an external H2 database. You manually update the
member with these values when you create the H2 database server. You provide the database schema
parameters when you prepare the application database.

The macro is ready to customize your jobs and configurations.
3. Use CAHVEALL -  REXX exec to customize multiple jobs at once.

Create an H2 Database Server
Web Viewer can work with an H2 database for the storage of product data. The database can be either internal or
external:

• An external H2 database enables resources to be shared between multiple instances of Web Viewer. An external
database also provides improved performance and disaster recovery capabilities and is the recommended option for
Web Viewer.

• An internal H2 database can be used by a single Web Viewer instance only, it cannot be shared.

You create an H2 database server to manage multiple connections to a shared external H2 database.

NOTE
If you plan to use an internal H2 database that is created automatically, an H2 database server is not
required.

The following procedure describes how to create an H2 database server.
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Follow these steps:

1. Edit the member CAHVH2SV in the &CAI.CVDEOPTN partitioned dataset. &CAI is the high-level qualifier of the
datasets for the View installation.

2. Replace the JOB card with a valid JOB card for your site.
3. Change all occurrences of the following fields to the appropriate values:

NOTE
If you skipped the H2 database server parameters in the CAHVEDIT macro, you can now provide these
values.

Field Description

<tcpport> The port the TCP server component listens on.

<webport> The port the H2 web server component listens on.

<javahome> Name of your JAVA home USS directory.

<jvmldmversion> The Java load module version that corresponds to the Java
installation in <javahome>:
• For Java 8 set <jvmldmversion> to 86
• For Java 11 set <jvmldmversion> to 16
Java 8 or 11, 64-bit is required.

<cvinstall> Name of the Web Viewer USS installation directory.

4. (Optional) If you plan to create your own database, you must start both the TCP and web components of the H2
server. To start both the TCP and web components of the H2 server, comment out the empty WEBOPTS statement
and uncomment the WEBOPTS with the -webAllowOthers option.

5. (Optional) By default, the H2 TCP server only allow connections from the local system. To allow connections from
other systems, add the -tcpAllowOthers option to TCPOPTS.

6. Run the job and verify that the H2 TCP and/or web components started successfully.
Example:
TCP server running at tcp://10.10.10.10:12345 (only local connections)

7. Add the address and port of the TCP server to the Application Database worksheet. Refer to these values later when
you update the DBLOCATION parameter in the configuration file.

WARNING
If you use an external H2 database, the H2 database server must be running for Web Viewer to be able to
access the application data.

Customize the CAHVVARS Member
Use the CAHVVARS member to specify the values that Web Viewer needs to create, backup or restore an H2 database:

Prerequisite: Apply PTFs LU0820 and LU08231.

1. Check whether you have an existing CVDEJCL user library. If not, allocate a new CVDEJCL user library with the same
attributes as CAI.CVDEJCL.

2. If the CAHVVARS member is not present in your user CVDEJCL user library, copy the member from CAI.CVDEJCL.
3. In the CAHVVARS member, customize the following variables:

JAVAHOME The USS path where IBM Java is installed.
WVDIR The USS path where Web Viewer is installed.

DISKUNIT The disk unit that is used to create temporary data sets.
H2DBDIR The fully qualified USS directory for the H2 database that is specified in your Web Viewer configuration

file (ConfigFile.cfg).
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H2DBNAME The file name for the database that is specified in your Web Viewer configuration file (ConfigFile.cfg).
H2DBUSER,
H2DBPASS

The database userid and password that is specified in your Web Viewer configuration file
(ConfigFile.cfg). These credentials do not need to be a real system user id and password.

H2BKDIR The USS directory path to use for an H2 backup and the H2 backup archive. H2BKDIR must be set
to a different directory than H2DBDIR. The H2BKDIR path is required when you use H2 migrate
(CAHVH2MG), but is optional when you use H2 backup (CAHVH2BK).

H2DBSCRT The H2 database backup script name.

Prepare and Maintain an Application Database
Use the following procedures to create, prepare and maintain the application database.

Web Viewer supports both H2 and Db2 databases. If you use an H2 database, the database can be internal, or external.
Web Viewer can create an internal H2 database automatically when you start the product for the first time, but if you plan
to use an external H2 database, you must create the database manually.

For any database, Web Viewer also creates the database schema automatically when you start the product for the first
time. Alternatively, you can use sample DDL to customize the database scheme according to your specific requirements.
If you want to use a customized database schema, ensure that you create the schema before you start Web Viewer for
the first time.

IMPORTANT
Review the following requirements if you plan to use an H2 database:

• Before you proceed, ensure that the CAHVVARS member is customized according to your site specifications.
See Customize the CAHVVARS Member.

• In addition to the user that runs the started task, the user that runs the database jobs must have write-access
to the database files.

Prepare an Application Database

Use the following procedures to create an H2 database and, optionally, to run a script to build a customized database
schema.

Create an H2 Database

Use the following procedure to create an H2 database:

1. Copy sample JCL member CAHVH2CR from CAI.CVDEJCL to your user CVDEJCL library.
2. Follow the inline instructions to customize the sample JCL for your environment.
3. Submit the job and verify the return code.

The database is created. The database files are owned by the user that ran the job in the previous step, and his default
group. If necessary, modify the file permissions to ensure that the user that runs the started task has read and write
access to the database files.

Create an H2 Database Schema

Use the following procedure to manually create the database schema for an H2 database.

NOTE
If the database schema is already prepared, you can upgrade your database to take advantage of newly
released features, see Upgrade an H2 Database.

1. Review the sample DDL in the &CAI.CVDEOPTN(CAHVHDDL) member and customize it for your environment.
2. Verify that the values for the parameters in the DDL match the values of the parameters in the Configure the Database

section in Configure the Product.
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WARNING
Do not modify the column names. If you change the column names, the product might not function properly.

3. Run the DDL using the H2 Console, or you can use the H2 RunScript Tool.

The database schema is created.

Create a DB2 Database Schema

Use the following procedure to manually create the database schema for a Db2 database:

1. Review the sample DDL in member &CAI.CVDEOPTN(CAHVDDDL) and customize it for your environment.
2. Verify that the values for the parameters in the DDL match the values of the parameters in the Configure the Database

section in Configure the Product.

WARNING

Do not modify the column names. If you change the column names, the product might not function properly.
3. To run the DDL, use the SPUFI facility, the Db2 command line tool, or any other available tool that allows execution of

SQL scripts against the database.

The database schema is created.

Backup an H2 Database

To backup your H2 database, create the H2DBSCRT backup script. The H2DBSCRT backup script is a binary file that
contains the commands to restore the backed-up data to a new H2 database. To create the H2DBSCRT backup script,
use the following procedure:

1. Copy sample JCL member CAHVH2BK from CAI.CVDEJCL to your user CVDEJCL library and follow the inline
instructions to customize the sample JCL for your environment.

2. Submit the job and verify the return code.

The H2DBSCRT backup script is created in the H2BKDIR directory. If no H2BKDIR directory is specified, the H2DBSCRT
script is created in the H2DBDIR directory.

Restore an H2 Database

Use the following procedure to restore the H2DBSCRT backup script to a new H2 database:

1. Copy sample JCL member CAHVH2RS from CAI.CVDEJCL to your user CVDEJCL library and follow the inline
instructions to customize the sample JCL for your environment.

2. Submit the job and verify the return code.

The backed-up data is restored to the new database. The new database files are owned by the user that ran the job in the
previous step, and his default group. If necessary, modify the file permissions to ensure that the user that runs the started
task has read and write access to the new database files.

Upgrade an H2 Database
The following procedures describe how to upgrade your H2 database for newly added features.

If you use Db2 as your application database, the schema is already up to date. However, if you use H2 as your application
database, you can upgrade your database to take advantage of newly released features. The application can upgrade the
database schema automatically. For automatic preparation of the schema, the user that connects to the database must
also have privileges to create and alter database schema objects. Alternatively, you can use the following procedures to
upgrade your database manually.
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Upgrade an H2 Database to Support Repository Groups

Prerequisite: Apply PTF RO97299.

NOTE

• If you applied PTF RO97299 before you created the Web Viewer database, you can skip this section.
• If you created the database before you applied PTF RO97299, use the following procedure:

1. Review and edit the sample DDL in member &CAI.CVDEOPTN(CAHVHGRP). Verify that the values of the following
parameters in the DDL are the same as the values of their matching parameters in Configure the Product.

Parameters in DDL File Parameters in Configuration File

<SCHEMANAME> SCHEMANAME

<REPOSITORIES> REPOSITORYTABLE

<VIEW_USER> VUSERTABLE

WARNING

Do not modify the column names. If you change the column names, the product might not function properly.
2. Run the DDL using the H2 Console or the H2 RunScript Tool.

The database is updated.

Upgrade an H2 Database To Support Export Rules

You can upgrade the H2 database to support export rules in Web Viewer.

Prerequisite: Apply PTF SO07569.

NOTE

• If you applied PTF SO07569 before you create the Web Viewer database, you can skip this section.
• If you created the database before you applied PTF SO07569, use the following procedure:

Follow these steps:

1. Access member &CAI.CVDEJCL(CAHVHERL).
2. In the sample DDL commands, verify that the values for the following parameters match the values in the configuration

file for Web Viewer:

DDL Parameters Web Viewer Configuration Parameters

<SCHEMANAME> SCHEMANAME

<EXPORT_RULES> EXPORTRULESTABLE

WARNING
Do not modify the column names. If you change the column names, the product might not function properly.

3. Run the DDL with the H2 Console or the H2 RunScript Tool.
The database is updated.

Upgrade an H2 Database To Support Feature Administration

Use the following procedure to upgrade the H2 database to support feature administration in Web Viewer.

Prerequisite: Apply PTF SO10219.
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NOTE

• If you applied PTF SO10219 before you created the Web Viewer database, you can skip this section.
• If you created the database before you applied PTF SO10219, use the following procedure:

Follow these steps:

1. Access member &CAI.CVDEOPTN(CAHVHFEA).
2. In the sample DDL commands, verify that the values for the following parameters match the values in the configuration

file for Web Viewer:

DDL Parameters Web Viewer Configuration Parameters

<SCHEMANAME> SCHEMANAME

<FEATURES> FEATURESTABLE

<FEATURES_LOG> FEATURESLOGTABLE

WARNING
Do not modify the column names. If you change the column names, the product might not function properly.

3. Run the DDL with the H2 Console or the H2 RunScript Tool.
The database is updated.

Upgrade an H2 Database to Support Configuration Properties

Use the following procedure to upgrade the H2 database to store product configuration properties in Web Viewer.

Prerequisite: Apply PTF SO12768.

NOTE

• If you applied PTF SO12768 before you created the Web Viewer database, you can skip this section.
• If you created the database before you applied PTF SO12768, use the following procedure:

Follow these steps:

1. Access member &CAI.CVDEOPTN(CAHVHCFP).
2. In the sample DDL commands, verify that the value of the <SCHEMANAME> parameter matches the value in

the configuration file for Web Viewer.

WARNING
Do not modify the table or column names. If you change the column names, the product might not function
properly.

3. Run the DDL with the H2 Console or the H2 RunScript Tool.
The database is updated.

Migrate an H2 Database
Migrate your H2 database when a PTF provides an updated H2 JAR file and the HOLDDATA directs you to migrate the
database for compatibility with the new runtime.

Prerequisite: Apply PTFs LU08230 and LU08231.

IMPORTANT

• Ensure that you complete steps 1 - 3 before you apply the PTF that updates the H2 JAR file (the "upgrade
PTF").

• In addition to the user that runs the started task, the user that runs the database jobs must have write-access
to the database files.
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Use the following procedure to migrate your H2 database to a later version:

1. Ensure that the CAHVVARS member is customized according to your site specifications. For more information, see
Customize the CAHVVARS Member.

2. Backup the existing H2 JAR file.
– Copy the sample JCL member CAHVH2CP from the CAI.CVDEJCL library to your user CVDEJCL library.
– Follow the inline instructions to copy the H2 JAR file. Submit the job and verify the return code.

The H2 JAR file is copied and the name of the copied file is h2_backup.jar.
3. If you use an H2 server, set the H2_JAR variable to use h2_backup.jar:

H2_JAR="${CVINSTALL}"/h2_backup.jar

4. If you use an application server with a Web Viewer version earlier than the new JAR file version, update your
application server to use h2_backup.jar:
– CCS Apache Tomcat Server

Set the H2_JAR variable to use h2_backup.jar:
H2_JAR=${CV_INSTALL_HOME}/h2_backup.jar

– WebSphere Application Server
Update the H2_Database shared library to use h2_backup.jar.

– WebSphere Liberty Server
Update the webApplication element to use h2_backup.jar as the shared library.

5. Receive and Apply the Upgrade PTF.
The PTF to upgrade the JAR file includes updates to the web-viewer.war and web-viewer.ear files in the  Web Viewer
installation directory. The updated web-viewer.war and web-viewer.ear files must be deployed to your application
server. For more information, see the relevant section of the documentation for your application server:

• Deploy the Product to a CCS Apache Tomcat Server
• Deploy the Product to a WebSphere Application Server
• Deploy the Product to a WebSphere Liberty Server

Web Viewer message CAHVS0201I identifies the H2 JAR file version and the database url after  Web Viewer
successfully connects to the database.

IMPORTANT
Only use the H2 JAR file copy (h2_backup.jar) with databases that were created prior to the new JAR file
version.

6. Stop your H2 server and Web Viewer application server.
7. Migrate the Database

– Copy the sample JCL member CAHVH2MG from CAI.CVDEJCL to your user CVDEJCL library.
– Follow the inline instructions to customize the sample JCL for your environment. Submit the job and verify the

return code. Upon successful completion of the job, verify the following results:
• a backup of the database files is created in the H2BKDIR directory.
• the H2DBSCRT backup script is created.

The migrated database files are owned by the user that ran the job, and his default group. If necessary, modify the file
permissions to ensure that the user that runs the started task has read and write access to the database files.

8. If you use an H2 server, set the H2_JAR variable to use the updated H2 JAR file (h2.jar):
H2_JAR="${CVINSTALL}"/h2.jar

9. If you use an application server with a Web Viewer version earlier than the new JAR file version, update your
application server started task to use the updated H2 JAR file (h2.jar):
– CCS Apache Tomcat Server

Set the H2_JAR variable to use h2.jar:
H2_JAR=${CV_INSTALL_HOME}/h2.jar

– WebSphere Application Server
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Update the H2_Database shared library to use h2.jar.
– WebSphere Liberty Server

Update the webApplication element to use h2.jar as the shared library.
10. Restart your H2 Server and  Web Viewer application server.

NOTE
Check for the  Web Viewer CAHVS0201I message and verify that you are using the updated H2 JAR file
version.

Remove the Upgrade PTF

Use the following procedure in the unlikely event that you need to revert to a Web Viewer version prior to the new JAR file
version:

1. Stop the Web Viewer database.
2. Restore the database files.
3. Revert Web Viewer to the use the copy of the H2 jar file (h2_backup.jar).

Delete the Copy of the H2 JAR File

IMPORTANT
Ensure that you fully verify the migration before you delete the H2 JAR file copy (h2_backup.jar).

The H2 JAR file copy (h2_backup.jar) contains the old version of H2. You can delete the H2 JAR file copy after you deploy
the upgrade PTF and the database is migrated to the new H2 JAR file format. After the migration, the product database
can no longer be accessed using the old H2 JAR file. To delete the H2 JAR file copy (h2_backup.jar), copy the sample
JCL member CAHVH2DL from CAI.CVDEJCL to your user CVDEJCL library. Follow the inline instructions to customize
the sample JCL for your environment. Submit the job and verify the return code.

Set Environment Variables
Define the environment variables to complete the configuration of your application server.

Use the following procedures to set the environment variables:
CAWVHOME Web Viewer uses the CAWVHOME environment variable to identify the fully qualified path of the

CAWVHOME directory. The CAWVHOME variable is defined to your web application server during the
product deployment. If the CAWVHOME environment variable is not set, Web Viewer checks the following
path:

{user.dir}/CAWVHOME

user.dir Specifies the current working directory when the Web Viewer application starts.

WV_SECURITY_MA
INFRAME_APPLID

This variable specifies the 1 to 8 character APPLID that Web Viewer uses for the following SAF calls:

• to validate user credentials
• to change a user password
• to create a security environment for a user

If you do not specify a value, the default is OMVSAPPL to provide compatibility with earlier versions of Web
Viewer.

NOTE

• For SAF calls, the APPLID is independent of the security manager that you use (ACF2, Top
Secret, or IBM RACF).

• The APPLID can be used by your security manager to determine if the SAF call is permitted.
For example, set an APPLID for Web Viewer if you are using multi-factor authentication
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(MFA) and your security manager does not permit multi-factor authentication for APPLID
OMVSAPPL.

WV_SECURITY_S
ESSION_IPBOUND

Use this variable to specify whether product sessions are bound to a single IP address. Specify one of the
following values:

• To enable this option, specify the value as 'true'.
Web Viewer then treats any product request that uses an authenticated session token as valid only if
the product request originates from the same IP address as the login request that initiated the session.
This is the most secure option as it reduces the possibility of session hijacking.

• To disable this option, specify 'false'.
Web Viewer then treats a product request that uses an authenticated session token as valid even if the
product request originates from a different IP address than the login request that initiated the session.
This option is less secure, but this configuration might be necessary in the following example scenarios:

• When product end-users are highly mobile between networks.
• When access to the product is through a set of load-balancing reverse proxy servers, without the

use of sticky sessions.

The default is 'true'.

Set Environment Variables for a CCS Apache Tomcat Server

Specify environment variables and their values in the STDENV DD of your CCS Apache Tomcat Server. Use the following
syntax:
export variable=value

variable Specifies the name of the environment variable.
value Specifies the value of the environment variable.

NOTE
Variable names and values are case-sensitive.

Examples:

The following example shows how to specify the CAWVHOME variable:
export CAWVHOME=/cai/CASoftware/CCAFE00/webviewer/CAWVHOME

The following example shows how to use double quotes to specify the CAWVHOME environment variable when the value
includes spaces:
export CAWVHOME="/cai/CASoftware/CCAFE00/web viewer/CAWVHOME"

The following example shows how to use variable substitution to include the value of the previously defined
CV_INSTALL_HOME variable:
export CAWVHOME=${CV_INSTALL_HOME}/CAWVHOME

Set Environment Variables for a WebSphere Application Server

Add the environment variable, value, and description in the Java and Process Management > Process definition > Servant
> Environment Entries section of your Application server.

NOTE
Variable names and values are case-sensitive.

Example:

The following example shows how to specify the CAWVHOME variable:
Name           Value                                         Description

CAWVHOME       /cai/CASoftware/CCAFE00/webviewer/CAWVHOME    Web Viewer Home
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Set Environment Variables for a WebSphere Liberty Server

Specify the environment variable and value in the WebSphere Liberty server.env file. You can specify the environment
variable at the WebSphere installation level or for a specific server instance.

NOTE
Keep in mind that server.env files do NOT support variable expansion. See the IBM documentation Customizing
the Liberty environment  for more information about server.env files.

The following example shows the location of the WebSphere Liberty server.env file:
$WLP_USER_DIR/servers/<SERVER_NAME>/server.env

$WLP_USER_DIR This value specifies your WebSphere Liberty server user directory in USS.
<SERVER_NAME> This value specifies the name of your WebSphere Liberty server.

Use the following syntax to specify environment variables:

variable=value

variable Specifies the name of the environment variable.
value Specifies the value of the environment variable.

Example:

The following example shows how to specify the CAWVHOME variable:
CAWVHOME=/cai/CASoftware/CCAFE00/webviewer/CAWVHOME

Configure the Product
After you set the environment variables, use the following procedures to configure Web Viewer:

Verify that the CAWVHOME/config directory contains a sample ConfigFile.cfg file.

When Web Viewer starts, the parameters are loaded from the following file:

$CAWVHOME/config/<contextpath>.cfg

$CAWVHOME This value specifies the fully qualified path of the Web Viewer CAWVHOME directory that is defined by the
CAWVHOME environment variable.

context path This value specifies the name of the deployed application file, without the .war or .ear extension.

Default: web-viewer

If the <contextpath>.cfg file does not exist, the parameters load from the following file:

$CAWVHOME/config/ConfigFile.cfg

If neither file exists, internal default values are used.

NOTE

If you transfer this file from distributed to USS, it must be transferred as a binary file.

WARNING

Each time that you update the configuration file, restart the web application server on which Web Viewer is
deployed.
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Run the CAHVCFUP Job to Update the Configuration File

Run the CAHVCFUP job in the &CAI.CVDEJCL PDS to update the configuration file (ConfigFile.cfg) to the current
installation level.

NOTE
The person that runs the job must have authority to write to the configuration file.

The job makes the following updates:

• Backs up the current configuration file.
• Adds new parameters if necessary.

NOTE
There might be new configuration file parameters as a result of a new release, increment, or PTF. The
job updates the new parameters with default values. The job does not change the values of any existing
parameters.

• Converts the DBTYPE and DBLOCATION parameters to the new DB_JDBC_URL parameter.
• Removes the DBNAME parameter and the associated comment. The DBNAME parameter is not yet used; it is

reserved for future use.

Meet the following prerequisites before you run CAHVCFUP:

• The user that runs this job must have authority to update the configuration file and to create the backup configuration
file.

• Replace the JOB card with a valid JOB card for your site.
• Change all instances of the following parameter values to your installation values:

<JAVA_HOME> specifies the name of your JAVA home directory.
<CV_INSTALL> specifies the name of your Web Viewer install directory.
<TEMP_PATH> Specifies the name of the existing temp directory in USS, for example, /tmp. This path must already

exist, or you must create the path. The utility does not create the path.
<CONFIG_PATH> Specifies the path (directory) to your configuration file.
<CONFIG_FILE> Specifies the file name of your configuration file.

<BACKUP_PATH> Specifies the path (directory) where you want the utility to create your backup configuration file. This
path must already exist, or you must create the path. The utility does not create the path. You can
specify that the backup path is the same as the path to the configuration file to save both files in the
same location, or you can create a different path for the backup file.

<BACKUP FILE> Specifies a name for the backup configuration file that the utility creates. You can specify any file name
that is consistent with your local convention, for example, ConfigFile.bak.

After you run CAHVCFUP, review the updated configuration file.

Configure the Database

You configure the database through the ConfigFile.cfg file.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the database parameters in the "Database" section of the file.
2. Specify the JDBC connection URL for the database. The URL depends on whether you use Db2 or H2.

– If you use Db2, the format of the JDBC connection URL is: DB_JDBC_URL = "jdbc:db2://<host>:<port>/<database-
name><options>";

<host>:<port> defines the host and port name for Db2.
<database-name> defines the name of the database.

<options> defines any database-specific options that are required on the connection URL
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Example:
DB_JDBC_URL = "jdbc:db2://localhost:50000/DBNAME:retrieveMessagesFromServerOnGetMessage=true;";

For more information about the URL format for Db2, see the IBM Knowledge Center.
– If you use H2, the format of the JDBC connection URL depends on if the database is an external database or an

internal (embedded) database.
External: DB_JDBC_URL = "jdbc:h2:tcp://<host>:<port>/<fully-qualified-uss-path>/<database-name>";
Internal: DB_JDBC_URL = "jdbc:h2:<fully-qualified-uss-path>/<database-name>";

<host>:<port> defines the host and port name of the H2 server.
<fully-qualifi
ed-uss-path>

defines the fully qualified USS directory to use for creation of the database.

NOTE
The full path to the database must already exist. The utility does not create the path. For
example, you might create a new "database" sub-directory under the path to the Web
Viewer installation files, or under the CAWVHOME sub-directory.

<database-name> defines the name of the database.

NOTE
The database consists of multiple files starting with <database-name> so the started task user must have
authority to write to <fully-qualified-uss-path>.

Examples:
External: DB_JDBC_URL = "jdbc:h2:tcp://localhost:9092//path-to-Web Viewer-install-directory/database/

databasename";

Internal: DB_JDBC_URL = "jdbc:h2:/path-to-Web Viewer-install-directory/database/databasename";

For more information about the URL format for H2, see Database URL Overview.
3. Specify the database user id and password.

If you plan to use an existing external database, provide the current database userid and password. For a new internal
database, you can specify any values.

NOTE
For automatic creation of the database schema during startup, the user that connects to the database must
have privileges to create and alter database schema objects. Alternatively you can use the provided DDL to
create the database schema manually.

Examples:
DBUSER = "<userid>";
DBPASSWORD = "<......>";

4. (Optional) If you created your own database tables and renamed the schema or table names during the installation,
configure the following database parameters:

NOTE

• Customization of the schema name is supported for both H2 and DB2.
• Customization of table names is supported only for H2.

– Specify the name of the Repository table.
Example: REPOSITORYTABLE = "REPOSITORIES";

– Specify the owning schema for the WebViewer tables.
Example: SCHEMANAME = "CV_MASTER";

– Specify the name of the View User table.
Example: VUSERTABLE = "VIEW_USER";

– Specify the name of the Active Reports table.
Example: REPORTSTABLE = "ACTIVE_REPORTS";

– Specify the name of the Recalled Reports table.
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Example: RECALLTABLE = "RECALLED_REPORTS";
– Specify the name of the Repository Groups table.

Example: REPOGROUPTABLE = "REPOSITORY_GROUPS";

NOTE
The REPOGROUPXREFTABLE is automatically set to the value of REPOGROUPTABLE plus the suffix
"_XREF". This value cannot be changed.

– Specify the name of the Export Rules table.
Example: EXPORTRULESTABLE = "EXPORT_RULES";

5. Save the ConfigFile.cfg file. For a first time Web Viewer configuration, the database parameters are now updated.
6. To apply configuration changes to an active instance of Web Viewer, restart the server on which the Web Viewer WAR

file is deployed.

Set the Default Repository Group and Specify Translation for Security Resources

NOTE
Skip this step for a first-time configuration.

You can optionally use the DEFAULTGROUPNAME parameter to specify the default repository group. If repository groups
exist, users can select one from the group drop-down list when they log in to Web Viewer.

If the user does not select a group from this list, the user is assigned to the default repository group that you specify
with the DEFAULTGROUPNAME parameter. This assignment lasts for the entire session, until the user logs out of Web
Viewer.

Example: DEFAULTGROUPNAME  = "BANK-TELLER-25"

SECTRAN

As a security resource, a repository group name might require character translation before being passed to security
products (such as Top Secret, ACF2, or IBM RACF) for authorization.

Use the initialization parameter SECTRAN to specify which characters in the group name are to be translated. The
characters are translated before the group name is passed to the security product for authorization.

You specify your preference for SECTRAN as SECTRAN=true or SECTRAN=false.

The following table shows the translation for each character when you specify SECTRAN=true:

Character Translation

& (ampersand) ! (exclamation)

* (asterisk) + (plus)

% (percent) | (bar)

‘ ‘ (blank ) _ (underscore)

¢ (cent sign) _ (underscore)

! (exclamation point) _ (underscore)

/ (slash) _ (underscore)

< (less than) _ (underscore)

( (left parentheses) _ (underscore)

| (bar) _ (underscore)

) (right parentheses) _ (underscore)

; (semicolon) _ (underscore)
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¬ (not sign) _ (underscore)

¦ (broken bar) _ (underscore)

, (comma) _ (underscore)

> (greater than) _ (underscore)

? (question mark) _ (underscore)

: (colon) _ (underscore)

‘ (single quote) _ (underscore)

= (equal sign) _ (underscore)

" (double quote) _ (underscore)

NOTE

More information:

• For more information about SECTRAN, see External Security in the View documentation.
• For more about repository groups, see Manage Your Repository Groups.
• For more about how the presence or absence of repository a group (including a default group) affects the

user logon experience, see Using.
• For more about how to manage security resources, including repository groups,see Security Requirements in

the View documentation.

Configure Report Metadata Translation

You can specify whether to translate metadata based on the repository charset.

NOTE

For metadata, you can only translate the User Field and Description fields.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the TRANSLATEMETADATA variable in the file ConfigFile.cfg.
2. Configure TRANSLATEMETADATA with one of the following options:

– To translate the metadata, specify “True” or "Yes”.
Example:
TRANSLATEMETADATA=”True”;

– To not translate metadata, specify “False” or "No”.
Example:
TRANSLATEMETADATA=”False”;

The default is "False".
3. Save ConfigFile.cfg. For a first time Web Viewer configuration, the report metadata translation is now configured.
4. If you edit this value while the web application runs, stop and restart the web application.
5. To apply configuration changes to an active instance of Web Viewer, restart the server on which the Web Viewer WAR

file is deployed.

Configure Web Viewer To Use The Java Transformers

The TRANSFORM2PDF variable in the file ConfigFile.cfg enables or disables the Java transformers. When you enable
the Java transformers, the Java transformers transform AFP and/or Metacode reports to PDF. The Java transformer
configuration parameters define the transformation.

To learn how to configure the Java transformers, see Customizing Java Transformers in the documentation for Spool.
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A sample Java transformer configuration parameter file is provided in member &CAI.CVDEOPTN(CAHVX2YP).

WARNING
You install the Java transformers when you install View. If you have not installed the Java transformers, see
Install the Java Transformers in the View documentation for instructions.

How to Enable or Disable The Java Transformers

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the TRANSFORM2PDF variable in the file ConfigFile.cfg.
2. Configure TRANSFORM2PDF with one of the following options:

– To enable the Java transformers, specify "True" or "Yes".
Example:
TRANSFORM2PDF=”True”;

– To disable the Java transformers, specify “False” or "No".
Example:
TRANSFORM2PDF=”False”;

NOTE

• Default is True
• You can specify the TRANSFORM2PDF variable as TRANSFORMAFP2PDF.

3. Save ConfigFile.cfg. For a first time Web Viewer configuration, the java transformers configuration is now complete.
4. Verify the Web Viewer server job includes the STDENVX DD statement for the Java transformer configuration

parameter file.
NOTE
Web Viewer users must have read access to the resource that is specified in the STDENVX DD statement.

5. To apply configuration changes to an active instance of Web Viewer, restart the server on which the Web Viewer WAR
file is deployed.

Configure The File Format For Exported Text Reports

You can configure the Export report action to use the following formats:
Office Open XML (OOXML)

Provides greater compatibility and ease of use. OOXML is the default format for exported reports. OOXML
filenames appear as <filename>.xlsx .

Microsoft Office XML (XML)
Consumes fewer resources. XML filenames appear as <filename>.xml .

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the EXPORT_FORMAT variable in the file ConfigFile.cfg.

NOTE

If ConfigFile.cfg does not include the EXPORT_FORMAT variable, you can add the variable now and can
continue to the next step.

2. Specify EXPORT_FORMAT with one of the following options:
– To use Office Open XML, specify "OOXML".

Example:
EXPORT_FORMAT = ”OOXML”;

– To use Microsoft Office XML, specify "XML".
Example:
EXPORT_FORMAT = ”XML”;
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3. Save ConfigFile.cfg. For a first-time configuration, the file format for exported text reports is now configured.
4. To apply configuration changes to an active instance of Web Viewer, restart the server on which the Web Viewer WAR

file is deployed.

Logging Configuration

You can specify the level of log messages that Web Viewer creates. The possible log levels are OFF, FATAL, ERROR,
WARN, INFO, DEBUG, TRACE and ALL. The default log level is INFO. When the log level is set to INFO, Web Viewer
also creates WARN, ERROR and FATAL messages.

To change the log level, locate LOGLEVEL= in the Config file and update the log level to the required level.

For more information about log levels, see Configure Logging.

Your configuration of Web Viewer is now complete.

Deploy the Product to a CCS Apache Tomcat Server
Use the following procedure to configure and deploy the product to a CSS Apache Tomcat server.

NOTE

Web Viewer 14.0 also supports CCS Apache Tomcat Servers that are configured to use TLS 1.3.

To configure TLS 1.3 on a CCS Apache Tomcat Server, IBM Java Version 8 Service Refresh 6 FP25 or later is
required. From SR7FP15, TLS 1.3 is enabled in JVM by default. For earlier versions, it is necessary to manually
configure JVM to enable TLS 1.3 on the server. For more information about how to enable TLS 1.3, see the IBM
documentation for Java SDK 8.

Alternatively, to use the AT-TLS feature of z/OS, ensure that the server is configured with SSL support disabled.

Before you deploy Web Viewer, refer to the Installation Checklist and verify that steps 1-9 are all complete.

Configure the server.xml file for a CCS Apache Tomcat Region

Starting with version 8.0.39, Apache Tomcat supports reading your server.xml file from a PDS data set in EBCDIC, and
from the conf/ directory in ASCII. We recommend that you use the server.xml file in the conf/  directory.

For more information about how to configure the CCS Apache Tomcat server.xml file, see Deploy and Configure CCS
Apache Tomcat in the Common Components and Services documentation.

NOTE

• If you have completed the CCS instructions for installing, verify that your server.xml file is already
configured.

• The conf/ directory is located under the path to your Apache Tomcat region that is specified in the Apache
Tomcat REGNDIR variable.

In the server.xml file, add or update the following connector settings for the connector that is to be used. Unused
connectors are commented out:

NOTE
You specify the values for the port variables in the next step when you configure the Apache Tomcat region. If
you use the non-SSL/TLS HTTP/1.1 connector, comment out the line with the redirectPort.

connectionTimeout="30000"

disableUploadTimeout="true"

enableLookups="false"

maxHttpHeaderSize="8192"

maxThreads="250"
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minSpareThreads="50"

Configure the CCS Apache Tomcat Region

Use sample JCL to configure the regions of CCS Apache Tomcat so that you can run Web Viewer. If you already ran the
edit macro, some values are already updated.

NOTE
Web Viewer requires Java 8 or 11, 64-bit.

Review the JCL in the following members for optional steps, and to assure the correctness of the edit macro changes. For
the required values, refer to the installation worksheets.

Data Set

YourCAViewHLQ.CVDEOPTN(CAHVTOMX)

ENV File
YourCAViewHLQ.CVDEOPTN(CAHVCENV)

Review and edit the following values as needed. Some values are pre-populated when you run the CAHVEDIT job.
JAVA_HOME

Ensure that the JAVA_HOME variable corresponds to the JAVA_HOME variable in the Web Viewer worksheet
(JAVAHOME in the customized TOMSEDIT member and in the Apache Tomcat server worksheet). This
variable might be pre-populated by the CAHVEDIT macro.

JVMLDM_VERSION
The Java load module version that corresponds to the Java installation in JAVA_HOME. For Java 8 set
JVMLDM_VERSION to 86, for Java 11 set JVMLDM_VERSION to 16. No other version is supported.

CV_INSTALL_HOME
Ensure that the CV_INSTALL_HOME variable corresponds to the CV_INSTALL variable in the Web Viewer
worksheet. This variable might be pre-populated by the CAHVEDIT macro.

PRODUCT_HOME
The PRODUCT_HOME variable references the BASE_INSTALL variable. Ensure that the /ccs/tpv part of
PRODUCT_HOME corresponds with the REGNDIR variable in the customized TOMSEDIT member and in the
CCS Apache Tomcat server worksheet.

NOTE
The INSTALL_HOME variable also references the BASE_INSTALL variable. Also ensure that
the /ccs/tpv part of INSTALL_HOME corresponds with the DPLOYDIR variable in the customized
TOMSEDIT member and in the CCS Apache Tomcat server worksheet

CATALINA_HOME
The CATALINA_HOME variable references the INSTALL_HOME variable. Edit the CATALINA_HOME variable
if you require a specific version of Tomcat. Edit only the /tomcat part of the path to point to the directory that
contains the required Tomcat version.

NOTE
The CATALINA_BASE variable references the PRODUCT_HOME variable. Also edit the /tomcat part
of the CATALINA_BASE variable of you require a specific Tomcat version.

BASE_INSTALL
The value of the BASE_INSTALL corresponds to the value of the TC_HOME variable in the Web Viewer
worksheet (DPLOYDIR in the customized TOMSEDIT member and in the CCS Apache Tomcat server
worksheet). This variable might be pre-populated by the CAHVEDIT macro.

NOTE
Ensure that the BASE_INSTALL variable does not include the /ccs/tpv part of the path.
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J2Z_DUMP_HLQ
The value of J2Z_DUMP_HLQ might be pre-populated by the CAHVEDIT macro and is set by default to be the
same as CV_INSTALL_HOME.
In the section "Configure JVM options", if the following lines are not present, add these lines and provide the
required values:
IJO="$IJO" -Dserver.shutdown.port=-1"

IJO="$IJO" -Dconnector.port=nnnnn

IJO="$IJO" -Dconnector.ssl.port=nnnnn

These values are used to set the CCS Apache Tomcat server ports in the server.xml file and must be ports that
are not currently in use. Add the provided port values to your Apache Tomcat worksheet.

CEEOPTS File
YourCAViewHLQ.CVDEOPTN(CAHVCOPT)

Review the C runtime options for Web Viewer. Note the CEEOPTS DD.

Start and Verify the CCS Apache Tomcat Region

To start a region of CCS Apache Tomcat, use the sample JCL in YourCAViewHLQ.CVDEOPTN(CAHVTOMX) in the
previous step.

WARNING

For Web Viewer to authenticate users properly, the userid that starts the CCS Apache Tomcat region must have
read access to IBM Facility BPX.SERVER. For more information, see Security Requirements.

Verify the CCS Apache Tomcat Region

To verify that the CCS Apache Tomcat region has started, follow these steps:

1. Open the file STDERR .
2. Verify that no exception errors exist.
3. Verify that the following message appears:

INFO: Server startup in nnnnn ms

NOTE
If you make changes to your security configuration after you start Web Viewer, you might receive an
'EDC5111I Permission Denied' error the next time you start Web Viewer. This error results because Web
Viewer is unable to access the log files that were created under the prior security configuration. To resolve
the error, delete all log files and restart the application. When the application restarts, Web Viewer creates
new log files.

Deploy the Web Viewer WAR File

Web Viewer is delivered as a WAR file (web-viewer.war) in the installation directory. To deploy the WAR file to the CCS
Apache Tomcat region, use one of the following procedures:

NOTE
You can change the context path under which the application is accessible. Rename the web-viewer.war file
before deployment to the desired name followed by the .war extension.
Example:
If you want the deployed application to be accessible under host:port/MTC-ContentViewer, rename the web-
viewer.war file to MTC-ContentViewer.war before you execute the chosen deployment procedure.

Procedure 1: JCL Based

Data Sets

YourdeployHLQ.CAW0JCL(TOMSEDIT)
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YourdeployHLQ.CAW0JCL(TOMWAR)

Follow these steps:

1. Customize the TOMWAR JCL for your environment with the instructions that the JCL includes.
NOTE
Refer to the first two rows of the Apache Tomcat installation worksheet for the datasets that contain the
original ($TOMWAR) member and the customized (TOMSEDIT) member.

2. Verify the TOMSEDIT configuration member.

• Ensure that the WARFNAME variable is set to web-viewer.war
Example:
WARFNAME=web-viewer.war

• Ensure that the WARFROM variable is set to the Web Viewer installation directory.
Example:
WARFROM=/cai/CASoftware/CCAFE00/webviewer

3. Submit the TOMWAR JCL and check the return code.
4. Restart your Apache Tomcat server after the deployment.

NOTE
A restart of your Apache Tomcat server is needed after each deployment.

5. Access your deployed application:
host:port/web-viewer

Procedure 2: Deploy the CCS Apache Tomcat Region Manager Application

You can use the Apache Tomcat manager application to deploy web applications to your server. This application comes
with Apache Tomcat.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the following file:
<CCS TOMCAT Mount Point>/CCS/tpv/tomcat/conf/tomcat-users.xml

2. In the Tomcat users section, add the role manager-gui:
<role rolename="manager-gui"/>

3. In the Tomcat users section, add a user:
<user username="tomcat" password="<must-be-changed>" roles="manager-gui"/>

NOTE

You use this login to deploy Web Viewer.
4. Start or restart your CCS Apache Tomcat region.
5. Browse to the Apache Tomcat manager application:

<server>:<port>/manager/html

6. In the deploy section, deploy web-viewer.war:
a. Enter the following Context Path:

web-viewer

b. Enter the following WAR or Directory URL:
<Web Viewer Install Home>/web-viewer.war

c. Deploy.
7. Restart your Apache Tomcat server after the deployment.

NOTE

You must restart your Apache Tomcat server after each deployment.
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8. Access your deployed application:
host:port/web-viewer

Stop the CCS Apache Tomcat Region

You stop the CCS Apache Tomcat regions before you apply maintenance to your CCS Apache Tomcat implementation.
You also stop the regions when you want to deploy your product WAR files.

To stop CCS Apache Tomcat on z/OS systems, issue the following MVS console command:

'P CAHVTOMX'

You can also stop the region using the JZOS batch launcher by updating your configured CAHVTOMX startup JCL as
follows:

//TOMCAT EXEC PGM=JVMLDM&VERSION,REGION=0M,

// PARM='&LEPARM/&LOGLVL &JAVACLS &SRVXML stop'

Data Set

YourCAViewHLQ.CVDEOPTN(CAHVTOMX)

Deploy the Product to a WebSphere Application Server
Use the following procedure to configure and deploy Web Viewer to a WebSphere Application server.

NOTE

Web Viewer 14.0 also supports WebSphere Application Servers that are configured to use TLS 1.3.

To configure TLS 1.3 on a WebSphere Application Server, note the following prerequisites:

• WebSphere Application server version 9.0.56 or later
• IBM Java Version 8 Service Refresh 6 FP25 or later

From SR7FP15, TLS 1.3 is enabled in JVM by default. For earlier versions, it is necessary to manually
configure JVM to enable TLS 1.3 on the server. For more information about how to enable TLS 1.3, see the IBM
documentation for Java SDK 8.

Alternatively, to use the AT-TLS feature of z/OS, ensure that the server is configured with SSL support disabled.

Before you deploy Web Viewer, refer to the Installation Checklist and verify that steps 1-9 are all complete. Also verify that
all WebSphere Application server fixes are applied.

Add Web Viewer DD Statements to your WebSphere Application Server

Web Viewer needs access to the following libraries:

• DSN=YourCAViewHLQ.CVDELOAD
• DSN=YourCCSHLQ.CAW0PLD

NOTE
Add the APF-authorized load libraries to the STEPLIB DD in your WebSphere Application server job, or to your
link list.

If you plan to use Java Transformers, complete the following other requirements:

• include an STDENVX DD statement for the Java Transformer configuration file:
– DSN= YourCAViewHLQ.CVDEOPTN(CAHVX2YP)

• If the Java Transformers are provided by Spool, add the Spool library to the STEPLIB:
– DSN=YourCASpoolHLQ.CBQ4LOAD
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Verify the Java Temporary Directory

Set the java temporary directory in the Java and Process Management > Process definition > Servant > Java Virtual
Machine > Custom properties section of your application server. The java temporary directory is defined by the resource
java.io.tmpdir. The java temporary directory must have read/write access for all users that access the application.

(Optional) Create an H2 Shared Library

Web Viewer uses a shared library for JDBC access to an H2 database. If you plan to use an H2 database, this step is
required. If you plan to use a Db2 database, see the next step to create a Db2 shared library.

1. Start your WebSphere Application server.
2. Customize the h2SharedLibrary.tcl script file with the modification instructions that are included in the script file. The

script format is ASCII and the path to the file is /cai/CASoftware/CCAFE00/webviewer/h2SharedLibrary.tcl
3. Customize the CAHVWSRN member in the data set YourCAViewHLQ.CVDEJCL. Follow the instructions in the JCL.
4. Uncomment the SCRIPT="h2SharedLibrary.tcl" statement, and ensure that the other SCRIPT statements are

commented out.
5. Submit the CAHVWSRN member and check the return code.
6. Verify that the H2_Database shared library was added to the Environment > Shared libraries section of your

WebSphere Application server.

(Optional) Create a Db2 Shared Library

Web Viewer uses a shared library for JDBC access to a Db2 database. If you plan to use a Db2 database, this step is
required. If you plan to use an H2 database, see the previous step to create an H2 shared library.

1. Start your WebSphere Application server.
2. Customize the db2SharedLibrary.tcl script file with the modification instructions that are included in the script file. The

script format is ASCII and the path to the file is /cai/CASoftware/CCAFE00/webviewer/db2SharedLibrary.tcl
3. Customize the CAHVWSRN member in the data set YourCAViewHLQ.CVDEJCL. Follow the instructions in the JCL.
4. Uncomment the SCRIPT="db2SharedLibrary.tcl" statement, and ensure that the other SCRIPT statements are

commented out.
5. Submit the CAHVWSRN member and check the return code.
6. Verify that the Db2_Database shared library was added to the Environment > Shared libraries section of your

WebSphere Application server.

Deploy Web Viewer to WebSphere Application Server

Use the following procedure to deploy Web Viewer to your WebSphere Application server:

1. Start your WebSphere Application server.
2. Customize the installWebViewer.tcl script file with the modification instructions that are included in the script file. The

script format is ASCII and the path to the file is /cai/CASoftware/CCAFE00/webviewer/installWebViewer.tcl
3. Customize the CAHVWSRN member in the data set YourCAViewHLQ.CVDEJCL. Follow the instructions in the JCL.
4. Uncomment the SCRIPT="installWebViewer.tcl" statement, and ensure that the other SCRIPT statements are

commented out.
5. Submit the CAHVWSRN member and check the return code.
6. Verify that Web Viewer was added to the Applications > Application Types > WebSphere enterprise applications

section of your WebSphere Application server.
7. Restart your WebSphere Application server.
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Start Web Viewer

If Web Viewer does not start automatically when you restart your WebSphere Application server, start Web Viewer
manually. Use the following procedure to start Web Viewer:

1. Start your WebSphere Application server.
2. Customize the startWebViewer.tcl script file with the modification instructions that are included in the script file. The

script format is ASCII and the path to the file is /cai/CASoftware/CCAFE00/webviewer/startWebViewer.tcl
3. Customize the CAHVWSRN member in the data set YourCAViewHLQ.CVDEJCL. Follow the instructions in the JCL.
4. Uncomment the SCRIPT="startWebViewer.tcl" statement, and ensure that the other SCRIPT statements are

commented out.
5. Submit the CAHVWSRN member and check the return code.
6. Verify that Web Viewer was started in the Applications > Application Types > WebSphere enterprise applications

section of your WebSphere Application server.

Deploy the Product to a WebSphere Liberty Server
Use the following procedure to configure and deploy Web Viewer to a WebSphere Liberty server.

For an overview and installation instructions, see the IBM documentation WebSphere Application Server for z/
OS Liberty. After you install WebSphere Liberty, create a WebSphere Liberty server to use for the Web Viewer
deployment. For more information, see the IBM documentation Creating a Liberty server manually.

NOTE

Web Viewer 14.0 also supports WebSphere Liberty Servers that are configured to use TLS 1.3.

To configure TLS 1.3 on a WebSphere Liberty Server, IBM Java Version 8 Service Refresh 6 FP25 or later is
required. From SR7FP15, TLS 1.3 is enabled in JVM by default. For earlier versions, it is necessary to manually
configure JVM to enable TLS 1.3 on the server. For more information about how to enable TLS 1.3, see the IBM
documentation for Java SDK 8.

Alternatively, to use the AT-TLS feature of z/OS, ensure that the server is configured with SSL support disabled.

Before you deploy Web Viewer, refer to the Installation Checklist and verify that steps 1-9 are all complete. Also verify that
all fixes for your WebSphere Liberty server are applied.

Complete the WebSphere Liberty Requirements

• Verify whether it is necessary to create a WebSphere Liberty Angel process. A WebSphere Liberty Angel process
is not required by Web Viewer, but may be required by other WebSphere Liberty features that you use. For more
information, see the IBM documentation Configuring the Liberty Angel process and z/OS authorized services.

• Create the required server jobs. Web Viewer requires a WebSphere Liberty server job. If you plan to use a
WebSphere Liberty Angel process, a WebSphere Liberty Angel job is also required. For more information, see the IBM
documentation Administering Liberty on z/OS.

• Install the WebSphere Liberty Java Servlets 3.1 feature. For an overview and installation instructions, see the IBM
documentation Java Servlets 3.1.

• Secure the connection to your WebSphere Liberty Server. For more information, see the IBM documentation Securing
communications with Liberty.

Add Web Viewer DD Statements to your WebSphere Liberty Server

Web Viewer needs access to the following libraries:

• DSN=YourCAViewHLQ.CVDELOAD
• DSN=YourCCSHLQ.CAW0PLD
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NOTE
Add the APF-authorized load libraries to the STEPLIB DD in your WebSphere Liberty server job, or to your
linklist.

If you plan to use Java Transformers, complete the following other requirements:

• include an STDENVX DD statement for the Java Transformer configuration file:
– DSN= YourCAViewHLQ.CVDEOPTN(CAHVX2YP)

• If the Java Transformers are provided by Spool, add the Spool library to the STEPLIB:
– DSN=YourCASpoolHLQ.CBQ4LOAD

Set WebSphere Liberty Modules as Program Controlled

The WebSphere Liberty modules that are used to run the server must be set as program controlled. Use the following
USS commands to ensure that the program-controlled flag is set:
extattr +p $WLP_INSTALL_DIR/lib/native/zos/s390x/bbgzs* 

extattr +p $WLP_INSTALL_DIR/lib/native/zos/s390x/libzNativeServices.so

$WLP_INSTALL_DIR This value indicates your WebSphere Liberty install directory in USS.

Verify the Java Temporary Directory

Use the Java property java.io.tmpdir to set the java temporary directory. The java temporary directory must have read/
write access for all users that access the application.

NOTE
See the IBM documentation Customizing the Liberty environment  for more information about customizing JVM
options.

The following example shows the location of the jvm.options file:
$WLP_USER_DIR/servers/<SERVER_NAME>/jvm.options

$WLP_USER_DIR This value specifies your WebSphere Liberty server user directory in USS.
<SERVER_NAME> This value specifies the name of your WebSphere Liberty server.

The following example shows how to specify the java temporary directory:
-Djava.io.tmpdir=/tmp

Deploy Web Viewer to your WebSphere Liberty Server

Use the following procedure to deploy Web Viewer to your WebSphere Liberty server:

1. Use the following command to specify your WebSphere Liberty user directory in USS:
export WLP_USER_DIR=/wlp/user/dir

2. Use the following command to specify the name of your WebSphere Liberty server:
export SERVER_NAME=myServer

3. Copy the Web Viewer application WAR file to your WebSphere Liberty applications directory in USS.
Example:
Locate the WAR file in the following location:
/cai/CASoftware/CCAFE00/webviewer/web-viewer.war

Copy the WAR file to the following destination:
$WLP_USER_DIR/servers/$SERVER_NAME/apps/web-viewer.war

$WLP_USER_DIR Specifies your WebSphere Liberty server user directory in USS.
<SERVER_NAME> Specifies the name of your WebSphere Liberty server.

4. Customize the sample webApplication element file with the modification instructions that are included in the file.
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NOTE
The sample webApplication element file is in ASCII format.

5. Add the webApplication element from the sample webApplication element file to the server element in the
$WLP_USER_DIR/servers/$SERVER_NAME/server.xml file.

NOTE
See the IBM documentation Deploying a web application to Liberty for more information.

6. Restart your WebSphere Liberty server.

Configure Logging
To configure logging for the product, you update the logging configuration file, and then set the logging level
in ConfigFile.cfg.

By default, the product loads this logging configuration file:

$CAWVHOME/config/<contextpath>_log4j2.xml

If the product does not find this file, it searches for log4j2.xml in the same location. If the product does not find either file,
we provide the following default logging configuration file in the deployed application:

$CATALINA_HOME/webapps/<contextpath>/WEB-INF/classes/config

By default, the XML file logs messages to the STDOUT DD and to the following rolling file:

$CAWVHOME/logs/<contextpath>.log

Each day, the rolling file is renamed to include the date.
By default, log records are formatted as follows:
<date> <log level> <userid> <sessionid> <message>

<date>
The date and time of the message.
<log level>
The log level of the message.
<userid>
The id of the user who generated this message.
<sessionid>
The session number of the user who generated this message.
<message>
The text of the message.

You can change the default values in the XML file as appropriate for your environment.

Use the following procedure to update the logging level.

Follow these steps:

1. Open ConfigFile.cfg.
2. Locate the LOGLEVEL= line and specify the appropriate logging level: (OFF, FATAL, ERROR, WARN, INFO, DEBUG,

TRACE or ALL).
Default: LOGLEVEL = "INFO";

3. Save the ConfigFile.cfg file.
4. To apply configuration changes to an active instance of Web Viewer, restart the server on which the Web Viewer WAR

file is deployed.
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How Log4j Logging Levels Work

Log4j provides a logging level hierarchy. For example, the Trace level shows all messages from the Trace level through
the Fatal level. The Debug level shows Info, Warn, Error, and Fatal levels. If you specify All, you get all levels, such as
with Fatal.

Figure 1: Logging Level Hierarchy

Fatal

The Fatal level logs server errors that prevent the application from running. This level only includes Fatal messages.

Error

The Error level logs errors that might let you recover. This level also includes Fatal messages.
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Warn

The Warn level logs events that might lead to an error. This level also includes Error and Fatal messages.

Info

The Info level logs events for informational purposes. This level also includes Warn, Error, and Fatal messages.

Debug

The Debug level logs general debugging events. This level also includes Info, Warn, Error, and Fatal messages.

Trace

The Trace level logs all messages that capture the typical flow through the application. This level includes Debug, Info,
Warn, Error, and Fatal messages.

All

The All level logs all messages (same as Trace).

Off

When the Off level is set, no messages are logged.

NOTE

For more information about the Log4j architecture, see the official Apache Log4j Documentation.

Upgrading
Upgrade to Web Viewer version 14.0 to take advantage of new capabilities that provide different ways to access and
manage your report data.

Web Viewer 12.1 is a fully functional web interface for View and runs on the mainframe, Windows, Unix, and Linux
platforms.

Web Viewer 14.0 is the modern new web interface and provides many features that are not available in version 12.1, and
further new features are delivered continuously. For example, with Web Viewer 14.0, you can access report data and
use report actions through the web user interface, Zowe CLI command-line interface, or the programmatic REST API
interface. The Zowe CLI command-line interface coupled with a script enables you to automate report data exports, send
reports through email, manage user settings and develop new integration use cases.

To use Web Viewer 14.0, requires that you already have View 14.0 installed:

• If View 14.0 is already installed, follow the steps in the Web Viewer Installation Checklist to upgrade Web Viewer to
version 14.0

• If View 14.0 is not already installed, see Upgrade View in the View documentation. When you upgrade View to version
14.0, also install the Web Viewer FMID. Then follow the steps in the Web Viewer Installation Checklist to upgrade Web
Viewer to version 14.0

Migrate Export Rules from Web Viewer 12.1
The Export_Rule_Import utility enables Administrators to migrate export rules from Web Viewer 12.1 to Web Viewer 14.0.

Prerequisites:

• Web Viewer 12.1 build 197 or higher.
• Export rules XML file.

To create the export rules XML file in Web Viewer 12.1, follow these steps:
a. In the Administration tab, select Export.
b. Open the Admin Object Export – Webpage dialog.
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c. Select Export Rules.
d. Select Next.
e. Select your save options for adminExportRules.xml.
f. Select Export.

• Web Viewer database and tables.

NOTE
If the database or table does not exist, then Export_Rule_Import gives an error.

Run the Export_Rule_Import Utility

The Export_Rule_Import utility reads the prerequisite adminExportRules XML file. Export_Rule_Import searches for
export rules, and imports the rules to your Web Viewer database.

NOTE

• An export-rule name must be unique for each report id. If an export rule with the same name exists for a
report id, a duplicate-data error occurs, and Export_Rule_Import does not import the rule.

• Web Viewer uses mainframe user ids which are a maximum of eight characters in length.
Export_Rule_Import migrates a rule for a username that is longer than eight characters, but that rule can
only be accessible as a public rule.

• In WebViewer 12, the export options to Include Only Lines Containing and Exclude Lines Containing are
case-sensitive. In Web Viewer version 14.0, the same export options are case-insensitive unless you enclose
their values in double quotes (" "). Export_Rule_Import retains your preference. For more information, see
another Options in Exporting Reports.

Follow these steps:

1. Do a binary upload of the adminExportRules XML file to your USS file system.
2. In the partitioned dataset &CAI.CVDEJCL, edit member CAHVMIGE:

a. Replace the JOB card with a valid JOB card for your site.
b. Input appropriate values for each instance of the following fields:

<JAVA_HOME>
Specifies the name of your Java home directory.

<CV_INSTALL>
Specifies the name of your Web Viewer install directory.

<TEMP_PATH>
Specifies the name of the existing temp directory in USS. This path must exist because the utility does not create
this path.

<XML_FILE>
Specifies the name and path in your USS file system for the adminExportRules XML file.

<DB_USER>
Specifies the database user id.

<DB_PASS>
Specifies the database password for the database user id.

<SCHEMANAME>
Specifies the name of the database schema.

<DB_JDBC_URL>
Specifies the JDBC connection URL for the database.

<EXPORT_RULES>
Specifies the name of the database export-rules table
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3. Submit the JCL to run Export_Rule_Import.
4. Verify the job results. A non-zero return code indicates that Export_Rule_Import did not import one or more rules.

WARNING
If you use an internal H2 database, you must stop Web Viewer before you run Export_Rule_Import.

5. (Optional) Review the Job Summary line in the job results.
Example: Job Summary Line
This example shows that six out of ten repositories imported successfully:
CAHVS2018I 10 export rules found in input file, 6 successfully imported and 4 failed

Export_Rule_Import Example Results

Review the following examples of Export_Rule_Import results.

Example: Successful Run

This example shows that Export_Rule_Import ran successfully, and imported four out of four rules.

1 INFO CAHVS2001I ExportRuleImport version vv.vv.v build xxxxxxxx yyyy-mm-dd- hh:mm:ss

starting

2 INFO CAHVS2010I Processing rule 1: &quot;Rule 1&quot;

3 INFO CAHVS2011I Successfully imported rule 1: &quot;Rule 1&quot;

4 INFO CAHVS2010I Processing rule 2: &quot;Rule 2&quot;

5 INFO CAHVS2011I Successfully imported rule 2: &quot;Rule 2&quot;

6 INFO CAHVS2010I Processing rule 3: &quot;Rule 3&quot;

7 INFO CAHVS2011I Successfully imported rule 3: &quot;Rule 3&quot;

8 INFO CAHVS2010I Processing rule 4: &quot;Rule 4&quot;

9 INFO CAHVS2011I Successfully imported rule 4: &quot;Rule 4&quot;

10 INFO CAHVS2018I 4 export rules found in input file, 4 successfully imported and 0 failed

11 INFO CAHVS2001I ExportRuleImport version vv.vv.v build xxxxxxxx yyyy-mm-dd- hh:mm:ss

ending

Example: Unsuccessful Run

This example shows that Export_Rule_Import did not run successfully, and gave one error.

1 INFO CAHVS2001I ExportRuleImport version 14.0.2-SNAPSHOT build xxxxxxxx yyyy-mm-dd-

hh:mm:ss starting

2 INFO CAHVS2010I Processing rule 1: &quot;Rule 1&quot;

3 INFO CAHVS2011I Successfully imported rule 1: &quot;Rule 1&quot;

4 INFO CAHVS2010I Processing rule 2: &quot;Rule 2&quot;

5 INFO CAHVS2011I Successfully imported rule 2: &quot;Rule 2&quot;

6 INFO CAHVS2010I Processing rule 3: &quot;Rule 2&quot;

7 ERROR CAHVS2012E Error importing rule 3: &quot;Rule 2&quot;, duplicate export rule name not allowed for

report

8 INFO CAHVS2018I 3 export rules found in input file, 2 successfully imported and 1 failed

9 INFO CAHVS2001I ExportRuleImport version 14.0.2-SNAPSHOT build xxxxxxxx yyyy-mm-dd-

hh:mm:ss ending

Export Rule “Rule 3” could not be imported because there is already an export rule named “Rule 3”

for the report.

Migrate from a DRAS Config File to Your Application Database
Use the DRAS_Repository_Import utility to migrate your View repositories.
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The following procedure describes how to run the DRAS_Repository_Import utility. Before you run the utility, review the
example results.

Run The DRAS_Repository_Import Utility

The utility searches for the following entries:
Repository name

Character limit: 8
Repository path

Character limit: 17
Product name

Character limit: 8

NOTE

• Ensure that your database schema is up to date. For more information, see Upgrade an H2 Database. If the
database or table does not exist, the DRAS_Repository_Import returns an error.

• If an entry exceeds the character limits below, then DRAS_Repository_Import does not migrate the
repository.

• The repository name must be unique. If the repository name exists already, then a duplicate-data error
occurs, and DRAS_Repository_Import does not migrate the repository.

Follow these steps:

1. Edit member CAHVMIG in the &CAI.CVDEJCL partitioned dataset. &CAI is the high-level qualifier of the datasets for
the View installation.

2. Replace the JOB card with a valid JOB card for your site.
3. Change all occurrences of the following fields to the appropriate values:
<DRAS_DSN>

Specifies the name of the DRAS configuration data set.
<DRAS_MEMBER>

Specifies the name of the DRAS configuration member name.
<TEMP_PATH>

Specifies the name of the existing temp directory in USS. This path must exist because the utility does not create
this path.

<JAVA_HOME>
Specifies the name of your JAVA home directory.

<CV_INSTALL>
Specifies the name of your Web Viewer directory.

<DB_USER>
Specifies the database user ID.

<DB_PASS>
Specifies the database password for <DB_USER>.

<SCHEMANAME>
Specifies the name of the database schema.

<REPOSITORIES>
Specifies the name of the database table.

<DB_JDBC_URL>
Specifies the JDBC connection URL for the database.
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<SYSTEM>
Specifies the system name to use for all entries. Limit: 150 characters.

NOTE
Enter this value in double quotes.

<SYSTEM2>
Specifies the backup system name to use for all entries. Limit: 150 characters.

NOTE
Enter this value in double quotes.

<CHARSET>
Specifies the character set to use for all entries. If you do not provide a charset value, the utility adds a default
value of IBM037. Limit: 60 characters.

NOTE
Enter this value in double quotes.

<ACCESS_POLICY>
Specifies whether users can select and view offline reports in this repository:
"ONLINE_ONLY"

Specify this setting to retrieve online reports only (the default).
Offline reports appear with a status of OFFLINE to users. Users cannot select or view these reports.

"EXPANDED_ACCESS_SERVER"
Specify this setting to retrieve offline reports on tape with the Expanded Access Server (EAS).
This option applies only if EAS is enabled in View. For details about EAS and how to implement it, see
Configuration Best Practices in the View documentation.
Offline reports appear to users with a status of EAS. Users can select and view these reports.

"EXTERNAL_RECALL"
Specify this setting to retrieve offline reports by recall from tape.
This option applies only if you have completed the process to automate the recall of offline reports. This
process requires configuration in View and your automation tool (for example, OPS/MVS).
Offline reports appear with a status of RECALLABLE to users. If a user selects a recallable report,
they receive the CAHVS0350E message. This message informs the user that the system is attempting to
access the report and that they should try again later. If the report has been previously recalled from tape
by another user, they receive the CAHVS0351E message. This message informs the user that a recall is
in progress and that they should try again later. For details about the CAHVS0350E and CAHVS0351E
messages, see Messages.

NOTE
Enter this value in double quotes.

<DESCRIPTION>
Specifies the description to use for all entries. Limit: 250 characters.

NOTE
Enter this value in double quotes.

4. Run the Web Viewer Import Utility.
The 000 return code indicates that the job ran, but you must verify the job results.

WARNING
If you are using an internal H2 database, you must stop Web Viewer before running the
DRAS_Repository_Import utility.

5. Refer to the example result statements.
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Best practice is to always review the Job Summary line in the job results. For example, the following line shows that only 6
out of 10 repositories imported successfully:

###### JOB SUMMARY: 6 repos successfully added out of 10 ######

Example Results For The DRAS_Repository_Import Utility

Review the following example results from the DRAS_Repository_Import utility.

Success

This example shows that the job and the migration completed successfully.

Description: JustRunningATest  

DatabaseConnection(1) -> Connected                                  

DatabaseConnection(1) -> Initializing database                              

DatabaseConnection(1) -> H2 database found                                   

Inserting REPO: VIEW11RR, PATH: OMWV.VIEW.R11, PRODUCT: VIEW11 --> SUCCESS

Inserting REPO: QAVIEWB0, PATH: CHQA.QAB0, PRODUCT: VIEW11 --> SUCCESS

Inserting REPO: QAVWPDFT, PATH: CHWV.QAWVD, PRODUCT: VIEW11 --> SUCCESS

Inserting REPO: USERDRB0, PATH: OPM.VIEW.USERDR, PRODUCT: VIEW11 --> SUCCESS

Inserting REPO: USER1VB0, PATH: OPM.VIEW.USER11, PRODUCT: VIEW11 --> SUCCESS

Inserting REPO: IDXTEST1, PATH: APCMTL.IDXTDR1, PRODUCT: VIEW11 --> SUCCESS

Inserting REPO: U2VIEWDB, PATH: OMWV.VIEW.R11, PRODUCT: VIEW11 --> SUCCESS

Inserting REPO: U3FPTEST, PATH: USQAT.USER3FP, PRODUCT: VIEW11 --> SUCCESS

Inserting REPO: USER3FPT, PATH: OMWV.USER15, PRODUCT: VIEW11 --> SUCCESS

Inserting REPO: USER4AFP, PATH: APF4UD.VIEW.CUST1, PRODUCT: VIEW11 --> SUCCESS

Inserting REPO: USER3Z15, PATH: RTEST1.R3ZDI, PRODUCT: VIEW11 --> SUCCESS

DatabaseConnection(1) -> Disconnected   

###### JOB SUMMARY: 11 repos successfully added out of 11 ######

A fully successful job returns a summary such as in this example where 11 out of 11 repositories imported.

Partial Success

This example shows that the job is successful, but there are migration errors.

1  DatabaseConnection(1) -> Connected 

2  DatabaseConnection(1) -> Initializing database  

3  DatabaseConnection(1) -> H2 database found    

4  Inserting REPO: VIEWX, PATH: OPM.VIEW.BOBD2002, PRODUCT: VIEW --> SUCCESS 

5  Inserting REPO: RJMDLVR, PATH: OPM.VIEW.HB17A, PRODUCT: VIEW --> SUCCESS     

6  Inserting REPO: QAVIEWB0, PATH: CHQA.HAB0, PRODUCT: VIEW1111111 --> FAILED: Product name is missing or

 longer than 8 characters.

7  SQL Error Code: 23505 REPO: VIEWX, PATH: OPM.VIEW.BOBD2002, PRODUCT: VIEW --> DUPLICATE DATA - INSERT

 STATEMENT FAILED.   

8  Inserting REPO: JSKVIEW2, PATH: APCMTL.JSKVIEW, PRODUCT: VIEW --> SUCCESS 

9  Inserting REPO: KURTS1, PATH: OPM.VIEW.HB17A, PRODUCT: VIEW --> SUCCESS   

10 Inserting REPO: QAVIEWB0, PATH: null, PRODUCT: null --> FAILED: Path is missing or longer than 17

 characters.

11 Inserting REPO: BUNT44, PATH: LS50.DPMF, PRODUCT: BUNDL --> SUCCESS 

12 Inserting REPO: DS60T, PATH: DS60T, PRODUCT: DISPATCH --> SUCCESS 

13 SQL Error Code: 23505 REPO: KURTS1, PATH: OPM.VIEW.HB17A, PRODUCT: VIEW --> DUPLICATE DATA - INSERT

 STATEMENT FAILED.

14 DatabaseConnection(1) -> Disconnected 

15 ###### JOB SUMMARY: 6 repos successfully added out of 10 ######
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The following issues occurred during the import process:

• Lines 7 and 13 failed because the utility found a duplicate repository
• Line 10 failed because the repository path was missing
• Line 15 provided an overall job summary that only 6 out of 10 repositories imported successfully

No Success

This example shows that the job was not successful, and there are migration errors.

1  DatabaseConnection(1) -> Connected 

2  DatabaseConnection(1) -> Initializing database

3  DatabaseConnection(1) -> H2 database found

4  SQL Error Code: -803 --> DUPLICATE DATA FOUND IN THE TABLE.

5  SQL Error Code: -803 --> DUPLICATE DATA FOUND IN THE TABLE.

6  Inserting REPO: L1BUND50, PATH: L150.NPMF, PRODUCT: BUNDL --> FAILED: Only VIEW repositories are supported.

7  Inserting REPO: DS11T, PATH: DS116T, PRODUCT: DISPAT11 --> FAILED: Only VIEW repositories are supported. 

8  DatabaseConnection(1) -> Disconnected

9  ###### JOB SUMMARY: 0 repos successfully added out of 4 ######

The following issues occurred during the import process:

• Lines 4 and 5 failed because the utility found duplicate data
• Line 6 failed because the utility found Bundl data
• Line 7 failed because the utility found Dispatch data

Import UI Properties
Administrators use the Import UI Properties screen to import UI properties from the legacy UI properties file.

NOTE
The Import UI Properties option is only available when the legacy UI properties war file is already deployed and
no configuration properties are available in the Web Viewer database.

You can import the following settings from the legacy UI properties file and can edit them directly within the Web Viewer
application:

• Login Settings
Define what is visible to users and what options are available when they log in, such as the option to change
passwords.

• Table Columns
Define what columns are visible to users when they view a report.

• Email Templates
Define the subject and body text of the email that is sent when users share reports via the Email Link action.

• General UI Settings
Define a custom link to provide users with access to more information.

Follow these steps:

1. Login as an administrator and use the cog wheel icon to select Import UI Properties.
2. Use the Import Properties button to import the UI properties from the UI Properties file. Or use the Use Default

Settings button to ignore the UI properties file and set the UI properties to their default settings.
3. The Import Complete screen indicates that the UI properties are set in the Web Viewer database.
4. Undeploy the UI Properties file from your environment.
5. Use the cog wheel icon to review the settings.
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NOTE
The Import UI Properties option is removed from the cog wheel icon menu after the import is complete.
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Getting Started
Web Viewer enables you to access reports that are stored on the mainframe through an intuitive user-friendly interface.

The reports are stored in repositories, and system administrators specify the repositories that users are able to access.
Indexes enable you to view all reports that match specific index values. You can then select multiple reports and print all
of the selected reports at once, email links to the selected reports, or export all of the selected reports to an excel file.

After you complete all the steps on the Installation Checklist, use the Day 1 Task Checklist to help you get started with
Web Viewer.

To help with your product orientation, you can also refer to the Use Case Videos and Additional Resources.

Day 1 Task Checklist
Users can execute the tasks in this checklist to start using Web Viewer.

This checklist summarizes key tasks to start using this product after the product is up and running. This checklist applies
to any new user. However, even experienced users can benefit from reviewing this content. The checklist includes a
brief description of the tasks, with links to procedures. The checklist also identifies the roles that are typically required to
complete the task. Use the Status column to track your progress.

This checklist is not all inclusive, but it represents the top tasks that we recommend that you execute on Day 1.

NOTE
Complete the tasks in this checklist in the order shown.

To download an Excel spreadsheet of this checklist, click here.

Task Description Role Status

Manage Your
Repositories

Create repositories that point to specific View databases. System Administrator Complete, In-
Progress, or
N/A

(Optional) Manage Your
Repository Groups

Create groups of repositories for different business units. System Administrator Complete, In-
Progress, or
N/A

Manage Login Settings Define what is visible to users and what options are available when
they log in, such as the option to change passwords.

System Administrator Complete, In-
Progress, or
N/A

Manage Table Columns Define what columns are visible to users when they view a report. System Administrator Complete, In-
Progress, or
N/A

Manage Email Templates Define the subject and body text of the email that is sent when users
share reports via the Email Link action.

System Administrator Complete, In-
Progress, or
N/A

Manage General UI
Settings

Define a custom link to provide users with access to more
information.

System Administrator Complete, In-
Progress, or
N/A

View Repositories Log in and verify that you can access all required repositories. System Operator Complete, In-
Progress, or
N/A
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Task Description Role Status

View the Report List Use the Report List to select reports to view after you access an
authorized Repository.

System Operator Complete, In-
Progress, or
N/A

View Report Content From the Reports list or Indexes page, select a report to view. System Operator Complete, In-
Progress, or
N/A

Perform Report Actions Select a report to export to an excel document, or send an email
that contains a link to the report.

System Operator Complete, In-
Progress, or
N/A
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Integrating
Integrate Web Viewer with other Broadcom and third-party products to extend the product capabilities and provide an
enhanced user experience.

Web Viewer supports integration with the following products:

• Zowe Command Line Interface (CLI)
The View Plug-in for Zowe™ CLI allows you to access report data, list repositories, and search cross-report index
names or values in a repository. You can also use the plug-in to automate report data exports using rules, and to
manage user settings.

• Ansible Collection
You can use Ansible to create a playbook that contains a list of commands (tasks) to be executed in the order that you
specify.

Integrate with Zowe CLI
Zowe™ CLI is a command-line interface that lets users interact with the mainframe in a familiar format. The View Plug-
in for Zowe™ CLI allows you to access report data, list repositories, and search cross-report index names or values in a
repository. You can also use the plug-in to automate report data exports using rules, and to manage user settings.

This plug-in is compatible with Zowe CLI and is awarded a Zowe Conformance
Program badge. Licensed View users are entitled to support for this plug-in.

This plug-in does not require a CA Brightside subscription for download or use.

Learn More

The following resources can help you learn more about Zowe CLI and plug-ins:

• View Plug-in for Zowe CLI
Learn more about this plug-in and its available commands in the Brightside documentation.

• Installing Plug-ins
Learn how to install Broadcom plug-ins for Zowe CLI.

• Zowe Docs Site
Learn about installing and using Zowe CLI, open source plug-ins, and other components such as Zowe API Mediation
Layer.

Brightside is the Broadcom enterprise-class support offering for Zowe. The Brightside documentation includes
information about Broadcom plug-ins for Zowe CLI that are available for general use, Broadcom Early Access plug-ins
that require Brightside license to download, and simplified installation methods.

Zowe CLI is an open-source component of the Zowe project that lets you interact with the mainframe remotely and use
common tools such as Integrated Development Environments (IDEs), shell commands, bash scripts, and build tools for
mainframe development.
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Integrate with the Ansible Collection
The Ansible Collection for View automates various tasks. The Ansible Collection functions derive from the View plug-in for
Zowe CLI and can be used in a playbook.

View has an Ansible Collection which is publicly available in the Broadcom space on the Ansible Galaxy website.

As a system administrator, you leverage Ansible extensively in off-host environments for a wide variety of automation
tasks. Integrate View with the Ansible Collection to extend the capabilities of the product. The View Ansible Collection
automates the following tasks:

• Configuration management
• Application deployment
• CLI testing
• Provisioning

The View Ansible Collection, like all Broadcom Product Ansible collections, follows the typical structure and is designed to
enable quick and easy implementation and use. Individual collections are direct derivatives of the View plug-in for Zowe
CLI. Each CLI-enabled function is also available for use within an Ansible playbook. For example, an Ansible playbook
lets you include a list of commands (tasks) that will be executed in the order that you specify. Use this collection if your
organization has Ansible and wants to increase mainframe productivity by introducing automation for both simple and
more complex View tasks.

The following resources help you learn how to integrate pname variable with the Ansible Collection:

• Download View Ansible Collection
Download the .tar.gz Ansible Collection file from Ansible Galaxy.

• Install View Ansible Collection
Learn how to install the collection on your Ansible control node. The page includes instructions on how to use the
Ansible commands and playbooks.

• Read the Ansible documentation
Find out more about how you can use Ansible.
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Using
To use Web Viewer, first review the login information.

Logging In

Log in to Web Viewer to access repositories, view reports, and perform other tasks. Your repository administrator creates
and manages your repositories, see Manage Your Repositories. Your repository administrator also optionally creates and
manages repository groups (groups of one or more repositories), see Manage Your Repository Groups .

Web Viewer uses your organization's security software (for example, Top Secret, ACF2, or IBM RACF) to verify your logon
credentials and (if applicable) your access rights to the selected repository group. Your administrator provides your user
name, password, and (if applicable) repository group names.

To log in, enter your user name, password, and (if applicable) repository group name.

When Repository Groups Do Not Exist

If your administrator has not defined any repository groups, the Logon page does not display a group drop-down list, and
you can ignore the information here about repository groups.

After you log in, you can see a list of all repositories. If necessary, ask your administrator to grant you access to a
repository that you can see in the list but cannot access. Your user name must have mainframe authorization for each
repository.

When Repository Groups Exist

If your administrator has defined repository groups, your administrator also specifies whether the Logon page displays
either a text box or a group drop-down list.

• If the Logon page displays a text box, enter the name of a repository group for which you are authorized. Your
administrator supplies one or more group names to you.

• If the Logon page displays a drop-down list, select an authorized repository group.

If you do not enter or select a group, then your repository group is determined as follows:

• If you are not a repository administrator, then you are assigned to the default repository group.
• If you are a repository administrator, then you are not assigned to a repository group (and the list of

repositories includes all repositories)

WARNING

Your login attempt fails if you do not have access to the repository group assigned during login. If your login
attempt fails, contact your administrator for assistance.

After you log on, you can see a list of repositories according to the following criteria:

• If a repository group was assigned during login, you can see a list of only those repositories in the assigned repository
group.

• (Repository administrator only) If no repository group was assigned during login, you can see a list of all repositories.

Your administrator might define a repository group that contain one or more repositories that you cannot access. If
necessary, ask your administrator to grant you access to a repository that you can see in the list but cannot access. Your
user name must have mainframe authorization for each repository.

Switching Between Repository Groups

If you have access to multiple repository groups, you can access a different group by logging out of Web Viewer and
logging in again. When you log in again, select the group you want from the group drop-down list on the Logon page.
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Change Password

The Change Password page allows you to change your password. If your administrator does not restrict access to the
Change Password page, then the Logon page includes a link to access the Change Password page.

The Change Password page displays automatically when your password expires and your logon fails. After you change
your password, you return automatically to the Logon page and you can log in with your new password.

NOTE

Your administrator can enable and disable access to the Change Password page.

View Repositories
If your instance of Web Viewer does not use repository groups, the repository list displays all repositories in your instance.

Each Web Viewer repository corresponds to a mainframe database in View. The repository contains the path to the
database and other key attributes.

If your instance of Web Viewer uses repository groups, the repository list displays all repositories in the repository group
that you specified when you logged on to the product.

To retrieve information (for example, reports) from a repository, you require mainframe authorization to the corresponding
database for that repository. If necessary, contact your administrators for these products to verify that you can access all
the repositories that you need.

When you log in to Web Viewer the Repository List displays and you can perform the following actions:

• Sort the list of repositories
You can sort by selecting the column menu or the column header.

• Column sorting
You can sort by more than one column by sorting from the column header. For example, you can first sort by the
Product version. Then, you can sort by the ascending Name. To reset your sort back to the default view, click any
column again.

• Reorder columns
Click and drag a column to another location to move it.

• Resize columns
Click in between two columns to resize the width.

• Hide, remove, or show single and multiple columns
Click Settings (gear icon) to show/hide columns and customize your column list.

WARNING

See Logging In for important information about access to repositories and repository groups.

Select the Repository List Columns

You can select which columns you want to be visible in the Repository List. The list provides the following columns:
Name

Specifies the name of the repository.
Example: Repository A

ID
Specifies the id of the repository in View.

PATH
Specifies the path to your repository on the system.
Example: USA.DELTA122
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System
Specifies the system that contains your repository.
Example: http://SYS1:12345/WebViewer-14.0.1

System II
Specifies the alternate system that contains your repository.
Example: http://SYSII:12345/WebViewer-14.0.1

Character Set
Specifies the EBCDIC character set of the repository.
Example: CP037

Report Access Policy
Specifies the report access policy, such as EAS, online only, or recallable.

Product
Specifies the product that provides this repository, such as View.
Example: VIEW122

Created By
Specifies the user that created the repository.

Date Created
Specifies the creation date of the repository.

Description
Specifies a description of the repository.

Modified By
Indicates the last user who modified the repository.

Modified Date
Indicates the last modification date of the repository.

Default Repository List Columns

By default, the list displays the following columns:

• Name
• Path
• Description
• Character Set
• Product
• Report Access Policy
• Created By
• Date Created
• Modified By
• Modified Date

NOTE
The administrator decides which columns users see in the Repository List. For more information about how to
configure the Repository List, see Set the Allowable Repository List Columns.

View the Report List
Use the Report List to select reports to view after you access an authorized Repository.

The Report List appears in Web Viewer after you access an authorized Repository. As you scroll through the report list,
the total number of reports appears in the lower-left corner of the table. If the entire list has not yet loaded, the number of
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reports in the list shows a plus sign, such as 125+, and you can continue scrolling. After the full list loads, this plus sign
disappears, the total number of reports appears, and you can sort the list by any column.

You can complete the following actions on the Report list:

• View the list of reports for your selected repository.
After you select a report or multiple reports, you can select Report Actions in the navigation bar. You can also access
the report actions in the Actions column.

NOTE

• You can view online reports immediately. Certain reports may not be immediately available. The Status
column in the report list indicates whether a report is online, recallable, and accessible through EAS or
offline.

• Your administrator can restrict access to report actions. For more information, see Manage Your
Repository Groups.

Select multiple rows to open your reports in respective browser tabs. The number of reports that you select displays
in the lower-right corner of the table. Select the x to clear your selection. To clear all report selections, you can also
double-click the Select All checkbox. The Select All checkbox is located on the far left of the header row. If you want
to select all reports in the repository, you must reach the end of the list.

• Search for a report ID (Report Name column)
Enter the Report Name with or without wildcards and view all report ids that match the criteria. You can have wildcards
anywhere in the Report Name which also conforms to View rules. To reset the search, clear the filter field and press
Enter.

NOTE

You can only input one report ID filter criterion at a time.
• Search for reports using Advanced criteria, such as by the Create/Archive date or by version.
• Sorting columns

By default, column sorting is disabled. To enable sorting, you must reach the end of the list of reports. After you load
the complete report list, you can filter the list.

• Reorder columns
Click and drag a column to another location to move it.

• Resize columns
Click in between two columns to resize the width.

• Hide, remove, or show single and multiple columns
Click Settings (gear icon) to show/hide columns and customize your column list.

NOTE
Repository activities such as user logons, viewing, printing, downloading, and exporting reports create SMF
records from Web Viewer. For more information, see the following topics in the View documentation:

• For more information about the export and download SMF records, see “Report Action SMF Record”.
• For more information about the viewing SMF record, see “Report View SMF Record”.
• For more information about the print SMF record, see “Report Reprint SMF Record”.
• For more information about the logon SMF record, see “User Logon SMF Record”.

Select the Report List Columns

You can select which columns you want to show and hide in the Report List. The list provides the following columns:

Report ID
The ID of the report in View.

Actions
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The actions that you can select for a report. Select Show Actions to access the full list of actions:

Open
Opens any type of report in your browser.

Print
Prints TEXT reports.

Save
Saves any type of report. You can optionally save a TEXT report as a PDF document.

Export
Exports TEXT reports to a spreadsheet document. For more information, see Export Reports.

Email Link
Creates an email in your default email client that contains a link or multiple links to any type of report.

Copy Link
Copies one or multiple report links to your clipboard. Select one or more reports and then select Copy Link. A
message informs you whether the copy link action was successful. You can then paste the copied links to your
desired application.

NOTE

For more information, see Report Actions.

Generation
The generation of the View report. View assigns a generation number to all reports that are archived between backup
cycles.

Job Name
The name of the View job that created this report.

Type
The type of report, such as TEXT or AFP.

Original Type
If applicable, the original format of the report, for example, AFP.  This field applies only if Web Viewer transformed the
report from its original format into PDF format.

Return Code
The return code of the report.

Lines
The number of lines in the report.

Pages
The number of pages in the report that are retrievable. When you view indexes, the number of pages that are retrievable
can be less than the total number of pages in the report. The reason might be because only a subset of pages in the
report matches your index search criteria.

Total Pages
The total number of pages in the report.

Sequence Number
The SYSOUT sequence number.

Description
The description of the report.

Archive Date
The archival date of the report.
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SYSOUT Class
The one through eight character SYSOUT class or classes.

Example: CDEFG

Destination
The print destination for the report.

JES ID
The ID of the Job Entry Subsystem (JES).

Form
The forms name of the report.

Origin
The origin of the report.

EXP - Deliver

SAR - View

XTD - SARXTD

Exception Code
The exception code associated with the report.

User ID
The ID of the user who created this report.

User Field
The user comment field.

Reader Date
The job reader date.

Print Date
The last printed time of the SYSOUT.

On Disk
The report is on a hard disk.

On Tape
The report is on tape.

On Optical
The report is on an optical disk.

Indexed On Disk
The index is on disk.

Tape Sequence
The sequence of the tape.

Tape Position
The position of the tape.

Tape Count
The number of tapes that contain this report.

ERO Table Entry ID
The id of the ERO table.

ERO Retention Period
The retention period of the ERO table in days.
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ERO Generation
The generation number of the ERO table.

ERO Copy Number
The copy number of the ERO table.

Disk Retention Period
The retention period of the ERO disk in days.

Disk Generation
The generation number of the ERO disk.

Disk Copy
The copy number of the ERO disk.

Disk 2 Days
The number of days after archival that you want to migrate the report to a secondary disk.

For example, 10 migrates the report to secondary disk 10 days after the report was collected into the database. If your
administrator does not want to migrate the report to a secondary disk, the value is 999.

Default: 999

Status
Shows the report status:

Online - Report available immediately.

Offline - Report not available; contact your administrator.

Recallable - Report available, after a wait for recall. If you select a recallable report, you receive the CAHVS0350E
message. The system is attempting to access the report and that you should try again later. If the report has been
previously recalled from tape by another user, you receive the CAHVS0351E message. A recall is in progress and that
you should try again later. For details about the CAHVS0350E and CAHVS0351E messages, see Messages.

EAS - Report available almost immediately.

Default Report List Columns

By default, the list displays the following columns:

• Report ID
• Actions
• Description
• Type
• Lines
• Pages
• Comment
• Archival Date

NOTE

The administrator decides which columns users see in the Report List. For more information about configuring
this list, see Set the Allowable Report List Columns.

Example Report Searches
The following examples show you the different ways to find a report in Web Viewer. Example: Find a Report
by Name
To find a report by name, enter the Report Name (report ID). Use an asterisk (*) to match any string of
characters in a Report Name. Example: Find a Report That Starts with a Specific String
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To find a report that starts with a specific string, enter an asterisk after the string. For example, enter NY* to
filter your results for reports that start with "NY." Example: Find a Report That Ends with a Specific String
To find a report that ends with a specific string, enter an asterisk before the string. For example, enter *Annual
Report to filter your results for reports that end with "Annual Report." Example: Find a Report That Contains
a Specific String
To find a report that contains a specific string, enter an asterisk before and after the string. For example, enter
*Annual Report* to find all reports that contain the string "Annual Report."

User Modes

You may have permissions to see multiple modes in View. To change your mode, click Filters, then select your mode from
the Mode menu.

Alternatively, you or your administrator can change your mode through View. For more information see, Change User
Modes in the View documentation.

You may have access to any of the following user modes:

ALL
Enables access to any archived SYSOUT or any Deliver report

EXPO
Enables access to all reports archived from Deliver

EXP
Enables access to archived Deliver reports that are available to your distribution identifier (DIST ID)

SARO
Enables access to all archived SYSOUTs

NOTE

Archived reports from Deliver are not available in SARO mode.

SAR
Enables access only to archived SYSOUT groups that are available to your distribution identifier (DIST ID)

NOTE

Archived reports that are initially processed in Deliver are not available in SAR mode.

The following video demonstrates how to manage your active User Mode and Distribution ID from the Web Viewer
interface. Note that the video refers to the product by its former name, Mainframe Team Center - Content Viewer.

View Indexes
Use Cross-Report indexes to quickly find sections of reports that match index criteria.

You can specify index names and index values to filter lists of reports, and to locate specific information in multiple
versions of a single report.

An administrator decides which pages of a report to match with an index value. For more information, see Specify &
Access Page Indexes in the View documentation.

For example, an administrator can create an index that is called "Account," and can create a rule that specifies the
location of the index values on a report page. View scans the reports and builds the index values. In Web Viewer, the
Indexes page allows you to specify "Account" as the index name, and "123" as the index value. As a result, any report in
"Account" that has an index value of "123" displays in your list. And when you browse a report, you see only the pages
that have this index value.

To access the Indexes page, log in to Web Viewer and select a repository, then click Browse, Indexes.
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To use cross-report indexes to locate and access reports, follow these steps:

NOTE

• Any field that contains an asterisk by default can include a wildcard to match zero or more characters.
• An administrator can restrict the use of a leading wildcard.

1. Enter basic filters:
Report ID

Specifies the report name
Mode

Specifies the View mode

NOTE

• You may have permissions to see multiple View modes. For more information, see User Modes in
Viewing Reports.

• Web Viewer does not currently support JOB mode.

Distribution ID
Specifies your distribution identifier in SAR or EXP mode

Online only
Includes only reports that are stored on disk

TIP
To browse reports anywhere they are stored, disable Online only.

Uppercase index criteria
Filters index name and index value in uppercase

Creation Date
Includes only reports in a date range that you specify

Versions
Includes only reports in a version range that you specify

2. (Optional) Filter your list of index names in the header of each column.
3. Click APPLY to see index names.

The index names display.
4. Click a row of index names to make your selection.
5. Click APPLY to see index values.

The index values display.
6. (Optional) Filter your list of index values in the header of each column.

For index values that begin with a space, specify the index value in quotes and include the space as part of the quoted
string. For example: " ABC*" or ' ABC*'.

7. Select a row of index values.
A Report List displays

8. Select one or more reports.
9. (Optional) Select a report action. For example, you want to open a single report or multiple reports. For more

information about report actions, see Report Actions.
You have successfully used cross-report indexes to locate and access reports.

The following video demonstrates how to search report content with the Cross-Report Indexing feature in Web Viewer.
The video refers to the product by its former name Mainframe Team Center - Content Viewer.
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Report Actions
Report actions enable you to open, print, save, and export reports, to copy report links to your clipboard, and to share
report links by email.

Access the report actions in the top right of a report list on any Reports or Indexes page. Select a report or multiple
reports, then select one of the following report actions. For a single report, you can also select report actions in the
Actions column.

Your administrator can restrict access to the report actions. Contact your administrator if you are not able to select any of
the report actions.

NOTE

• If a report status is Offline, then you can not select any of the report actions.
• If a report status is Recallable, then you can not select the Save and Print report actions.

Open

Opens any type of report in a new tab in your browser. You can select up to 20 reports to open and a new tab opens for
each selected report.

For more information, see View Report Content.

Print (TEXT reports only)

The Print report action enables you to print up to 20 TEXT reports from Web Viewer. The Print report action is only
available when the report status is Online.

Print a Single Report

If you select a single report and select the Print report action, then the Print Settings dialog opens. You can specify the
following print settings:

• Page Range
• Font Size

Print Multiple Reports

If you select multiple reports, and select the print report action, then the Print Settings dialog opens in a table format. You
can specify the print settings and validate each report that you want to print. For example, you can deselect any reports
that you decide not to include in the print job. 

Save

The save report action enables you to save up to 20 reports of any type from Web Viewer. The save report action is only
available when the report status is Online.

Save a Single Report

If you select a single report and select the Save report action, then the Save Settings dialog opens. You can specify the
following save settings:

• Page Range
• Convert to PDF

Converts a type TEXT report to PDF. When you switch Convert to PDF from OFF (default) to ON, you can specify the
following options:
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– Page Orientation
– Font Size
– Green-bar background

Includes green-bar stripes on the report that you save.
• Save As

Save Multiple Reports

If you select multiple reports and select the Save report action, then the Save Settings dialog opens in a table format.
You can specify the save settings and validate each report that you want to save. For example, you can deselect reports
that you decide not to include in the download. You can also choose to convert all reports that you validate to PDF: Switch
Convert Text Reports to PDF from OFF (default) to ON. Each report that you validate downloads as a separate file.

Export (TEXT reports only)

The Export report action enables you to export up to 20 TEXT reports as a spreadsheet document.

After you select Export, the Export Settings panel opens in a new tab for each selected report. In each tab, specify your
export settings. Select Export in the top right corner. A new tab opens and your export begins to download.

For more information, see Export Reports.

Email Link

The Email Link action enables you to email a link to any type of report with your default email client. There is no limit on
the number of report links that you can include in an email.

Email a Link to a Single Report

Select a single report and then select the Email Link action. A new message opens in your default email client. The new
message includes a subject line, report information, and a link to the report.

Add a recipient or recipients, then send your email.

Email Multiple Report Links

Select multiple reports and then select the Email Link action. The Email Links dialog opens where you can validate the
reports that you want to share and deselect the links to reports that you do not want to include in your email.

When you select the Email Links button, a new message opens in your default email client. The message includes a
subject line and by default the report information for each report is included, as configured in Email Templates. The report
information includes the link to the report.

Add a recipient or recipients, then send your email.

NOTE
For single and multiple reports, your administrator can customize the templates which populate the subject and
format the body. For more information, see Manage Email Templates.

Copy Link

To copy one or multiple report links to your clipboard, select one or more reports and then select Copy Link. A message
will inform you whether the copy link action was successful. You can then paste the copied link(s) to your desired
application.

View Report Content
To view report content, access a repository and select a report from the Reports list or Indexes page.
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You can select up to 20 reports that open in separate browser tabs. In the settings, you can choose to display the line
numbers.

NOTE
If you use a pop-up blocker, allow pop-ups for the site. If you do not allow pop-ups for your site, all tabs might be
prevented from opening.

Depending on the file type of the report, you can browse a binary report. The browser either displays that binary report
in a new tab, or the browser prompts you to download the report file. Web Viewer uses your browser default file type
handling for the MIME types, such as .DOCX, .PDF, and .TXT. Text reports are converted to UTF-8 based on the
character set that is defined in the repository.

TEXT Reports

You can use report indexing to see all logical views that you have authority to view, and all available indexes. A logical
view allows you to display formatted report content. Indexes allow you to optionally filter the content by the displayed
index values.

Follow these steps:

1. From the report list page, select and open a TEXT report.
The logical views display in a list with the associated index names.

NOTE
If you open a report that includes a default configuration for a logical view, then the logical view is
automatically selected. If you open a report that does not have a logical view or indexes, then the native view
is automatically selected.

2. Select a logical view.
– If the logical view does not have associated indexes:

• Report data based on your selection displays.
• Continue to step 4.

– If the logical view has associated indexes:
• The index values display in a list.
• Continue to step 3.

3. Select an index value.
– Select All Values to see a logical view of a report without filtering.
– The report content displays based on your selection.

4. (Optional) Use the report actions in the top-right of the panel to save or print or share your report content. An action is
available only if the report type supports the specific action, and the action is not disabled by your administrator. If you
do not see any of the report actions, contact your administrator.

TIP

• Use the Expand button to see a report in a full-screen view.
• Use the Shrink button to refine a logical view or index value.
• Open the Settings dialog to change line numbers and font.

Non-TEXT Reports

You can use report indexing to see all available indexes. You can then optionally filter the content by the displayed index
values.

Follow these steps:

1. From the report list page, select and open a report that has indexes.
The indexes display in a list with the associated index names.
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2. Select an index.
– If you select Full Report:

• The subsequent report actions apply to the entire report.
• Continue to step 4.

– If you select an index name:
• The index values display in a list.
• Continue to step 3.

3. Select an index value.
4. (Optional) Use the displayed report actions to save, print, or share the selected report content. An action is

available only if the report type supports the specific action, and the action is not disabled by your administrator. If you
do not see any of the report actions, contact your administrator.

TIP

• Filter logical views, index names, and index values with the filtering fields in every column.

The following video demonstrates the Report Indexing feature in Web Viewer. The video refers to the product by its former
name Mainframe Team Center - Content Viewer.

Export Reports
Use the Export report action to export TEXT reports from Web Viewer to a spreadsheet document.

You can select Export in the navigation bar of any report list panel under Reports and Indexes.

After you export a report, you can use an application like Microsoft Excel to view the report in a spreadsheet format.

How to Export Reports in Web Viewer

The following procedure explains how to use the Export report action to export up to 20 TEXT reports to a spreadsheet
format:

1. In a report list, select one or more TEXT reports. You can select up to 20 reports for a single export.
2. Select the Export report action in the top navigation bar.

The Export Settings panel opens in a new tab for each report.

TIP
If you select one report, then you can select Show Actions in the Actions column to access the Export
report action. For more information about the Actions column, see Set the Allowable Report List Columns.

3. Specify your export settings in the following sections:
a. Columns

Specify the parse method. If you choose Columns Separated By Delimiters, then select a delimiter and (optional)
select Treat Consecutive Delimiters As One. For more information, see Columns.

b. Column Details
Create column headers, include names for headers, and specify other column details like the number of columns.
For more information, see Column Details.

c. (Optional) Additional Options
You can select particular lines to include or exclude from your export. You can also specify other options, such as
which pages to export. For more information see, Additional Options.

4. Select Export in the top-right corner of the Export Settings panel.
A new tab opens and your export begins to download.

NOTE
For each tab that opens in step 2, repeat steps 3 and 4.
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Export Settings

Customize your export in the Export Settings panel. To access the Export Settings panel, select a single report, or
multiple reports in a report list, and select the Export report action. The panel displays three sections where you can
specify column delimiters, column names, and pages that you do not want to export.

The following sections are available in the Export Settings panel:

• Columns
Specify one of the following parse methods:

Fixed Columns
Fixes the width of each column as few characters. In the next section, Column Details, you specify the position
that marks the start of the column as the column break. Fixed Columns is the default setting.

Columns Separated by Delimiters
Splits the report into columns by a delimiter that you select. You can also select whether you want to Treat
Consecutive Delimiters As One. For example, if you select Comma, then five consecutive commas do not
create five column breaks, but one column break.
You can select from the following delimiters:

• Tab
• Comma
• Semicolon
• Space
• Other Character - You can input the character that you prefer.

• Column Details
In the Column Details table, you can add and remove columns for your report, and specify details for each column like
name and format.

TIP

• Use the toggle buttons on the far right of each row to add, remove, and change the position (index) of
each column.

• Select the gear icon on the far right of the header row to Reset Columns: The position (index) and width
of each column restore to their defaults.

In the Column Details table, specify the following column attributes:
Column Break

Specifies the width of the column by few characters. This detail is only available when you choose Fixed
Columns in the Columns section.

Name
Specifies the name of the column.

WARNING
Ensure that you select Create Column Headers, otherwise the export does not include this data. You
can select Create Column Headers under the Column Details table.

Format
Specifies the format for data in the column. You have the following options:

• Date
• General - The export includes any type of data in this column.
• Number
• Skip - The export does not include data in this column.
• Text
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Date Format
Specifies the date format. You have the following options:
Short Example: A Date in Short Format

1/23/18

Medium Example: A Date in Medium Format
Jan 23, 2018

Long Example: A Date in Long Format
January 23, 2018

Full Example: A Date in Full Format
Tuesday, January 23, 2018

Locale
Specifies the locale for the Date format and the Number format. For example, English (United States).

Decimal Places
Preserves the number of decimal places for the Number format.

• Additional Options
In the Additional Options section, you can specify the following options to include and exclude lines in your report:

Include Only Lines Containing
Includes only lines which contain the string that you specify. To include only case-sensitive matches, enclose the
string in double quotes. Use a semicolon to specify multiple strings.
Examples: Case Sensitivity and Multiple Strings

• This example shows a case-insensitive value:
text

• This example shows a case-sensitive value:
"Text"

• This example shows multiple case-sensitive values:
"Text";"Words"

Exclude Lines Containing
Excludes lines which contain the string that you specify. To exclude only case-sensitive matches, enclose the
string in double quotes. Use a semicolon to specify multiple strings.
Examples: Case Sensitivity and Multiple Strings

• This example shows a case-insensitive value:
text

• This example shows a case-sensitive value:
"Text"

• This example shows multiple case-sensitive values:
"Text";"Words"

Exclude Blank Lines
Excludes lines in your report which do not contain data.

Exclude x Lines from the top of each page
Excludes the number of lines that you specify from the top of each page.

Exclude x Lines from the bottom of each page
Excludes the number of lines that you specify from the bottom of each page.

You can also select whether your export includes All pages or a Page Range that you specify.
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TIP
Change the export file format to OOXML or XML, whichever you prefer. For more information, see Configure
The File Format For Exported Text Reports.

Export Rules

Export rules enable you to save export options for reports. An export rule can include any property except for page
range in Export Settings. For example, an export rule can include your settings for line filtering, and criteria for column
separation and column definitions.

You can create a rule with a name of up to 32 characters. You can create a rule description of up to 255 characters, and
you can designate the rule as either public or private. Duplicate names are permitted only if the rules belong to unique
report ids.

Any user of Web Viewer may create and save a public or private rule. A user can load any public rule, and can modify and
delete any rule that the user creates.

Administrators can load, modify, and delete any public or private rule.

The following subsections describe how to create and manage your export rules. Each procedure starts in Export
Settings. You access Export Settings when you select a single or multiple reports and select the Export report action,
then select EDIT EXPORT SETTINGS.

Create An Export Rule

To create an export rule, use the following procedure:

1. In Export Settings, make your export customizations.
2. In the Rule dropdown menu, select Save as a new rule.

The New Rule dialog opens.
3. Specify a rule name.
4. (Optional) Enter a description for your rule.
5. Specify whether the rule is public or private.
6. Select CREATE.

Modify and Save An Export Rule

You can load a saved rule and can modify the rule in Export Settings. An asterisk(*) appears next to the rule name to
indicate that the rule has been modified. You can optionally save your changes to the rule, or save your changes as a new
rule.

To save your changes, in the Rules dropdown menu select Save current rule.

To save your changes as a new rule, in the Rules dropdown menu select Save as a new rule. The New Rule dialog
opens.

TIP
To create copy of a rule, load the rule in Export Settings and select Save as a new rule.

To revert your changes to a saved rule, in the Rules dropdown menu select Reset rule. Your customizations revert to the
last saved state.

Manage An Export Rule

You can delete or edit the name, description, and designation for any rule that you have created:

1. In Export Settings, open the Rules dropdown menu.
2. Select Manage Rules.

The Manage Rules dialog opens.
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TIP
Toggle Show rules for all reports to show or hide all public and private export rules that you have created.

3. In the Actions column, select one of the following actions:
– Delete

for the rule that you want to delete.
– Edit

for the rule that you want to modify.
The Edit Rule dialog opens. Edit any of the rule properties, and select SAVE.
The Edit Rule dialog closes.

4. In Manage Rules, choose one of the following options:
– Select another rule and repeat steps 3-4.
– Select DONE to return to Export Settings.

Apply An Export Rule and Export A Single Report

To apply a rule and export a single report, in the Export dialog choose one of the following options:

• In the Rule dropdown, select a rule. Select EXPORT.
• Select EDIT EXPORT SETTINGS. The Export Settings dialog opens. In the Rule drop-down menu, select a rule.

Select EXPORT.

Apply An Export Rule and Export Multiple Reports

You might want to apply a rule and export multiple reports in the following example scenarios:

• Reports have the same name.
In this scenario, in the Export dialog select a rule, then select EXPORT ALL.

TIP
You can apply a rule to export each report to separate files. In the Export dialog, select EXPORT
SEPARATELY.

• Reports have unique names.
In this scenario, in the Export dialog select EXPORT SEPARATELY. A tab opens and you can apply a rule for each
report separately.

Use Case Videos
Web Viewer offers the following use case videos to complement the documentation and demonstrate how to implement
and use product features.

Note that the videos refer to the product by its former name Mainframe Team Center - Content Viewer, but remain valid for
Web Viewer:

Video Link Title and Description

How To Manage the Active User Mode and Distribution ID
Learn how to manage your active User Mode and Distribution ID
from the Web Viewer interface. Run time: 1 min 51 sec.
More information: View the Report List
How To Use Report Indexing
This video demonstrates the Report Indexing feature in Web
Viewer. Report Indexing enables you to filter and format report
data with a logical view. Run time: 1 min 27 sec.
More information: View Report Content
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Video Link Title and Description

How To Use Cross-Report Indexing
Learn how to search report content with the Cross-Report
Indexing feature in Web Viewer. Run time: 1 min 54 sec.
More information: View Indexes

Use the REST API
Use the Web Viewer REST API to integrate resources and data from View into software applications such as Microsoft
Excel.

The Web Viewer REST API is a programmatic interface that enables you to access and manage your Web Viewer
data with no need to access the Web Viewer interface. You can also change your User Mode, Distribution Id, and
mainframe password, and automate operations that you would otherwise perform manually in Web Viewer.

OpenAPI Specification and User Interface (Swagger UI)

Web Viewer uses the OpenAPI 3.0.1 standard to provide API documentation and a UI. The documentation and UI are
available with any deployment of Web Viewer.

• Use the following format to locate the hosted OpenAPI document:
https://<host>:<port>/web-viewer/api/doc

• Use the following format to access the hosted OpenAPI UI:
https://<host>:<port>/web-viewer/api/swagger-ui.html

To try out any of the available API calls, use the drop-down arrow to expand the resource and select Try it out. Provide
the required parameters, if any, then Execute.

NOTE
A padlock icon on a resource indicates that the operation requires authentication.

For more information about the OpenAPI standard, see Swagger.io

Authentication

The Web Viewer REST API implements security on the operation level through authentication and authorization checks.

To authenticate, use the basic HTTP authentication scheme with a username and password. The login operation provides
you with a session token (GUID). Use the session token to authenticate each subsequent API request.

NOTE
The session token (GUID) is valid for one hour.

To end your session, use the logout operation. This operation invalidates the session token. To make another request to
the API, you must log in and must retrieve a new session token.

Use the changePassword endpoint to change a user password.

Authentication in Swagger UI

To authenticate with the Swagger UI, follow these steps:
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• From the Servers drop-down list, select the required API URL.
• Use the Authorize button to open the Available authorizations dialog.
• In the basic section, enter the Username and Password that you use to login to Web Viewer, then click Authorize and

Close.
• From Authentication operations, select POST /v1/view/login .
• Click Try it out and then Execute.
• Verify that the response Code is 200 and from the Response headers, copy the value of the guid header.
• Click the Authorize button again and paste the guid value into the sessionToken section, then click Authorize and

Close.
You can now use the Try it out functionality for all REST API operations that require authentication.

Base URL And Endpoints

Each API URL in this documentation uses the following base:

https://<host>:<port>/web-viewer/api

host
Specifies the IP address or DNS name for the Web Viewer API server

port
Specifies the port number for the Web Viewer API server

NOTE
The Web Viewer API supports calls over HTTP and HTTPS. Which protocol you use depends on how you
configure Web Viewer. Each specification and example in this documentation uses HTTPS.

An API endpoint uses the following convention:

/v1/view/{resource}

resource
Specifies the product resource to access

Examples

The following examples show the method, URL, and parameters for requests to the Web Viewer API.

Method, Base URL, and Endpoint With One Parameter
This example makes a GET request to retrieve data for a specific repository group:
GET https://example:443/web-viewer/api/v1/view/repositoryGroup/{id}

repositoryGroup
Specifies repository group as the product resource to access

{id}
Specifies the repository group identifier to access

Method, Base URL, and Endpoint With Two Parameters
This example makes a GET request to retrieve data for a specific report:
GET https://example:443/web-viewer/api/v1/view/rptdata/{id}/{reportHandle}

rptdata
Specifies report data as the product resource to access

{id}
Specifies the identifier for the report to access

{reportHandle}
Specifies the handle for the report to access
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Rest API Code Samples

You can use the Web Viewer REST API code samples to explore and learn how to use the REST API.

For more information, and to download the sample code, see Broadcom product scripts on GitHub.
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Administrating
Learn how an administrator can manage the features that are available to users of the product.

If you have administrative access, you can perform specific administrative tasks that affect your deployment.
The Administrator option appears as a gear icon when your mainframe credentials allow access to the resource
WEBVWR.ADMIN in the CHA1VIEW class. For more information on Administrative Authority, see Security Requirements.

Feature Administration

An administrator of Web Viewer can use the Feature_CLI utility to enable features that are locked, and disable features
that are unlocked, for users of the product.

Prerequisites

• Web Viewer version 14.0.2 build 14.0.8 or higher.
• Web Viewer application database schema.

NOTE
Feature_CLI gives an error if the application database schema is not correctly initialized.

Run The Feature_CLI Utility

The Feature_CLI utility manages features by issuing a command against the feature.

NOTE
See the Feature_CLI Commands section for details on the available commands.

Follow these steps:

1. In the partitioned dataset &CAI.CVDEJCL, edit member CAHVFEAT:
a. Replace the JOBCARDn lines with a valid JOB card for your site.
b. Input appropriate values for each instance of the following fields:

<JAVA_HOME>
Specifies the name of your Java home directory.

<CV_INSTALL>
Specifies the name of your Web Viewer install directory.

<TEMP_PATH>
Specifies the name of the existing temp directory in USS. This path must exist because the utility does not create
this path.

<DB_JDBC_URL>
Specifies the JDBC connection URL for the database.

<DB_USER>
Specifies the database user id.

<DB_PASS>
Specifies the database password for the database user id.

<SCHEMANAME>
Specifies the name of the database schema.

<FEATURES>
Specifies the name of the database features table.
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<FEATURES_LOG>
Specifies the name of the database features log table.

<COMMAND>
Specifies the command to issue.

<ID>
Specifies the feature identifier that the command will act on.

NOTE
You can use wildcards to specify the feature id only for the history and list commands.

2. Submit the JCL to run Feature_CLI.
WARNING
If you use an internal H2 database, you must stop Web Viewer before you run Feature_CLI.

3. Verify the job results.
NOTE
A non-zero return code indicates that Feature_CLI did not perform the command.

Feature_CLI Commands

You can issue the following commands with the Feature_CLI utility:

list
Lists details which indicate feature status

get
Retrieves feature details

enable
Enables a feature

disable
Disables a feature

history
Retrieves a history of changes for the feature

This section describes each command that you can issue with the Feature_CLI utility:

List Feature Status
Lists each feature that matches the ID that you specify. If you do not specify an ID, then the list includes all
features.

TIP
To list multiple features, use wildcards in the feature ID.

Set COMMAND to list and set ID to the feature identifier.
The feature status includes the following:
Enabled [true|false]

Indicates whether the feature is enabled.
Locked [true|false]

Indicates whether the feature is locked.
Identifier

Indicates the feature identifier.
Sample List Output
CAHVS2001I FeatureAdmin version vv.vv.vv build vv.vv.vv xxxxxxxx yyyy-mm-dd

hh:mm:ss starting

CAHVS2030I Enabled  Locked  Identifier
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CAHVS2030I true     false   Feature1

CAHVS2030I false    false   Feature2

CAHVS2030I true     true    Feature3

CAHVS2001I FeatureAdmin version vv.vv.vv build vv.vv.vv xxxxxxxx yyyy-mm-dd

hh:mm:ss ending

Get Feature Details
Lists the details for the feature ID that you specify.

WARNING
If you do not specify a feature ID, then an error occurs.

Set COMMAND to get and set ID to the feature identifier.
Feature details can include the following:
Identifier

Indicates the feature ID.
Enabled [true|false]

Indicates whether the feature is enabled.
Locked [true|false]

Indicates whether the feature is locked.
Dependencies

Indicates dependent features. If there are no dependent features, then Dependencies shows none.
Description

Describes the feature.
Sample Get Output
CAHVS2001I FeatureAdmin version vv.vv.vv build vv.vv.vv xxxxxxxx yyyy-mm-dd

hh:mm:ss starting

CAHVS2030I Identifier:    Feature3

CAHVS2030I Enabled:       true

CAHVS2030I Locked:        true

CAHVS2030I Dependencies:  Feature1

CAHVS2030I Description:   Feature3 description.

CAHVS2001I FeatureAdmin version vv.vv.vv build vv.vv.vv xxxxxxxx yyyy-mm-dd

hh:mm:ss ending

Enable Feature
Enables a specific feature.

NOTE

• You cannot enable a feature that has a dependency that is not enabled.
• You cannot enable a feature that is locked or unsupported.

Set COMMAND to enable and set ID to the feature identifier.
Sample Enable Output
CAHVS2001I FeatureAdmin version vv.vv.vv build vv.vv.vv xxxxxxxx yyyy-mm-dd

hh:mm:ss starting

CAHVS2032I Feature Feature1 enabled

CAHVS2030I Enabled  Locked  Identifier

CAHVS2030I true     false   Feature1

CAHVS2001I FeatureAdmin version vv.vv.vv build vv.vv.vv xxxxxxxx yyyy-mm-dd

hh:mm:ss ending
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Disable Feature
Disables a feature that you specify.
Set COMMAND to disable and set ID to the feature identifier.

NOTE
You cannot disable a feature that is locked or unsupported.

Sample Disable Output
CAHVS2001I FeatureAdmin version vv.vv.vv build vv.vv.vv xxxxxxxx yyyy-mm-dd

hh:mm:ss starting

CAHVS2032I Feature Feature2 disabled

CAHVS2030I Enabled  Locked  Identifier

CAHVS2030I false    false   Feature2

CAHVS2001I FeatureAdmin version vv.vv.vv build vv.vv.vv xxxxxxxx yyyy-mm-dd

hh:mm:ss ending

History
Lists all records of state change for all features that match the ID that you specify. If you do not specify a feature
ID, then the list will include all features.

TIP
To list multiple features, use wildcards in the feature ID.

Set COMMAND to history and set ID to the feature identifier.
The feature history includes the following:
Time

Indicates the date and time that the change occured.
User

Indicates the user id what made the change.
Identifier

Indicates the feature identifier.
Change details

Indicates whether the feature was enabled or disabled.
Sample History Output
CAHVS2001I FeatureAdmin version vv.vv.vv build vv.vv.vv xxxxxxxx yyyy-mm-dd

hh:mm:ss starting

CAHVS2030I Time             User      Identifier  Change details

CAHVS2030I 1/5/19, 3:01 PM  username  Feature1    Feature was enabled

CAHVS2030I 1/5/19, 3:09 PM  username  Feature2    Feature was disabled

CAHVS2001I FeatureAdmin version vv.vv.vv build vv.vv.vv xxxxxxxx yyyy-mm-dd

hh:mm:ss ending

Feature Administration FAQ

Why Is A Feature Locked?

To find out why a feature is currently locked, retrieve details for the feature with the get command.

NOTE
A feature will display as locked if the status cannot be changed.

Why Is A Feature Unsupported?

New features are known starting with the version and build they are released. The new feature is not known by older
instances of Web Viewer. If you are using a shared external database, the older instances of Web Viewer show the new
feature as unsupported.
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Manage Login Settings
Administrators use the Manage Login Settings screen to specify what will be visible to users and what options will be
available when they login.

Login Notification

Administrators use Login Notification to create a message that is displayed to users before they log in. The message
might provide information about a new feature, or about an expected server outage, or might contain a legal disclaimer
that the user is required to accept before they log in.

Follow these steps:

1. Login as an administrator and use the cog wheel icon to select Login Settings.
2. Under Login Notification, create the message text that will be displayed to the users. You can use standard

markdown syntax to format the text. Use the link to Text format help in the bottom right corner to display the text
format syntax options.

3. Save the message.
4. Use the Edit button to update a message.

To revert to the original message before you save the changes, use the Discard changes button.
5. (Optional) Check Require acknowledgement if users are required to confirm that they have read the message,

before they log in.
6. Use the toggle switch in the top right corner to activate the message. The message now displays to any user when

they try to log in.
NOTE
If Require acknowledgement is selected, the message is displayed to the user and must be accepted
before the user can proceed to the log in screen. Otherwise the message displays on the user log in screen,
alongside the log in dialog box

Allow Password Change

Administrators use Allow Password Change to control user access to the Change Password screen. The Change
Password screen allows users to change their password or passphrase.

NOTE
Allow Password Change is not available if the legacy UI properties war file is already deployed and no
configuration properties are available in the Web Viewer database, see Import UI Properties.

Follow these steps:

• Login as an administrator and use the cog wheel icon to select Login Settings.
• Under Allow Password Change, select one of the following options:

– Always
A link to the Change Password screen is always available on the Web Viewer login screen. Users are
automatically redirected to the Change Password screen when a log in fails with an expired password or
passphrase.

– Only if Expired
The Change Password screen is presented to the user only when a log in fails with an expired password or
passphrase.

– Never
The Change Password screen is never available to the user. The password or passphrase cannot be changed in
Web Viewer.

Changes are immediately visible upon the next login.
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Display Repository Groups as

Administrators use Display Repository Groups as to select the format of the Repository Group input box on the Web
Viewer login screen.

NOTE
Display Repository Groups as is not available if the legacy UI properties war file is already deployed and no
configuration properties are available in the Web Viewer database, see Import UI Properties.

Follow these steps:

• Login as an administrator and use the cog wheel icon to select Login Settings.
• Under Display Repository Groups as, select one of the following options:

– Dropdown
During login, users select the repository group from a list of repository groups presented in the dropdown box.

– Textbox
During login, users select the repository group by entering the name of the repository group in the textbox. The full
repository group name (case sensitive) must be entered.

Changes are immediately visible upon the next login.

Manage Table Columns
Administrators use the Manage Table Columns screen to specify the columns that users can view in the Web Viewer
selection lists.

NOTE
If the legacy UI properties war file is already deployed and no configuration properties are available in the Web
Viewer database you are automatically redirected to the Import UI Properties screen.

Set the Allowable Report List Columns

Administrators use Reports to select the columns that should be visible to users when they view reports or indexes in
Web Viewer. For more information, see View the Report List or View Indexes.

Follow these steps:

• Login as an administrator and use the cog wheel icon to select Table Columns.
• Under Reports, select the columns that should be visible.

Changes are saved immediately and are visible upon the next login.

Set the Allowable Repository List Columns

Administrators use Repositories to select the columns that should be visible to users when they view repositories in Web
Viewer. For more information, see View Repositories.

Follow these steps:

• Login as an administrator and use the cog wheel icon to select Table Columns.
• Under Repositories, select the columns that should be visible.

Changes are saved immediately and are visible upon the next login.

Set the Allowable Manage Repository List Columns

Administrators use Manage Repositories to select the columns that should be visible to administrators when they
manage repositories in Web Viewer. For more information, see Manage Your Repositories.
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Follow these steps:

• Login as an administrator and use the cog wheel icon to select Table Columns.
• Under Manage Repositories, select the columns that should be visible.

Changes are saved immediately and are visible upon the next login.

Set the Allowable Manage Repository Groups Columns

Administrators use Manage Repository Groups to select the columns that should be visible to administrators when they
manage repository groups in Web Viewer. For more information, see Manage Your Repository Groups.

Follow these steps:

• Login as an administrator and use the cog wheel icon to select Table Columns.
• Under Manage Repository Groups, select the columns that should be visible.

Changes are saved immediately and are visible upon the next login.

Manage Email Templates
Administrators can customize the subject and body text of the email templates that are available for users to share reports
by email.

The customized email templates are available when users choose to share reports by email with the Email Link action.

NOTE
If the legacy UI properties war file is already deployed and no configuration properties are available in the Web
Viewer database, you are automatically redirected to the Import UI Properties screen.

Single Report

Administrators use Single Report to customize the template that is used to generate the subject and body text for an
email that includes a link to a single report.

Follow these steps:

1. Login as an administrator and use the cog wheel icon to select Email Templates.
2. Under Single Report, specify the subject and body text for an email that includes a link to a single report. You can use

a combination of plain text and variables to include more detailed information. To display the required syntax, click the
link at the top of the Manage Email Templates screen.

3. (Optional) Use the Preview button to display how the subject and body text looks with the variables that are
populated with sample values.

4. (Optional) Use the Edit button to make additional changes to the template. To revert to the original template before
you save the changes, use the Discard changes button. To revert to the system default template, use the Restore
defaults button in the top-right corner.

5. Save the template.

The template updates are saved immediately and are available to other users when they refresh the page, or upon next
login.

Multiple Reports

Administrators use Multiple Reports to customize the template that is used to generate the subject and body text for an
email that includes multiple report links.

Follow these steps:

1. Login as an administrator and use the cog wheel icon to select Email Templates.
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2. Under Multiple Reports, specify the subject and body text for an email that includes multiple report links. You can use
a combination of plain text and variables to include more detailed information. To display the required syntax, click the
link at the top of the Manage Email Templates screen.

3. (Optional) Use the Preview button to display how the subject and body text looks with the variables that are
populated with sample values.

4. (Optional) Use the Edit button to make additional changes to the template. To revert to the original template before
you save the changes, use the Discard changes button. To revert to the system default template, use the Restore
defaults button in the top-right corner.

5. Save the template.

The template updates are saved immediately and are available to other users when they refresh the page, or upon next
login.

Manage General UI Settings
Administrators use the Manage General UI Settings screen to specify the following UI settings:

Custom Link

Administrators use Custom Link to define a link to additional relevant information for users. Users access this link by
clicking on the question mark icon in the Web Viewer header navigation.

Follow these steps:

1. Login as an administrator and use the cog wheel icon to select General UI Settings.
2. Under Custom Link, specify the link title and enter the URL for your custom link.

NOTE
The URL must include the URL scheme.

To revert to the original custom link before you save the changes, use the Discard changes button.
3. Save your custom link
4. To activate the custom link, use the toggle switch in the top right corner. After activation, the custom link is visible to

users upon next login.

Manage Your Repositories
Administrators use this screen to add, edit, or delete repositories in the View 14.0 database.

When you complete any of these actions, the created by and modified by fields in the repository database contain the
user id of the user that made the change.

Add a Repository

You want to add a repository to the View database. For example, you want to add the West Coast View repository.

Follow these steps:

1. Login as an administrator and use the cog wheel icon to select Repositories.
2. Click Add Repository.

The Add Repository dialog appears.
3. Complete the following fields, then click Add.
Name

Specifies the name of the repository that you want to reference.
Example: West Coast Repository

Description
(Optional) Specifies a description about the repository.
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Example: West Coast View Reports
Path

Specifies a path to the repository on the system.
Example: USA.WESTV14

Product
(Optional) Specifies the product that contains the repository, such as View.
Example: VIEW140

Character Set
Select the EBCDIC character set of the repository from the drop-down list.
Example: IBM037

Report Access
Specifies the Report Access option. Regardless of which option you specify, users can always perform the
following actions:

• View the names of both online and offline (tape) reports in their list of reports.
• Select and view online reports. Typically, online reports appear immediately.

The following settings determine whether users can select and view offline reports in this repository:
Online only

Specify this setting to retrieve online reports only (the default).
Offline reports appear with a status of OFFLINE to users. Users cannot select or view these reports.

EAS
Specify this setting to retrieve offline reports on tape with the Expanded Access Server (EAS).
This option applies only if EAS is enabled in View. For details about EAS and how to implement it, see
Configuration Best Practices in the View documentation.
Offline reports appear to users with a status of EAS. Users can select and view these reports.

Recallable
Specify this setting to retrieve offline reports by recall from tape.
This option applies only if you have completed the process to automate the recall of offline reports. This
process requires configuration in View and your automation tool (for example, OPS/MVS).
Offline reports appear with a status of RECALLABLE to users. If a user selects a recallable report,
they receive the CAHVS0350E message. This message informs the user that the system is attempting to
access the report and that they should try again later. If the report has been previously recalled from tape
by another user, they receive the CAHVS0351E message. This message informs the user that a recall is
in progress and that they should try again later. For details about the CAHVS0350E and CAHVS0351E
messages, see Messages.

Edit or Delete a Repository
You can edit or delete a repository from the Manage Repositories column on this page. If you click Delete, a confirmation
dialog appears. To edit a repository, click Edit and modify any of the following fields:

• Name
• Description
• Path
• Product
• Character Set
• Report Access

Automate the Recall of Offline Reports
As an administrator, you can enable automatic recall of offline reports.
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Use the following procedure to enable automatic recall of offline reports for a specific repository:

NOTE
To let users view offline reports on tapes without recall, you can use the View Extended Access Server (EAS),
see SAREASUX - EAS for Tape and Robotics in the View documentation. If you do not implement EAS, you can
use your external automation tool to recall these offline reports.

1. Select a repository where you want to let users recall offline reports.
2. Verify that the repository has Recallable set in the Repository Report Access field of the Repository Manage panel.
3. Use your automation tool to search for the CAHATPR02 WTO message from the Web Application Server task. Web

Viewer generates a CAHATPR02 message when a user selects an archived report.
For instructions to search for the message, see the documentation for your automation tool.

4. In your automation tool, parse CAHATPR02 to find the values for report, get, seq, and user. CAHATPR02 includes
report identifier details that help you to automate recall of the report, as shown in the following sample message:
CAHATPR02 Report "RE100001" Gen=1 Seq=17 User WEBVADM DB CORVUS.UP.T3 recall request

Use the OPS/MVS example after these steps as a model for this step and the next step.
5. Configure your automation tool to use the SARBCH utility to load the report, see Batch Processing (SARBCH) in the

View documentation.

OPS/MVS Example

The following example illustrates how to use OPS/MVS to parse CAHATPR02 (Step 4 in the previous procedure).
The example also shows how to use the parsed data to load the report (Step 5). Follow this example as a model to
use your automation tool to perform the same steps. For more information about using OPS/MVS, see the OPS/MVS
documentation.

Sample MSG Rule

Set up this message in your OPS/MVS system with a SET WTOSAMPLE (MSG rule). Create and customize the rule for
your environment.

This rule is executed when CAHATPR02 is detected in the Web Viewer log. OPS/MVS parses the message, extracts the
required values, and calls the REXX exec to build and submit the recall job.

)msg CAHATPR02

)proc

 MG=msg.text /* assigns text of message to a value of MG */

 id# = word(MG,3) /* 3rd word in message assigned to id# */

 id# = STRIP(id#,,'"') /* removes the quotes from id# (word3) */

 gen# = word(MG,4) /* 4th word in message assigned to gen# */

 ADDRESS OSF

 "OI SUBMTJOB" id# gen# /* Execute SUBMTJOB REXX which submits job with values */

return

Sample REXX Exec to Build and Submit the Recall Job

Use the following sample as a model to create and customize the REXX exec to build and submit the recall job. Verify that
the REXX is in your SYSEXEC for your servers, and that your OSFGETJOBID is set to "YES".

Parse arg id# gen# /* value of word 3 and word 4 */ line.1 = "//J12345 JOB ,'SAR REPORT RETRIEVAL',CLASS=N,"

line.2 = "// MSGCLASS=J,MSGLEVEL=(1,1)"

line.3 = "//STARTUP1 EXEC UCC11RMS"

line.4 = "//STEP1 EXEC PGM=SARBCH,PARM='P06.D63200A.SAR'"

line.5 = "//STEPLIB DD DSN=SYS3.SAR.LOADLIB,DISP=SHR"

line.6 = "//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*"

line.7 = "//REPORT DD SYSOUT=(A,,C611)"
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line.8 = "//SYSIN DD *"

line.9 = "/LOAD ID="id# gen# /* inserts values of word 3 and word 4 */

 zz = OPSUBMIT(line.)

If rc <> 0 then

 Do while queued() <> 0

 pull msg

 say msg

End

Manage Your Repository Groups
Use this screen to add, edit, delete, and browse repository groups in Web Viewer.

To manage their repository groups, users must have Repository Administrative Authority. For information about how to
assign this authority, see Security Requirements in the View documentation.

Use the following procedures to manage your repository groups:

Add a Repository Group

When you add a group to the View database, assign a name and description to the group that users may recognize easily.
For example, you want to add the Accounting group to associate it with specific repositories.

Follow these steps:

1. Login as an administrator and use the cog wheel icon to select Repository Groups.
2. Click Add Group.

The Add Repository Group dialog appears.
3. Complete the following fields:

Repository Group Name
Specifies the name of the repository group.
Example: Accounting
Repository Group Description
Specifies a description about the repository group.
Example: Accounting Repositories

4. Select repositories from the Available Repositories list and move them to the Selected Repositories list. Click Add.
The Add Group dialog closes and the Admin/Manage Groups page displays.

Edit or Delete a Repository Group

You can edit or delete a repository group from the Admin/Manage Groups column on this page. If you click Delete, a
confirmation dialog appears. To edit a group, click Edit and modify any of the following fields:

• Group Name
• Description
• Repository Selection

Browse Repository Groups

You can browse the repositories in a group from the Admin/Manage Groups page.

Follow these steps:

1. Click a row on the Admin/Manage Groups page.
The Manage Repository Group Browse page opens.
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2. You can browse the repositories in the group, and can edit, delete, or add a group.

Specify Drop-down List or Text Box for Users to Specify Group Name at Login

You can configure Web Viewer to display a text box or a drop-down list to specify a repository group when users log
in. To configure this setting, modify the groups_textbox setting in the ui.properties file. For details, see Configure the
ui.properties File for the Deployed Web Application in the View documentation.

Enable and Disable Report Actions

You can enable or disable the following actions for all repositories in a group:

• Save
• Print
• Email Link
• Export

Follow these steps:

1. In the gear menu on the left, select Manage, Repository Groups.
2. Select Edit for the group that you want to modify.
3. Select the report actions that you want to enable, or deselect the actions that you want to disable.
4. Select Save.

You have enabled or disabled report actions for all repositories in a group.

For more information about Report Actions, see Viewing Reports.
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Messages
This section documents the messages for Web Viewer.

We define product messages in the following format:

<Product Message Prefix> <Component Prefix> <Message Number> <Message Level>

Product Message Prefix

CAHV

Component Prefix

S - Web Viewer Service error message

Message Number

Four digit message number, such as 0001

Message Level

E - Error

W - Warn

I - Information

D - Debug

T - Trace

Example: CAHVS0001I

This section lists all product messages.

Login Error Messages
The following unnumbered error messages may appear if your login attempt fails.

Unrecognized error received
Reason:

The server failed to process the request, but no error message was returned.

Action:

Restart your browser, clear the cache, and try again to log in.

If the problem persists, contact your View administrator.

Communication error with server
Reason:

The request to the server failed, no error code or error message received.

Action:

Restart your browser, clear the cache, and try again to log in.

If the problem persists, contact your View administrator.
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Failed to connect to server. Configuration may be invalid.
Reason:

Could not contact the web service.

Action:

Restart your browser, clear the cache, and try again to log in.

If the problem persists, contact your View administrator.

Failed to connect to server. Check internet connection.
Reason:

Could not find the web service because the browser is offline.

Action:

Restart your browser, clear the cache, and try again to log in.

If the problem persists, contact your View administrator.

Incorrect username or password
Reason:

Invalid credentials and/or unauthorized access.

Action:

Restart your browser, clear the cache, and try again to log in.

If the problem persists, contact your View administrator.

Unrecognized messages
If an unrecognized message is received, the page displays the status text, for example, an internal server error.

Reason:

The message number is not recognized

Action:

Restart your browser, clear the cache, and try again to log in.

If the problem persists, contact your View administrator.

CAHx Messages
The following section provides information about messages that have the prefix CAH.

The description of each message includes the error text, the reason for the message, and the required action to take.

CAHATPR02
Report "rid" Gen=gen Seq=seq User user DB db_hlq recall request

Reason:
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A recall request has been issued for the requested report to load the report from tape to disk. This message is
informational.

Action:

None.

CAHVS0001I
The <version> <build> <state>

Reason:

This informational message informs you about the version, build, and current status of the product:

• Startup in progress
• Startup complete
• Shutdown in progress
• Shutdown complete

Action:

None

CAHVS0002I
CAWVHome: <value>

Reason:

This informational message tells you the CAWVHOME value.

Action:

None

CAHVS0003I
Java version <version> detected

Reason:

This informational message tells you the detected Java version in your environment.

Action:

None

CAHVS0004I
Using SMFID <SMFID>

Reason:

This informational message tells you the SMFID of the system where you are running Web Viewer.

Action:

None
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CAHVS0005W
License check failed: {reason}

Reason:

This warning message appears when a license check fails. See the {reason} text for additional details.

Action:

Review the {reason} text. Verify that your LMP code is correctly specified (in CAIRIM). For complete instructions on how to
set up your LMP keys, see Enter LMP Code in the View documentation.

CAHVS0006E
Error occurred during license check attempt.

Reason:

This error message appears when a problem is detected during a license check attempt.

Action:

Restart the servlet application server. If the issue persists please contact support.

CAHVS0010I
Log configuration file: <filename>

Reason:

The informational message tells you the name of your log configuration file.

Action:

None

CAHVS0011I
Logging Initialized, log4j2 version <version>, initial log level <level>

Reason:

This informational message tells you that logging initialized, the log4j2 version, and the initial log level.

Action:

None

CAHVS0012I
Log level changed to <level>

Reason:

This informational message appears after you change the log level.

Action:

None
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CAHVS0020I
Parameter configuration file: <filename>

Reason:

This informational message tells you the name of the parameter configuration file.

Action:

None

CAHVS0021E
Parameter configuration file <filename> not found

Reason:

This error message appears when the product cannot find your parameter configuration file.

Action:

Verify that the configuration file exists in the appropriate location and also verify that you have the correct file name.

CAHVS0022E
Parameter <key|value> invalid for parameter <key> value <value>

Reason:

This error message says that you specified an invalid key or invalid value for a specific parameter.

Action:

Specify the correct parameter key and value, and restart the web service.

CAHVS0023D
Configuration parameter table

Reason:

This debug message appears for debugging purposes. This message, along with CAHVS0024D dump the configuration
parameters in effect for this execution of Web Viewer.

Example:

2016-04-25 19:17:39,093 DEBUG CAHVS0023D Configuration parameter table  

2016-04-25 19:17:39,103 DEBUG CAHVS0024D Name: LOCALE  Type: Locale  Value: en-US

2016-04-25 19:17:39,104 DEBUG CAHVS0024D Name: DBUSER  Type: String  Value: USER1

2016-04-25 19:17:39,104 DEBUG CAHVS0024D Name: REPOSITORYLIMIT  Type: Integer  Value: 10000

2016-04-25 19:17:39,105 DEBUG CAHVS0024D Name: DBTYPE  Type: Database  Value: H2

2016-04-25 19:17:39,105 DEBUG CAHVS0024D Name: REPOSITORYTABLE  Type: String  

Value: CV_MASTER.REPOSITORIES                    

2016-04-25 19:17:39,106 DEBUG CAHVS0024D Name: LOGLEVEL  Type: LogLevel  Value: INFO

2016-04-25 19:17:39,106 DEBUG CAHVS0024D Name: DB_JDBC_URL Type: String  

Value (Db2): jdbc:db2://localhost:50000/DBNAME:retrieveMessagesFromServerOnGetMessage=true;

Value (H2 external): jdbc:h2:tcp://localhost:9092//fully/qualified/uss/path/databasename 

Value (H2 internal): jdbc:h2:/fully/qualified/uss/path/databasename

2016-04-25 19:17:39,107 DEBUG CAHVS0024D Name: DBPASSWORD  Type: String  Value: ********
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Action:

Verify the values in the table.

CAHVS0024D
Name: <name>  Type: <type>  Value: <value>

Reason:

This debug message appears for debugging purposes. This message, along with CAHVS0023D dump the configuration
parameters in effect for this execution of Web Viewer.

Action:

Verify the values in the table.

CAHVS0025W
Parameter <parameter> set to {value}, {reason}

Reason:

This warning message tells you that a parameter can not be set in the configuration file. The parameter is set to {value}.
The {reason} describes why the parameter can not be set.

Action:

Correct the problem that the {reason} describes. Recycle Web Viewer. Alternatively, use Web Viewer with the parameter
set to the specified {value}.

CAHVS0026W
Parameter {parameter} was found multiple times in the configuration file

Reason:

This warning message tells you that a parameter is specified multiple times in the configuration file. Web Viewer will only
accept the last value that you specify for {parameter}.

Action:

Review the configuration file and remove the duplicate entries. Alternatively, use Web Viewer with {parameter} set to the
last value that you specify.

CAHVS0030W
The option configuration value 'value' is invalid (reason). Default value default used instead.

Reason

This warning message appears when a configuration option is set to an invalid value and the application uses its default
value instead.

Action

If the default value that the application set is not appropriate, change the configuration option to a valid value and restart
the service.
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CAHVS0100I
Get repository id <ID> received from <ipaddress>

Reason:

This informational message tells you a GET repository id request was received from <ipaddress>.

Action:

None

CAHVS0101I
Get repository name <name> received from <ipaddress>

Reason:

This informational message tells you a GET repository name request was received from <ipaddress>.

Action:

None

CAHVS0102D
Session number <session>, order <order>, limit <limit>, offset <offset>, locale <locale>

Reason:

This debug message tells you the order, limit, offset, and locale values for session number <session>.

Action:

None

CAHVS0105E
Requested repository <repository> not found

Reason:

This error message appears when the product cannot find the repository that was requested.

Action:

Verify that you requested the correct repository.

CAHVS0107E
Unable to write output data: {reason}

Reason:

This error message appears when the server cannot write a response to a client request. If the system provided a reason
why write failed, then the message includes the reason. The most common reason for this message is that the connection
was dropped before the server could respond to the request. In this case, the {reason} indicates a broken pipe.

Action:

Check your connection and retry the request.
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CAHVS0109I
Repository returned {entries} entries in {time} ms, status = {status}

Reason:

This informational message appears when you request a repository list.

Action:

None

CAHVS0116I
User {} login requested

Reason:

A user attempted to log onto the system.

Action:

None.

CAHVS0117I
User {} password change requested

Reason:

A user attempted to change a password.

Action:

None.

CAHVS0125E
Requested repository group <group> not found

Reason:

This error message appears when the product cannot find repository group that was requested.

Action:

Verify that you requested the correct repository group.

CAHVS0128I
No repository groups found that meet the selection criteria

Reason:

This informational message appears when the product cannot find any repository groups that match the requested criteria.

Action:

None
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CAHVS0135E
User not authorized for repository group <group>

Reason:

You are not authorized to use the requested repository group.

Action:

Select another repository group or contact your administrator for access to the group.

CAHVS0150I
Get report list for repository id <id> received from <ipaddress>

Reason:

This informational message tells you a GET report list request was received from <ipaddress>.

Action:

None

CAHVS0152E
Unable to write output data: {reason}

Reason:

This error message appears when the server cannot write a response to a client request. If the system provided a reason
why write failed, then the message includes the reason. The most common reason for this message is that the connection
was dropped before the server could respond to the request. In this case, the {reason} indicates a broken pipe.

Action:

Check your connection and retry the request.

CAHVS0159I
Get report list returned {entries} entries, complete = {complete}, status = {status}

Reason:

This informational message appears when you get a report list.

Action:

None

CAHVS0160I
Get {type} report data for repository id {id} received from {ip}

Reason:

This informational message appears when you get report data. The {type} will indicate Get for text data or Post for binary
data.

Action:

None
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CAHVS0161E
Invalid value for "{parameter}", {reason} is expected

Reason:

This error message appears when the parameter value is not one of the following required values:

• A positive integer
• A Boolean expression
• A 64-byte report handle in base-64 format
• A valid locale
• A valid repository group name up to 100 characters
• Less than or equal to maximum value
• number characters or less
• One of the following literal values:

– Y or N
– GENERAL, TEXT, DATE, NUMBER, or SKIP
– FULL, LONG, MEDIUM, or SHORT

Action:

Correct your parameter value and retry the request.

CAHVS0164E
Selected repository id {id} not found in repository group id {group id}

Reason:

This error message appears when the requested repository is not in the repository group.

Action:

Select another repository in the repository group or ask your administrator to add the repository to the repository group.

CAHVS0165I
{HTTP method} report data action {action} for repository id {id} received from {ip}

Reason:

This informational message appears when you perform a report data action.

Action:

None

CAHVS0166E
Report data action {action} for repository id {id} not permitted by repository group id {id}

Reason:

This error message appears when the report data action is not permitted by the repository group.

Action:

Select another action that is permitted by the group or ask your administrator to enable the action in the repository group
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CAHVS0168I
{HTTP method} report data action {action} returned {count} records with status {status} in {milliseconds} ms

Reason:

This informational message appears when the report data action is complete.

Action:

None

CAHVS0169I
Get report data returned {count} records, complete = {complete}, status = {status}

Reason:

This informational message appears when you get report data.

Action:

None

CAHVS0170I
Get users for repository id {id} received from {ip}

Reason:

This informational message appears when you get data.

Action:

None

CAHVS0171E
Invalid value for "{parameter}", {reason} is expected

Reason:

This error message appears when your parameter value is invalid for one of the following reasons:

• The value must be between 1 and 8 characters.
• The value must be a positive integer.

Action:

Correct your parameter value and retry the request.

CAHVS0172E
No user records found matching the selection criteria

Reason:

This error message appears when no user records were found.

Action:

Review your selection criteria and retry the request.
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CAHVS0173I
Get user returned {count} records, complete = {complete}, status = {status}

Reason:

This informational message appears when you get user data.

Action:

None

CAHVS0174I
Update user information for repository id {repository} received from {ipaddress}

Reason:

This informational message tells you a request to update user information was received from {ipaddress}.

Action:

None.

CAHVS0175E
Update user information failed

Reason:

This error message appears when View cannot update your user information.

Action:

Contact your View Administrator.

CAHVS0176I
Update user information {result}, time taken is {time} ms

Reason:

This informational message appears when a user update request completes.

Action:

None.

CAHVS0177I
Request for report information in repository id {repository} received from {ipaddress}

Reason:

This informational message appears when a request to retrieve report information was received from {ipaddress}.

Action:

None.
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CAHVS0178E
Retrieval of report information failed

Reason:

This error message appears when a request for report information fails.

Action:

Contact your View Administrator.

CAHVS0179I
Get report information completed, time taken is {time} ms

Reason:

This informational message appears when request for report information completes.

Action:

None.

CAHVS0180I
{operation} for repository id {repository} received from {ipaddress}

Reason:

This informational message tells you a retrieval request related to report indexes was received.

Action:

None.

CAHVS0181I
{operation} returned {entries} entries, complete = {complete}, status = {status} in {time} ms

Reason:

This informational message appears when a retrieval request related to report indexes completes.

Action:

None.

CAHVS0190I
<requestType> for property <property> received from <ipaddress>

Reason:

This informational message appears when a request is received for the specified property.

Action:

None
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CAHVS0191I
<requestType> for property <property> completed with status = <status> in <time> ms

Reason:

This informational message appears when a request for the specified property completes.

Action:

None

CAHVS0201I
Connected to {database type} {database version} database url {url}

Reason:

This informational message confirms that the product has connected to the database.

• database type
Specifies the database type. Possible values are DB2 or H2.

• database version
Specifies the database engine version (H2 only).

• Url
Specifies the JDBC url that was used to connect to the database.

Action:

No action is required.

CAHVS0202E
Cannot connect to external database

Reason:

This error message appears when the product cannot connect to the database.

Action:

Verify that your database is running.

CAHVS0203E
Cannot connect to external database {reason}

Reason:

This error message appears when the product cannot connect to your external database, and the reason is known.

Action:

Review the database error message.

CAHVS0204W
{message} : sqlCode={sqlCode} sqlState={sqlState}

Reason:

This warning message appears when the database has issued an SQL warning.
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Action:

Review the SQL warning message.

CAHVS0205E
{message} : sqlCode={sqlCode} sqlState={sqlState}

Reason:

This error message appears when the database has issued an SQL error.

Action:

Review the SQL error message.

CAHVS0206E
Database error

Reason:

This error message appears when the product cannot connect to your database.

Action:

Verify that your database is running.

CAHVS0211E
Change of feature state failed: {reason}

Reason:

This error message appears when an error occurs during a feature state change.

Action:

Review the {reason} text.

CAHVS0212E
State of feature '{feature}' is not consistent: {reason}

Reason:

This error message appears when a feature consistency issue is detected.

Action:

Contact Broadcom support.

CAHVS0213W
Feature state change failed because of a dependency. Feature '{dependant}' depends on feature '{dependency}'

Reason:

This warning message appears when an attempt to change the state of a feature fails due to a dependency issue.

Action:

Review the details provided, and address the dependency issue. Then retry the action.
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CAHVS0214W
State of feature '{feature}' can not be changed because it is locked.

Reason:

This warning message appears when an attempt is made to change the state of a locked feature.

Action:

None.

CAHVS0215E
Database error detected when interacting with features: {details}

Reason:

This error message appears when a database issue is encountered during a query or modification of feature data.

Action:

Verify that your database is running. Review the Web Viewer log file.

CAHVS0216W
State of feature '{feature}' can not be changed because it is not supported by the product instance.

Reason:

This warning message appears when an attempt is made to change the state of an unsupported feature.

Action:

None.

CAHVS0251E
Invalid credentials

Reason:

This error message appears when you entered invalid credentials.

Action:

Verify your mainframe credentials and reissue the request.

CAHVS0252E
Credentials timed out

Reason:

This error message appears when your session times out.

Action:

Verify your mainframe credentials and reissue the request.
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CAHVS0253E
The password specified has expired.

Reason:

This error message appears when your password has expired.

Action:

Update your mainframe credentials and reissue the request.

CAHVS0254E
Credentials have been revoked

Reason:

This error message appears when your access has been revoked.

Action:

Contact an administrator to have your credentials reinstated.

CAHVS0255E
The new password specified is not valid

Reason:

This error message appears when an attempt to change your password fails.

Action:

Verify the new password passes your site security policy.

CAHVS0256E
New password not permitted on the {controller} call

Reason:

This error message appears when you attempt to change your password from a controller that does not support password
changes.

Action:

Change your password only from the login controller or the main login panel.

CAHVS0257E
New password is missing

Reason:

No value for the new password is specified.

Action:

Enter a valid, non-blank password. You may be able to change your password to blank through your site’s security
software, depending on your site’s policies.
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CAHVS0260E
Authentication Failed:

Return Code:

Integer value of return code from the security service.

Name:

Name of the return code.

Description:

Qualified description of the return code from the authentication call.

Reason Code:

Integer value of the reason code from the security service.

Name:

Name of the reason code.

Description:

Description of the reason code from the authentication call, that further qualifies the return code value.

Action:

Action to resolve the authentication error.

CAHVS0261I
Logon (guid) successful for user {userid}

Reason:

This informational message appears when your logon GUID was successful.

Action:

None

CAHVS0262E
Logon (guid) failed (returnValue {returnValue}, returnCode {returnCode}, reasonCode {reasonCode}) for user
{userid}

Reason:

This error message appears when your logon failed.

Action:

Verify your login credentials. Otherwise, contact your system administrator.

CAHVS0263I
Logon successful for user {userid}

Reason:

This informational message appears when your userid logon was successful.
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Action:

None

CAHVS0264E
Logon failed (returnValue {returnValue}, returnCode {returnCode}, reasonCode {reasonCode}) for user {userid}

Reason:

This error message appears when your userid logon failed.

Action:

Verify your login credentials. Otherwise, contact your system administrator.

CAHVS0265I
Logoff successful for user {userid}

Reason:

This informational message appears when you logged off successfully.

Action:

None

CAHVS0266E
Logoff failed {returnValue}, returnCode {returnCode}, reasonCode {reasonCode}) for user {userid}

Reason:

This error message appears when your userid logoff failed.

Action:

Contact your system administrator.

CAHVS0300E
Service module {module} {function} failed with J2ZException {exception}

Reason:

This error message appears when your service module failed with J2ZException.

Action:

Review the information in the exception.

CAHVS0302E
Failed to invoke J2Z Report List service

Reason:

This error message appears when the J2Z Report List service fails to start.

Action:

Review your Web Viewer log file.
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CAHVS0303E
Failed to terminate J2Z Report List service

Reason:

This error message appears when you cannot terminate the J2Z Report List service.

Action:

Review your Web Viewer log file.

CAHVS0304E
J2Z Report List storage error

Reason:

This error message appears when the J2Z Report List service was unable to allocate storage.

Action:

Review your Web Viewer log file.

CAHVS0310E
CA View repository open failed ({message})

Reason:

This error message appears when you cannot open a View repository.

Action:

Contact your View Administrator.

CAHVS0311E
CA View report list open failed ({message})

Reason:

This error message appears when you cannot open a View report list.

Action:

Contact your View Administrator.

CAHVS0312E
CA View report list get failed ({message})

Reason:

This error message appears when you cannot get a list of View reports.

Action:

Contact your View Administrator.
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CAHVS0313E
CA View report data open failed ({reason})

Reason:

This error message appears when View cannot open your report data.

Action:

Contact your View Administrator.

CAHVS0314E
CA View report data get failed ({reason})"

Reason:

This error message appears when View cannot get your report data.

Action:

Contact your View Administrator.

CAHVS0315E
CA View report data position failed ({reason})

Reason:

This error message appears when View cannot get to a specific area of your report.

Action:

Contact your View Administrator.

CAHVS0316E
Web Viewer services lock routine failed ({reason})

Reason:

This error message appears when View cannot perform a lock for Web Viewer services.

Action:

Contact your View Administrator.

CAHVS0317E
Web Viewer services unlock routine failed ({reason})

Reason:

This error message appears when View cannot perform an unlock for Web Viewer services.

Action:

Contact your View Administrator.
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CAHVS0318E
Web Viewer services open routine failed ({reason})

Reason:

This error message appears when View cannot perform an open for Web Viewer services.

Action:

Contact your View Administrator.

CAHVS0319E
Web Viewer services close routine failed ({reason})

Reason:

This error message appears when View cannot perform a close for Web Viewer services.

Action:

Contact your View Administrator.

CAHVS0320E
Web Viewer services get user routine failed ({reason})

Reason:

This error message appears when View cannot get a user record for Web Viewer services.

Action:

Contact your View Administrator.

CAHVS0321E
CA View cross-report index open failed ({message})

Reason:

This error message appears when you cannot open a View cross-report index list.

Action:

Contact your View Administrator.

CAHVS0322E
CA View cross-report index get failed ({message})

Reason:

This error message appears when you cannot get a list of View cross-report indexes.

Action:

Contact your View Administrator.
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CAHVS0323E
CA View message retrieval failed ({message})

Reason:

This error message appears when retrieval of a View message failed.

Action:

Contact your View Administrator.

CAHVS0324E
CA View cross-report index value open failed ({message})

Reason:

This error message appears when you cannot open a View cross-report index value list.

Action:

Contact your View Administrator.

CAHVS0325E
CA View cross-report index value get failed ({message})

Reason:

This error message appears when you cannot get a list of View cross-report index values.

Action:

Contact your View Administrator.

CAHVS0326E
CA View report index name open failed ({message})

Reason:

This error message appears when you cannot open a View report index list.

Action:

Contact your View Administrator.

CAHVS0327E
CA View report index name get failed ({message})

Reason:

This error message appears when you cannot get a list of View report index values.

Action:

Contact your View Administrator.
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CAHVS0328E
CA View user information update failed ({message})

Reason:

This error message appears when you cannot update a View user profile.

Action:

Contact your View Administrator.

CAHVS0329E
CA View report logical view open failed ({message})

Reason:

This error message appears when you cannot open a View report logical view list.

Action:

Contact your View Administrator.

CAHVS0330E
CA View report logical view get failed ({message})

Reason:

This error message appears when you cannot get a list of View report logical views.

Action:

Contact your View Administrator.

CAHVS0350E
Report <name> is on tape and unavailable at this moment. We have just initiated a process to recall it, please wait
until the recall processcompletes.

Reason:

Web Viewer is waiting for an offline report to be recalled.

Action:

Try again later to select the report.

CAHVS0351E
Report <name> is on tape and unavailable at this moment. The recall process is in progress, please wait until the
recall process completes.

Reason:

Web Viewer is waiting for an offline report to be recalled.

Action:

Try again later to select the report.
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CAHVS0400E
Invalid value specified for {field}. {format}

Reason:

This error message appears when an invalid value is specified for {field}, while {format} indicates the expected value
format.

Action:

Specify a value that is valid for {field} and conforms to {format}.

CAHVS0500E
Unable to read J2Z service data: {detail}

Reason:

This error message appears when reading of J2Z service data failed.

Action:

Review your Web Viewer log file.

CAHVS0501E
Unable to write output data: {reason}

Reason:

This error message appears when the server cannot write a response to a client request. If the system provided a reason
why the write failed, then the message includes the reason.

Action:

Check your connection and retry the request.

CAHVS0502E
Failed to terminate J2Z service {service}

Reason:

This error message appears when terminating of a J2Z service failed.

Action:

Review your Web Viewer log file.

CAHVS0800E
Invalid parameter or parameter type specified: {parameter}

Reason:

This error message appears when an invalid parameter or parameter type is specified in a REST API request.

Action:

Review documentation for the REST API request that has failed.
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CAHVS1001E
Database has not been initialized - Run SARINIT utility

Reason:

This error message appears when your database has not been initialized.

Action:

Run the View SARINIT utility.

CAHVS1002E
Logon user exit "SARUSDUX" not found

Reason:

This error message appears when your logon user exit is not found.

Action:

Create a user exit as documented in View.

CAHVS1003E
Security user exit "SARSECUX" not found

Reason:

This error message appears when your security user exit is not found.

Action:

Create a user exit as documented in View.

CAHVS1010E
Database at incorrect level for this release

Reason:

This error message appears when your View repository is at the incorrect level.

Action:

Upgrade your View repository to the correct level.

CAHVS1011E
Load failed for SARDVECT

Reason:

This error message appears when SARDVECT failed to load.

Action:

Verify that your View load library is in included on the STEPLIB DD for your web application server.
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CAHVS1024E
Userid not provided

Reason:

This error message appears when you did not provide a userid.

Action:

Provide a userid.

CAHVS1025E
Password not valid for userid

Reason:

This error message appears when you provide an incorrect password.

Action:

Provide the correct password.

CAHVS1026E
Userid does not exist

Reason:

This error message appears when you provide an invalid userid.

Action:

Provide a valid userid.

CAHVS1027E
Userid denied access to database

Reason:

This error message appears when you do not have access to the database.

Action:

Contact your View administrator and verify your access.

CAHVS1028E
Userid denied. JOB mode access only. Contact your CA View Administrator.

Reason:

This error message appears when View denies your userid.

Action:

Contact your View Administrator.
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CAHVS1032E
Record not found.

Reason:

This error message appears when View cannot find the record.

Action:

Contact your View Administrator.

CAHVS1035E
User not authorized to access Report "<report>" Gen=<generation> Seq=<sequence>

Reason:

This error message appears when you do not have authorization for a specific report, generation, or sequence.

Action:

Contact your View administrator and verify your access.

CAHVS1061E
Report "<report>" Gen=<generation> Seq=<sequence> not available for access

Reason:

This error message appears when the report that you requested is unavailable.

Action:

Contact your View administrator and verify your access.

CAHVS1101E
Report "<report>" Gen=<generation> Seq=<sequence> not found

Reason:

This error message appears when the report is not found.

Action:

Contact your View Administrator.

CAHVS1103E
No selectable reports for users distribution identifier

Reason:

This error message appears when no reports are available under the user's distribution.

Action:

Contact your View Administrator.
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CAHVS1104E
Unable to qualify selection of reports due to missing CA-Deliver interface (RMOGAM)

Reason:

This error message appears when you do not have the Deliver interface (RMOGAM).

Action:

Verify that you have the Deliver load library in the STEPLIB DD for your web application server.

CAHVS1113E
Report {report} Gen={generation} Seq={sequence} not found

Reason:

This error message appears when View cannot find the report.

Action:

Contact your View Administrator.

CAHVS1114E
View {view} not found for Report {report}

Reason:

This error message appears when View cannot find the requested view.

Action:

Contact your View Administrator and verify your view.

CAHVS1115E
User not authorized to access Report {report} Gen={generation} Seq={sequence}

Reason:

This error message appears when the user is not authorized to access a report.

Action:

Contact your View administrator and verify your access.

CAHVS1116E
Index not found for Report {report} Gen={generation} Seq={sequence}

Reason:

This error message appears when View cannot find the index for the report.

Action:

Contact your View Administrator.
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CAHVS1117E
User not authorized to access index for Report {report} Gen={generation} Seq={sequence}

Reason:

This error message appears when the user is not authorized to access the index for a report.

Action:

Contact your View administrator and verify your access.

CAHVS1118E
Filter {filter} not found

Reason:

This error message appears when you specified an invalid filter.

Action:

Contact your View Administrator and verify your filter.

CAHVS1119E
I/O error retrieving filter {filter}

Reason:

This error message appears when View cannot retrieve your filter.

Action:

Contact your View Administrator and verify your filter.

CAHVS1131E
Report {report} Gen={generation} Seq={sequence} not available for access

Reason:

This error message appears when the report is not available.

Action:

Contact your View administrator and verify your access.

CAHVS1132E
Report {report} Gen={generation} Seq={sequence} not available for access

Reason:

This error message appears when the report is not available.

Action:

Contact your View administrator and verify your access.
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CAHVS1212E
Invalid record number

Reason:

This error message appears when you specified an invalid record number.

Action:

Verify the value of the record number.

CAHVS1213E
Invalid page number

Reason:

This error message appears when you specified an invalid page number.

Action:

Verify the value of the page number.

CAHVS1232E
Invalid record number

Reason:

This error message appears when you specified an invalid record number.

Action:

Verify the value of the record number.

CAHVS1241E
Record positioning not supported on view

Reason:

This error message appears when View does not support your record positioning.

Action:

Contact your View Administrator.

CAHVS1242E
Positioning not supported on ACIF, PPS or LPD REPORT

Reason:

This error message appears when View does not support your record positioning on an ACIF, PPS, or LPD report.

Action:

Contact your View Administrator.
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CAHVS1291E
Invalid report handle

Reason:

This error message appears when View does not recognize the report handle.

Action:

Verify that you provided the correct report handle.

CAHVS1292E
Recall request failed RC=nn

Reason:

This error message appears when the system was unable to issue a call.

Action:

Try again or contact your View administrator.

CAHVS1351E
STDENVX open failed

Reason:

An attempt to open the STDENVX DD allocation failed.

Action:

Determine whether any more messages were written at the time of the error. If so, they can provide information about the
cause of the failure. Check that the Web Viewer JCL specifies a valid STDENVX environment variable configuration data
set. Web Viewer continues without the Spool Java Transformer interface.

CAHVS1352E
STDENVX read failed

Reason:

An attempt to read from the STDENVX DD allocation failed.

Action:

Determine whether any more messages were written at the time of the error. If so, they can provide information about the
cause of the failure. Check that the Web Viewer JCL specifies a valid STDENVX environment variable configuration data
set. Web Viewer continues without the Spool Java Transformer interface.

CAHVS1353E
STDENVX close failed

Reason:

An attempt to close the STDENVX DD allocation failed.

Action:
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Determine whether any more messages were written at the time of the error. If so, they can provide information about the
cause of the failure. Check that the Web Viewer JCL specifies a valid STDENVXenvironment variable configuration data
set. CA DRAS continues without the Spool Java Transformer interface.

CAHVS1354E
STDENVX missing X2YY definitions

Reason:

The STDENVX DD allocation supplied some incomplete Spool Java Transformer Environment variables.

Action:

Determine whether more messages were written at the time of the error. If so, they can provide information about the
cause of the failure. Web Viewer continues without the Spool Java Transformer interface.

CAHVS1355E
STDENVX invalid parameter value: X2YY_xxxxxxxx

Reason:

An undefined X2YY_xxxxxxxx environment variable is read from the STDENVX DD allocation.

Action:

Correct the syntax error and restart Web Viewer. Web Viewer continues without the Spool Java Transformer interface.

CAHVS1356E
ESFOPEN/ESFWRIT/ESFCLOS not found

Reason:

The Spool Java Transformer interface is unable to load the Spool API modules during startup.

Action:

Add the Spool Load Library to the Web Viewer JCL procedure and restart Web Viewer.

Web Viewer continues without the Spool Java Transformer interface.

CAHVS1357E
[ESFOPEN | ESFWRIT | ESFCLOS] failed RC=xx [PID=zzz]

Reason:

The open, write, or close of the Spool file that failed with status code xx. See the Spool Operations, Commands, and
Messages Guide section Call Interface Return Codes for the cause of the problem. If ESFOPEN failed with RC=PE, the
PID=zzz of the parameter in error is included in the message.

Action:

Determine whether more messages were written to ESFLOG at the time of the error. They can provide information about
the cause of the failure. Web Viewer continues.

CAHVS1358E
CA Spool subsystem xxxx not active
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Reason:

The X2YY_SUBID specified Spool subsystem xxxx was not active.

Action:

Start the Spool task and log in again to Web Viewer.

Web Viewer continues without the Spool Java Transformer interface.

CAHVS1359E
FSS xxxxxxxx not active

Reason:

The X2YY_PROC specified Spool Java Transformer FSS xxxxxxxx was not active.

Action:

Start the Spool Java Transformer FSS and log in again to Web Viewer.

Web Viewer continues without the Spool Java transformer interface.

CAHVS1360E
HFS output file allocate failed, RC=¢, Error/Info Code=¢

Reason:

An attempt to allocate the Spool Java Transformer output PDF file dynamically failed.

Action:

Determine whether more messages were written at the time of the error. They can provide information regarding the
cause of the failure. Investigate the dynamic allocation return code, error, and info codes to determine the cause of the
problem.

CAHVS1361E
HFS input file allocate failed, RC=¢, Error/Info Code=¢

Reason:

An attempt to allocate the Spool Java Transformer input file dynamically failed.

Action:

Determine whether more messages were written at the time of the error. They can provide information regarding the
cause of the failure. Investigate the dynamic allocation return code, error, and info codes to determine the cause of the
problem.

CAHVS1362E
HFS input file open failed

Reason:

An attempt to open the Spool Java Transformer input file for output failed.

Action:
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Determine whether more messages were written at the time of the error. They can provide information regarding the
cause of the failure. If the transformation failed, look at the transformation report to determine the cause of the problem.

CAHVS1364E
HFS input file close failed

Reason:

An attempt to close the Spool Java Transformer input file failed.

Action:

Determine whether more messages were written at the time of the error. They can provide information regarding the
cause of the failure. If the transformation failed, look at the transformation report to determine the cause of the problem.

CAHVS1365E
HFS output file unallocate failed, RC=¢, Error/Info Code=¢

Reason:

An attempt to deallocate the Spool Java Transformer input file dynamically failed.

Action:

Determine whether more messages were written at the time of the error. They can provide information regarding the
cause of the failure. Investigate the dynamic allocation return code, error, and info codes to determine the cause of the
problem.

CAHVS1366E
HFS queue file allocate failed, RC=¢, Error/Info Code=¢

Reason:

An attempt to allocate the Spool Java transformer queue job file dynamically failed.

Action:

Determine whether more messages were written at the time of the error. They can provide information regarding the
cause of the failure. Investigate the dynamic allocation return code, error, and info codes to determine the cause of the
problem.

CAHVS1367E
HFS queue file open failed

Reason:

An attempt to open the Spool Java transformer queue job file for output failed.

Action:

Determine whether more messages were written at the time of the error. They can provide information regarding the
cause of the failure. To determine the cause of the problem, investigate the dynamic allocation return code, error, and info
codes.
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CAHVS1368E
HFS queue file close failed

Reason:

An attempt to close the Spool Java transformer queue job file failed.

Action:

Determine whether more messages were written at the time of the error. They can provide information regarding the
cause of the failure. Investigate the dynamic allocation return code, error, and info codes to determine the cause of the
problem.

CAHVS1369E
HFS queue file unallocate failed, RC=¢, Error/Info Code=¢

Reason:

An attempt to deallocate the Spool Java Transformer queue job file dynamically failed.

Action:

Determine whether more messages were written at the time of the error. They can provide information regarding the
cause of the failure. Investigate the dynamic allocation return code, error, and info codes to determine the cause of the
problem.

CAHVS1370E
CA Spool transformation failed

Reason:

The Spool Java Transformation request failed.

Action:

Determine whether more messages were written at the time of the error. They can provide information regarding the
cause of the failure. Look at the transformation report to determine the cause of the problem.

CAHVS2001I
{name} version {version} build {build} {date} {action}

Reason:

This informational message tells you that utility processing is starting or ending.

Action:

None.

CAHVS2002E
Unrecognized option "{option}"

Reason:

This error message appears when an unrecognized option is passed to the utility.

Action:
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Verify the parameters you are passing to the utility program are specified correctly.

CAHVS2003E
Option "{option}" value "{value}" invalid, {reason}

Reason:

This error message appears when an invalid value is specified for an option.

Action:

Verify the parameters you are passing to the utility program are specified correctly.

Possible Reasons:

• A function code of DRAS_Repository_Import or Export_Rule_Import was expected.
• A database type of h2 was expected.
• A report access type of ONLINE_ONLY, EXPANDED_ACCESS_SERVER, or EXTERNAL_RECALL was expected.
• A value not exceeding {maxLength} characters was expected.

CAHVS2004E
Required option "{option}" missing or invalid

Reason:

This error message appears when a required option is missing or specified incorrectly.

Action:

Verify the parameters you are passing to the utility program are specified correctly.

CAHVS2010I
Processing rule {count}: "{name}"

Reason:

This informational message tells you an export rule is being processed.

Action:

None.

CAHVS2011I
Successfully imported rule {count}: "{name}"

Reason:

This informational message tells you that an export rule was successfully imported.

Action:

None.

CAHVS2012E
Error importing rule {count}: "{name}", {exception}

Reason:
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This error message appears when an import of an export rule failed.

Action:

Review the exception to identify why the export rule can not be imported.

CAHVS2013W
Unrecognized element "{element}"

Reason:

This warning message appears when an export rule contains an invalid element.

Action:

Verify that the input file is an export rule XML file.

CAHVS2014E
Unable to stream XML input file, {exception}

Reason:

This error message appears when the input file cannot be parsed.

Action:

Verify that the input file is an export rule XML file.

CAHVS2015E
Error reading input file, {exception}

Reason:

This error message appears when the input file cannot be opened.

Action:

Verify the input file is an export rule XML file.

CAHVS2016W
Delimiter or fixed columns not selected, defaulting to delimited by spaces

Reason:

This warning message appears when the export rule has not been defined as either fixed columns or delimited.

Action:

The export defaults to delimited by spaces.

CAHVS2017E
Invalid value specified for element "{element}", {reason}

Reason:

This error message appears when an export rule element contains an invalid value.

Action:
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Correct the value.

Possible Reasons:

• A boolean value was expected.
• A character value was expected.
• An integer in the range of {minValue} to {maxValue} was expected.
• A format value was expected.
• A date format value was expected.
• A locale was expected.
• A comma-separated list of positive integers was expected.
• A string with length {minLength} to {maxLength} was expected.
• A page value was expected.
• A page range value was expected.

CAHVS2018I
{count} export rules found in input file, {sucess} successfully imported and {fail} failed

Reason:

This informational message tells you when all the export rules in the input file have been processed.

Action:

None.

CAHVS2030I
{output}

Reason:

This message displays the Feature CLI output.

Action:

None. This is only an informational message.

CAHVS2031E
No feature identifiers that match the requested identifier "{identifier}” were found.

Reason:

This error appears when no features were found that match the requested identifier.

Action:

Verify the identifier specified is valid.

CAHVS2032I
Feature {identifier} {state}

Reason:

This informational message confirms that a feature has been enabled or disabled.

Action:
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None. This is only an informational message.
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Additional Resources
Includes educational resources, product references, and support information.

This article provides resources to assist you in maximizing your product experience, including information about
education, webcasts, product support resources, and product maintenance.

Education and Training

Use the following links to learn more about this product:

• Broadcom Mainframe Education
• Broadcom Mainframe Education YouTube Channel

Product Support

To view product details, go to Broadcom Support, under Software select Mainframe Software, All Products, search by
product name, and select Product Details.

For past releases of Web Viewer, see Bookshelves and PDFs.

User Communities and Support

Consult your peers, reach out to subject matter experts, and read the latest technical insights and information in our global
communities.
Our Mainframe Product Communities serve customers of all Broadcom Output Management products, including Web
Viewer, View, Deliver, and Dispatch.

Social Media

Follow us on social media for information about events we are involved in, blogs from our thought leaders, eBooks,
analyst reports, and more:

• Twitter
• LinkedIn
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005–2023 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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